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PEEFACE

I HAVE written this book at the suggestion of a few

friends, from the very meagre notes jotted down in a

small pocket diary.

While endeavom'ing as much as possible to mingle

with my adventures any information which may be

useful to travellers, I have at the same time tried to

eliminate all the usual dryness of a "Guide." When
I was preparing for my trip in 1874, I felt the want

of a book from which I might gather some information

as to the chances of sport in the particular countries I

intended to visit ; and I hope that in future that want

may be provided for in this volume.

Doubtless, its shortcomings are numerous; but I

venture to publish it, hoping that as the countries

which are described in its pages are every year coming

more and more into the favourable notice of sportsmen

and travellers, this account may be not altogether with-

out interest to the public, nor useless to any who may
be tempted to follow my example and take "A Trip to

Cashmere and Ladak."

COWLEY LAMBEET.

'Sew University Cluh, St. James's Street,

February, 18V7.
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A TRIP TO CASHMERE AND LADAK.

CHAPTEE I.

FEOM LONDON TO LAHOEE.

Sporting Grounds—London to Bombay—India.

It is doubtless somewhat of a truism to remark that

the love of travel and sport is inherent in every English-

man ; and, such being the case, I might as well at once

inform my readers that, finding myself with a few

months on my hands, I set out for Cashmere. But

before I speak of Cashmere, I wish to make one or two

remarks on the hunting grounds of the world.

Sportsmen may be divided into two classes : those

who make a business of sport, and those who simply

seek it as a recreation. By the former I mean those

men who, having no ties at home, no business to leave,

and no reason for a hurried return, go out to the utter-

most parts of the world, little caring if they ever come
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back. They can choose their own ground, their own

time, and their own way of living. They can live for

the day, taldng no heed for the morrow ; and when, now

and then, one of this kind of hunter perhaps sinks on

the far prairie, overcome by cold and fatigue—perhaps

lies under a troj)ical sun, struck down by African fever,

or maybe falls a victim to an accident m the chase

—

when one of these disappears, his face is scarcely

missed, for he had no ties at home.

But, on the other hand, a man who takes a sporting

trip as a holiday has to look at it in a very different

way. He has a few months only on his hands, he must

be back by a certain time, he has ties at home, and he

must not run needlessly into danger, for there would be

broken hearts at home, perhaps, if he came back no

more.

Where shall he go for his sporting trip ?

Here is the map : Europe, Asia, Africa, and America.

Eui'ope is out of the question.

Africa? Certainly a very good hunting country, all

the different kinds of big game a sportsman could wish

for ; but it takes such a long time to get to the shooting

ground—it is so unhealthy—in fact, there are so many

drawbacks to shooting in Africa, that very few men care

to go there for a few months.

America ? There, if a man want reaUy good shoot-

ing, he must go right away into the back-woods,

and then he has to run the chance of getting lost
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altogether and never finding his way back to the old

country.

No ; I certainly think that if a man wants to go a

trip for a few months to see new comitries, to get good

sport, and to return safe home again at the end of his

holiday, that man should turn his back on Africa and

America, and either spend his leave shooting in the

jungles of Central India, or, what I consider a much

wiser plan, go right away over the hills to the more

unknown and far more healthy countries of Cashmere

and Ladak.

Thus reasoning, I determined on India, and started

from Charing Cross in March, 1874.

If I go to Cashmere again, I shall certainly start

earlier, as to get the best shooting in the Valley one

ought to be there by the first week in March.

I was accompanied by three friends, Barclay, Cress-

well, and Lydekker, whom, of course, I shall frequently

have occasion to mention in these pages.

People speak of the "voyage to India " as though it

were one of the most terrible undertakings in the world,

whereas it really is a very pleasant, easy trip. Going by

the overland route, it takes only nineteen days from

London to Bombay, and the worst part of the journey is

that by rail from Paris to Brindisi. For the rest, there

are three days' pleasant steaming down to Alexandria,

past the lovely little islands of the Greek Archipelago

;

then a night journey by rail across the Desert to Suez.
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Then como five days' dreaming down the Red Sea. Of

course, it has been known to be rough on the Red Sea

;

but I am simply writing my experiences, and they were

of the pleasantest, warmest, and most dreamy kind.

Then seven days more from Aden, and we find ourselves

in India, so that the whole sea voyage is only fifteen

days ; and with pleasant companions and comfortable

quarters it is quite possible to find it pass even too

quickly.

On arriving at Bombay we only stayed two nights,

and then left for Lahore, om' baggage being sent after us

by luggage-train.

We took out with us from England several things

which we thought would be useful to us in camping in

the hills ; but I believe the only two articles that were

really needed were a felt-covered water-bottle, with strap

to sling on the back, and a pocket-filter, which I certainly

found most useful on the march up to Cashmere.

I have put an Appendix at the end of this volume,

with a list of the only things really worth taking out

from England. Everything else can be bought in India.

We were obliged to remain at Lahore a few days

while we prepared our camp for Cashmere, and as

we had no introductions to people living there, we

stayed at an hotel. Of com'se, I did not expect to find in

Indian hotels the same comforts that one enjoys in those

in England ; but I certainly think that the hotels at

Lahore beat any others I have ever been into for dirt
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and discomfort. As a rule, a man travelling in India

does not often have to stay at an hotel, as he either

has introductions to people at each place he goes to,

or the people with whom he is staying give him an

introduction to some friend of theirs at the next place

he intends to visit. I am sure residents in India are

only too glad to see strangers, and know how to make

them welcome. A traveller need never to be afi'aid of

intruding anywhere, especially in the North-West.

I can mention a good custom, which, I believe, is

still kept up in the hills. In some places a man has

to ride thhty and forty miles fi-om one house to another

without passing a habitation of any kind ; his fiiends,

who are sending him on, mount him, giving him a fresh

horse perhaps every ten miles ; at the end of each stage

he finds a groom holding not only his fresh horse, but

a brandy and soda as well.

But now almost aU i^laces are being joined together

by the encroachments of the railroad, and the old

border hospitahty is gradually becoming only a memory

of the past.

Still, it is certainly not a thing to be groaned at when

it brings within the reach of those in England such a

lovely country as Cashmere. I have very little doubt

that in a few years we shall have a railway running

up the VaUey of the Jhelam right into Srinagar, the

capital of Cashmere. We should then get there in less

than a week from Bombay, and in less than a month

from London.
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CHAPTER II.

FROM LAHORE TO SRINAGAR.

Making Camp—Servants—A "Dak " Van—" Eckas"—At Bhimber—View

of the Himalayas—Marching in the Hills—A Rhododendron Forest

—A Jumpy Bridge—Poonch—The Economical Rajah—The Haji Pir

—Ooree—The Valley of the Jhelam—Besieged by Boatmen and

Shikarees—First View of the " Happy Valley "—Cashmere—Its In-

habitants—Up the Jhelam—A Cashmere Boat—The Woolar Lake

—

A Race—A Smaller Boat.

We had now arrived at our starting point for the hills,

and it was necessary to purchase at Lahore all the

requisites for forming a camp.

We began by getting four " hill " tents, each nine

feet square, with double roofs. These are much the

most useful tents for shooting purposes ; they are very

light, and with poles and ropes only form one coohe load.

The extra roof can be used or not, at pleasm-e ; when

it is used it comes down to the ground on each side.

There is a space of about a foot between the two, so

that in snow or rain the tent is kept perfectly dry

by the outer roof, and in the hottest weather the sun

fails to pierce them both.
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The best camp-beds are made in Cashmere, but

they may be now obtained at most of the hill stations.

They consist of four legs, four poles which fit into the

legs, and a leather sheet which straps across between

the poles. This is by far the cheapest, most portable,

and most comfortable bed I ever slept on.

We got folding-chairs, exactly the same as the

"croquet chair" in England, and folding-tables; dishes,

plates, cups and saucers, etc., of japanned-iron, brass

basins for washing, with folding stands, cooking pots

of iron, and, lastly, " kilters " to carry everything in

;

these are large wicker-baskets covered with leather,

in form like a tub : the men in the hills carry them

on their heads ; in Cashmere they carry them on their

backs. Thus our luggage consisted of tents, kilters, gun-

cases, and a small, strong portmanteau of clothes each.

Any one going to Cashmere need take very few

clothes with him, as a suit of strong cloth, adapted for

shooting purposes, can be made from a pattern for about

five rupees.

Our servants were four bearers, one of whom was

also "Khansaman," or cook, two "bishtis," or water-

carriers, and one " dhobi," or washerman.

The dhobi was an unnecessary appendage, and he

was sent back from Cashmere, with some native

merchants, soon after we arrived there.

Before starting for the hills, I should Hke to in-

troduce my servant, without whom I am sure we
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should not have had such a pleasant joui-ney as we

did enjoy.

He was a native of Cashmere and owned one of the

best houses there. His father and brother were in the

service of the Maharajah, and he himself had been a

boatman, but was afterwards a servant, and at this

time he was bearer to an officer at Lucknow^, who, not

being able to visit Cashmere this summer, had given

him leave of absence to go and see his family at

Srinagar. He, on his w^ay up there, hearing of some

"sahibs" from England at Lahore, came to see if he

could get service with us. Now servants in India, when

they leave a master, always get a "chit," or character,

from him, which they carry about with them, either

in a book or carefully wrapped up in an old piece of rag,

and produce it when they seek another engagement.

"When I read this man's " chits " I had no hesitation

in taking him as my bearer, and deem myself most

fortunate in thus having met with Suddick, than whom

there is no better servant in India.

There are several routes into Cashmere, and we

determined to try one over the Pir Panjal, the grand-

est road as regards scenery. Although, as a rule, it

is closed by snow till the beginning of May, yet we

thought we might by chance get over in April, but, as

will be seen fm-ther on, we were disapiDointed in this
;

however, knowing we could find out for certain as to the

practicability of crossing the Ph' at Thanna Mandi, two
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marches from the foot of the pass, where another road

branches off to Cashmere, we secui-ed " daks " and

started for Gujrat. A " dak " van is somethmg like the

common London " growler," rather larger, and without

any glass, the sides being made to shde to and fro,

so as to serve either as doors or windows. The " well"

is boarded over, so that it is possible to lie down com-

fortably, and wiien we had put down coats and rugs

enough to take the hardness off the boards, we—or

perhaps I ought rather only to speak for myself, I—slept

soundly for about six hom-s, when I was awoke by the

shouting of coolies and others, who, I found, were

endeavom-ing to lift the " dak " bodily into a ferry-boat,

to cross the river Chenab. I noticed the great railway

bridge which is now building over the river here; I

believe it is the longest bridge in existence, the length

being about a mile and three quarters. At Gujrat

the only vehicles procurable to take us to Bhimber

were "eckas," and the consequence was, we had a ride

which I think some of us will not easily forget.

I have come to the conclusion, after much careful

consideration, that if I had a pet aversion—a human

one I mean—I would like to send him for a di'ive in an

" ecka " from Gujrat to Bhimber. It is quite the most

refined torture ever invented.

An " ecka " consists principally of two high wheels,

between which is a kind of open box, the posts at the

corners sustaining a roof over-head about four feet
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high; the bottom of the "box," where the passengers

are supposed to rechne at ease, is about three feet

and a half square. This is supposed to carry two

passengers and the driver, who generally sits on the

edge of the front board, with his legs either on the

horse's back or hanging down on either side of his tail.

An "ecka," being entirely built of bamboo, is very

springy, and as the road from Gujrat to Bhimber, ironi-

cally called the old Imperial road, is quite the worst

carriage road I ever saw, our agonies may be better

imagined than described. Barclay and I tried riding

with our feet straight out on the horse's back ; we

squatted like natives, with our legs tucked under us

;

we hung our legs over the wheels, every now and then

getting one nearly twisted off, but all to no purpose.

When we fancied we were going to have a bit of smooth

road, we suddenly came to a series of ruts, and we were

tossed about, our heads banged against the top, and, in

fact, bumped all over ; now and then we crossed a dry

river bed, into the sand of which the " eckas " sank till

we thought they were going to disappear for ever. About

half-way, we stopped near a village to bait the horses,

and after waiting more than an hour for the di'ivers

to return, we had to go and search for them. By the

time we started again, it was quite dark, and we were

obhged to go very slowly for fear of losing the road.

Several times the drivers refused to go on, but by a

little gentle persuasion we overcame their scruples.
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At one place, while crossing a river, some of the

baggage was shot into the stream, and we all got wet

through in our endeavours to fish it out. At another

place, one of the " eckas " turned a complete somersault

down a small precipice, with om- guns, etc., luckily

without doing any serious damage. The tires came

off most of the wheels, but such a slight and ap-

parently common accident as that did not in the least

disconcei-t the driver, as when one dropped in the

road, generally tripping up the horse behind, the man

just picked it up without a word, and tied it on to the

back of his "ecka" with a piece of string. However,

everything must have an end, and we finally arrived

at om- camp at Bhimber about one o'clock in the

morning.

After a few hours' rest we began our marching at five

o'clock, and soon found that we had a tolerably stiff

walk before us. The road fi-om India into Cashmere is

divided into easy stages averaging about fourteen miles,

and at the halting-places, which are generally situated

just outside a village, there is a bungalow for the use of

visitors, and a man whose duty it is to look after the

comfort of travellers, get them anything they want in

the way of fire-wood, and also to procure coolies for

the carriage of their baggage.

The first stage of our march was fi'om Bhimber to

Saidabad, about fifteen miles, and consisted at first in

fording two streams about twenty times—they were the
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most jDerverse streams I ever met, always turning up

again when we thought we had done with them for

ever—and then chmbing for about two hom-s up hills

of smooth, steep rocks, with the sun blazing down upon

us. All around us, however, were oleanders in full

bloom, the beautiful red and white flowers forming

a pleasant contrast to the smooth, black rocks over

which the path led us. At length we arrived at the

top of this first range of hills, and looked fi-om the hot,

parched plains of India behind us, to the cooler prospect

of the snows of Cashmere before us in the distance.

After crossing two or three little nullahs, we came to

the top of the path which descends to the country

generally called the hill country, and which divides the

j)lain of the Punjaub from Cashmere. We stood in

a httle opening at the top of the pass, with rocks and

trees on either side of us forming, as it were, a sort

of frame to the picture which lay stretched out beneath

us—a pictm*e which I certainly think stands unsm-passed

by anything I have seen, either before or since.

We looked do'OTi on eight valleys, each, as it were, a

little country of itself—each divided from its neighbom's

by a range of hiUs. The fields were green with growing

corn, the orchards bright in all the glories of varied

fruit blossom; villages were dotted about here and there

;

while in each valley a hundred silver streams ran

bubbling and laughing through the meadows to join the

river Tawi, which we could trace winding away into
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distance, and along the bank of which we knew our i^ath

lay for the next four or five days.

But to return to my picture. As I said, each valley

was divided from the next by a range of hills, covered

with trees and jungle ; beyond the last valley rose the

grand range of the Eutten Pir, black with pines, tower-

ing high above the nearer ranges of hills, and yet

forming but a slight outwork to the glorious, impassable-

looking, snowy boundary to the "Happy Valley."

Having gazed on the picture for a long time, down we

went into the green fields ; the path was steep in places,

and took us among rocks and pines, which, I may

mention, we found on the northern slopes of all the hills

we crossed ; and thus, when we were in the valley below,

the scenery seemed to embrace several different countries :

the fields of corn, the fruit blossom, and the soft air,

seemed to tell us we were in England or France ; the

rice terraces, the birds of glorious plumage, reminded us

we were in India ; while above us were the pine forests

of Switzerland or Norway.

Five days' marching took us to Thanna Mandi, where

the road divides, one fork going off over the Pir Panjal,

the other through Poonch and over the Haji Pir. The

marching was very pleasant on those five days. Starting

early, we generally got to our camping ground before

the worst heat of the day. Most of our camps were

in charming spots near the river, one—at Naoshera, I

think—was in an orchard ; it was so pleasant I should
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have liked to have stayed there a few days. In the

afternoon we used to shoot or fish, and vary these

amusements by swimming in the river.

Sometimes the path led through lanes almost like

those of Surrey, if one could exchange for the hawthorn

hedge one of cactus covered with roses, jasmine, honey-

suckle, and a dozen other flowers; thousands of birds

were flying round us, while the jungle, which was too

thick to penetrate for shooting purposes, seemed to be

alive with peacocks, pheasants, and partridges.

Every day, as we got nearer Thanna Mandi, the

vaUey became narrower, the river more rapid, and the

mountains on each side higher, until at last we found

ourselves at the head of the valley, just imderneath the

pine-covered ridge of the Eutten Pir.

We were told that the pass over the Pir Panjal would

not be open for another three weeks, still Lydekker and

I were anxious to try it, and so sent for the Thanadar,

or head-man of the village, and questioned him concern-

ing the practicability of crossing the pass. He assured

us that there was not the slightest chance of our getting

across, that we should be lost in the snow, and finally

bm*st into tears and implored us not to risk om- precious

lives. "We were considerably touched by the solicitude of

this man, a stranger to us, and thought that it sprang

from his iimate kindness of heart ; but we discovered that

he was really more anxious for his own safety than for

ours, as he informed us that if anything were to happen
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to US, the Maharajah would remove his head for having

allowed us to run into danger ; and so, out of regard for

his wife and family, we were at length prevailed ujoon

to give up the idea of crossing the Pir Panjal, and took

the Poonch road instead.

The next day we mounted the Piutten Pir by a very

steep path. About half way up, the Pir Panjal road

branches off to the right. When we reached the top of

the first ridge we found there was a dip, or rather a basin,

round the edge of which the path ran. We had been

told that the Poonch route was the most difficult one,

while the Pu- Panjal road was the grandest. Not having

been over the latter, of course I cannot tell how far this

is true ; but if there is any truth in it at all, then the Pir

Panjal road must be very easy indeed, as on the Poonch

road we never had the slightest difficulty at any time.

The view fi'om the top of the Pir Panjal may be much

grander than the view fi*om the Haji Pir, but I doubt if

there is anything so lovely on the former road as that

basin in the Piutten Pu' I have just mentioned. Standing

on either rim of the basin, we looked down on a forest of

rhododendrons—not bushes such as we have in England,

but great trees ; and as we got there when they were in full

bloom, the sight was glorious. Every shade of crimson

was there, the colours not clashing one with the other,

but all harmonizing in the most dehcious manner ; and

walking through this beautiful valley, we found mingled

with the rhododendrons other trees of various kinds, the
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commoiiGst being the Himalayan oak, while the ground

was positively carpeted with violets, hyacinths, primulas,

and ferns of endless variety. I never walked through

such a perfect garden in my life. Down the other side

of the ridge, into the Sooran valley, the path was very

steep, but led through a beautiful glen, a mass of ferns

and flowers, with the river tumbling along by the j)ath

and getting wider and wider as we got further down
;

the path at the bottom was quite level, and over grass

most of the way. It was on this march that we crossed

the first bridge in the hills. All the bridges are alike,

so this one will do as a pattern ; it merely consisted of

two deodar trees laid from bank to bank, and pieces

fixed across with wooden pegs. The bridges are very

"jumpy," but seldom give way. I remember this bridge

very well, as we had such a laugh there. Barclay was

riding a pony, and coming to this bridge, he tried to stay

his wild career by shouting "Wo ! Wo !
" Now, a native

of those jjarts, when he wants his horse to go on, uses

an expression something like "Wo ! Wo !

" and, vice versa,

when he wants to stop him, he uses the ejaculation

generally written " Tchk ! Tchk!" and so, seeing

Barclay wanted to pull the pony up, the owner began

Tchking as hard as he could, which had the effect of

making Barclay shout "Wo !
" all the louder, varying it

now and then by turning round to swear at the man
behind, who he thought was urging the pony on for fun.

The pony came at the little gimcrack bridge full gallop.
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but luckily pulled up just as lie got ou to it, or I am

sure it would have come to grief; but what with the

shouting and laughing and excitement, I shall always

remember the first deodar bridge we crossed.

The next day we got to Poonch, which is the largest

village on this route, and boasts a palace and a fort,

as also a Eajah of its own, who is a tributary of the

Maharajah of Jummoo. This Eajah, Moti Singh by

name, is, I believe, a cousin of the Maharajah's, and

came into the government of Poonch—at least, so I was

told—in the following way. When the late Maharajah

of Jummoo died and the present one took possession, a

brother of Moti Singh's tried to make a disturbance and

turn the Maharajah out, saying that he himself was the

right man for the throne ; he even tried to get the British

Government to aid him, but they told him he must settle

it with the Maharajah. \Yhile this was going on, the

claimant died at Lahore, and the Maharajah made Moti

Smgh Eajah of Poonch, as a reward for not having

joined his brother in his attempt to distm-b him on his

throne at Jummoo.

The palace and fort are small, and built of mud.

When we visited the fort, dm-mg the afternoon, the

garrison turned out to receive us, and the band (?) struck

up " God Save the Queen," as they told us. We did

not like to contradict them, but we differed in opinion.

They afterwards tried another tune, a native tune, they

said, but we thought it sounded something like a bad

edition of " Annie Laurie," with variations.

c
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We had not the pleasure of an interview with the

Rajah, as he was away on a visit at Jiimmoo, but from

one particular cu-cumstance, which I carefully noted at

the time, I should think that one of his chief charac-

teristics was economy. And this characteristic showed

itself to us in rather a peculiar form, namely, the

soldiers' uniforms. There is very little doubt that the

Rajah serves out his uniforms only half at a time, for

all the soldiers we saw on the road, or loafing about

the village, had on either a pair of brown trousers

and no coat, or a brown coat and no trousers at all.

I may be wrong in my surmises, and it may be only

a kind of "military undress;" if so, I beg the Rajah's

pardon.

The next day a double march, up-hill most of the

way, took us to a village just imder the Haji Pir. It

was a wretched j)lace for camping, and we had some

difl&culty in getting milk and eggs; at last, however, the

" Kotwal " turned up from somewhere and promised to

fetch us some milk, but as he did not come back, we had

to hunt for him. He tried to bolt into the jungle, but

we captured him, and having taken away his clothes, sent

him again for milk, etc. ; he soon brought us what we

required, and got his clothes back. I found this plan

answer admirably whenever the head man was uncivil or

refused to get us what we wanted.

Next morning we crossed the Haji Pir. There was an

easy walk of about a mile up the snow to the top of the
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pass, where we got a view of the country round, and then

we had about a mile thi-ough snow on the other side.

We saw numbers of monkeys in the pine-trees—the large

grey monkeys with long white beards called Langoors,

whose skins are much prized for ladies' muffs, I believe.

Below the snow, the f)ath was very steep and rough. We
had breakfast at a village about half-way down, and then

went on, passing one of the finest waterfalls in Cashmere,

and finally got to Ooree, where the road from Marri joins

this one. That day's march was a hard one of about

twenty-two miles over a very rough path. Ooree is a

large village situated on a circular plateau, entirely

sm-rounded by mountains, with the river Jhelam thunder-

ing along through a rocky gorge on its northern side.

It boasts a fort, which, like most of the others in Cash-

mere, is apparently built of brown paper ; it really is

mud, but I believe if one were to throw a cricket-

ball pretty hard at the wall, it would go right through.

The march next day fi-om Ooree to Baramula is the

longest on this route ; but the road is a good one, and

the scenery very pretty the whole way.

The valley of the Jhelam, through which the path runs,

is very narrow. The hills on each side, rising to a great

height, are covered with grand trees and lovely flowers,

the deodars and Himalayan cedars being especially fine

hero ; and the ever-increasing abundance of fi'uit trees

gave us, as it were, a slight foretaste of what we might

expect when we got into the Valley of Cashmere. The
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country through which we had come on the other side of

the pass seemed to be steeped in the warmth and fulness

of summer, whilst along this valley everything showed

the freshness of spring ; the trees and banks were much

greener, and the fruit trees—apples, pears, plums,

peaches, apricots, and quinces—were just bursting into

blossom.

Far below the path, the river Jhelam roared and

tumbled over its rocky bed with a noise so loud that we

had to shout to each other if we wanted to be heard.

About half way we stopped for breakfast, at a very fine

ruin of an old serai, or halting place, marking the time

when the Mogul Emperors used the road in their visits to

Cashmere. As we proceeded along the valley, it gradually

opened out wider and wider, the hills decreased in height

on each side of us, till at last we found ourselves among

green fields, with the river Jhelam gliding along smoothly

and quietly beside us, quite a different-looking river to

the one boiling and roarmg along a mile or two back.

Om* road now led through the Baramula Pass, which lies

over a ridge about four hundred feet above the river.

Here we were besieged by crowds of boatmen and

shikarees, who swarmed round us, pressing on us their

"chits," and pushmg, shouting, and swearing at each

other in the most awful manner. We tried to explain to

them that we had already got hundreds of boats and

shikarees, and did not think we should require any more

just at present ; but they followed us most persistently.
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notwithstanding, evidently loth to believe us, or else

perhaps not quite understanding our elegant mixture of

bad Enghsh and worse Hindostanee. It is very strange

how often one tries to make foreigners understand English

by murdering it as much as possible. I think it is Mark

Twain who gives such a very charming illustration of

this ; he tells how one of his companions, being pressed

by a Frenchman to buy something in his shop in Paris,

answered the man, " AUong, restay trankeel, may be ve

coom Moonday."

But to return to Cashmere : we were soon at the top

of the Baramula Pass, and gazed down on the " Happy

Valley."

It was a wonderful sight.

At our feet was the Jhelam, now a broad river, wind-

ing along, past the pretty town of Sopoor in the half-

distance, till it lost itself in the Woolar Lake beyond.

Away in the far distance were the domes and spires of

Srmagar, with the Fort and Tacht-i-Suliman standing

out above the city. The whole valley was green with

growing corn, and gay with fruit blossom—a beautiful

picture, set in the fi-ame of the snow-clad Himalayas.

Having now reached the Valley of Cashmere, I may

as well at once give what appeared to me to be the chief

characteristics of the country and of the people. I think

the first thing one notices particularly, is the vast number

of fruit trees growing wild everywhere, which, if a little

care and attention were paid to them, might be made to
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attain a high degree of excellence; as it is, they are

indeed wild, growing some in the villages and some in

the jungle, and the fruit they bear is for the most

part devoid of flavour. Apples and pears, if they boast

any flavour at all, savour- very much of the turnip
;

peaches, apricots, and plums are for the most part small

and tasteless ; but there are many exceptions to this, and

some of the orchards contain trees bearing fruit which it

would be hard to excel in England, one peach orchard,

belonging to a fakir on the Manasbal Lake, being par-

ticularly noted for its splendid fi'uit. Mulberry-trees

abound everywhere, but the fruit is small. Walnut-trees

abound ; and, besides those I have named, there are

quince, hazel-nut, a cherry, and, last of all, grapes of

several kinds. They are very plentiful, especially around

Srinagar ; the vines there are trained up rows of poplars,

and, besides bearing most excellent fi'uit, form a beautiful

green screen against the hot summer sun.

Vegetables, too, grow in great abundance : potatoes,

which I believe have only been introduced of late years

;

tm*nips, lettuces, cucumbers, tomatoes, banyans, and

pumpkins. The cultivated laud consists of fields of

rice, which is the chief article of food amongst the

natives ; wheat, barley, millet, rye, and Indian corn.

Tobacco and cotton are also grown, but only in small

quantities. The trees and flowers of Cashmere are

thoroughly English, I think one finds almost every tree

in Cashmere that we have in England, with the exception
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of the elm ; but I remember, in the Sind Valley, passing

five monster witch-elms, perha^DS the largest I ever saw-

in my life, but I never saw another in any part of Cash-

mere. The principal tree of Cashmere, however, is the

chenar, which really is the plane-tree, but grows to a

much greater size in Cashmere than in England.

The slopes of the hills all round the valley, at least

the northern slopes, are covered with forests of pines

and deodars ; the latter grow to an immense size, and

are used for all building purposes, most of the houses

being built entirely of deodar-wood ; but I shall describe

the houses further on. Of coui'se, the chief blessing

of the country, the reason of its great fertihty, is the

abundance of good water. Besides the many streams

from the glaciers round the valley, there are springs of

purest water flowing everywhere, not only rising in the

mountains, but even in the centre of the valley itself.

The prmcipal springs are those which, rising in the

eastern end of the valley, form the som-ces of the river

Jhelam ; the largest are the springs at Islamabad, an

ancient city, a little over thkty miles from Srmagar,

which I may describe in another ^lace. I may mention

here that there are also many mineral springs, some of

which are very efficacious in peculiar diseases.

Thus, we may say of the country that the soil is rich,

there is abundance of wood and water, there is consider-

able mineral wealth, and the climate is almost perfect.

What more could be wanted to make this country one of

the richest in the world ?
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Now, as to the people. I might sum them up in three

words : filthy, ignorant, lying. There are, of course, a

few exceptions to this rule, but they truly only prove the

rule. Cashmerees have had a bad name for a long time,

and I certainly think they deserve it. If there is one

man in Cashmere more noted than another for his out-

rageous mendacity, it is the merchant of Srinagar. So

much for the Cashmeree morally. Physically, the men

are tall, well Luilt, and mostly good-looking, many of

them fair and ruddy, with light hair and blue eyes,

though the greater part are very dark, and have a most

unmistakable Jewish caste of face ; at least, I speak

of the Mahomedans : the Hindu is found occasionally

with fair hair. The women of Cashmere have long

been renowned for their beauty, but I think -they are

considerably overrated, with the excei^tion of the pun-

ditanis, or wives of the j)undits, the learned men of

Cashmere ; these women are really very beautiful, but

as they always pull the corner of their head-di-ess over

their face when they meet a Euroj)eau, it is very

seldom one can get a glimpse of the Srinagar belles.

The men and women dress very much alike. The men

wear short baggy trousers, and a loose kind of smock

frock reaching to the knees, fastened round the waist

with a roll of cloth, all of which may have been originall}'

white ; but I never saw them other than a dirty grey.

On their heads they wear a large turban, generally

coming down lower on the right side of the head thfin on
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the left. The women wear the same kind of smock-frock,

but often coloured, and rather longer than the men's ; on

then- heads they have a flat cloth cai?. Their mode of

dressing their hair is very peculiar : the hair, which is

very black, as a rule, is drawn back and plaited together

in eight or nine plaits ; these plaits get smaller as they

get lower down, and black woollen thread is plaited in,

till they gradually taper away and join together near the

ground, being finished off with a large tassel at the end.

The language is a mixture of several tongues ; but

I believe Persian predominates. In the hills round

Cashmere there are so many different patois, that the

inhabitants of villages about twenty miles distant from

each other can hardly understand one another.

The houses are very pictm'esque, all built of wood

—

deodar-wood, as I said before ; the trees are laid at right

angles to each other, and the spaces between filled up

with mud. They have pent-roofs, generally covered with

grass and flowers ; but whether the flowers grow in earth

which has been laid on the thatch, or in the dirt which

exudes from the interior, I am sure I cannot tell. There

is no glass, so the windows are merely wooden lattices,

pasted over with rather transparent paper in the winter.

I will now proceed with my journey.

From Baramula we went by water to Srinagar, up

the Jhelam, across a bit of the Woolar Lake, and then

up the river again to the city.

We had sent on the day before for boats, and found
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them ready for us ; but as our coolies with the baggage

were some way behind, we inspected the place.

The town of Baramula is not a very large one, but

boasts a fort, a good deal better looking than the brown-

paper one at Ooree, and a yery pretty bridge ; the

houses were four and five stories high, and the roofs

were covered with flowers. The town is situated under

a range of hills, and forms a very pretty picture from the

bungalow on the opposite side of the river. In the cool

of the evening we started on our trip up the Jhelam.

The boats are about fifty feet long, and five and a half

feet wide in the centre ; they taper to a point at each end,

are flat-bottomed, and are towed up stream and paddled

down. Each boat is covered over with a matting made

of grass, supported on a light wooden frame, to the sides

of which are fixed bhnds, which, being let down at night,

make one as snug as possible. Two of us went in each

boat, while a third one carried the servants, baggage, etc.

We found room on each boat for two beds, a table, chairs,

etc. In the after-part of the boat the boatman and his

family live. The crew generally consists of four persons,

two of whom tow the boat from the bank, a thu-d steers,

while the fourth either punts in the bows or does some

cooking in the stern. Coming down stream the boat

is allowed to drift along, occasionally aided by the crew

paddling.

The luxury of lying in a boat and being towed up

the broad, smooth river, with its glorious suiToundings,
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after ten days' moderately hard marching, may be easily

imagined. That night we went as far as Sopoor, a town

about the same size as Baramula, and slept there.

Next morning we proceeded on onr journey at day-

light.

I awoke just as we were entering the Woolar Lake.

The sun was rising over the mountain tops, and bathing

the valley in a flood of golden light. Everything seemed

to speak of peace and happiness : the little farm-houses,

like wooden toys, perched on islands; the green fields

and gay orchards; the lowing of cattle, the bleating

of sheep and goats, the crowing and cackling of the

domestic fowl, the clouds of ducks flying over om- heads,

the lake dotted all over with tmy fishing boats, and

around the whole, the wonderful wall of snow. When

I looked at this picture, I almost beheved the tradition

that this was the original Garden of Eden.

It was a glorious place for bathing ; the water was

as bright and cold in this lake as it is in the Dal Lake,

near Srinagar, and that was perfect.

The Jhelam runs through the Woolar Lake, so that

boats going from Sopoor to Srinagar leave the river close

to Sopoor, and cross the eastern end of the lake, re-enter-

ing the river near the Lanka Island.

During the early part of the year, they say, there are

often terrible storms on the lake, and the boatmen will

never, on any account, attempt to cross in the night.

There are wonderful stories of wrecks on this placid-
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looking lake, and tradition holds that the Emperor

Ranjit Singh nearly lost his life in a storm on the

Woolar.

Be that as it may, we found that pur boatmen

preferred to go up a canal which leaves the lake close

to Sopoor, and, after winding through swamps and

marshes, enters the Jhelam at Shadipore, about ten

miles below Srinagar.

Later in the year the lake sinks very considerably,

and boats are not able to get up this canal, and so are

obliged to cross the lake, sometimes to their great

discomfitm-e. On the swampy ground, which in April

was covered by the lake, we found in September numerous

little fishing villages, sprung up as if by magic. The

inhabitants live by fishing, and gathering the " singhara,"

or water-nut ; this they grind to flour and make
" chapatties " of.

But the fish and the " singhara " are Eoyal property,

like almost everything else in Cashmere, so that two-

thirds of the products of the fisherman's labour goes to

the Crown, and the other third is just about sufficient for

him to live on.

During om- trip up the river from Shadipore, our

boat had a race with the boat of another traveller, in

whose company we had come all the way from Saidabad.

The men got wonderfully excited, and the shikarees and

servants got out of their boats and got hold of the rope

belonging to their respective masters' boat and hauled
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away splendidly. I think we had as many as eleven men

towing us along at one time, whilst I and one boatman

assisted by punting, and Lydekker assisted by lying on

his bed smaking and occasionally giving a shout of

laughter as one of the towing men slipped and rolled

down the bank into the river.

We very nearly had a fracas once, as our opponents'

shikaree crept up behind my men, and seizing the rope,

he was about to jerk the whole eleven into the water,

when I gave a warning shout to Suddick, who turned

round, and, seeing what was the matter, sent the sturdy

little shikaree spinning down the bank with a pretty blow

straight from the shoulder. The man soon scrambled

up again, and seemed so inclined to "show fight," that

Suddick, to cool the little man's ardour, took him up as

though he had been a child, and pitched him well into

tlie middle of the river, whence he was fished out half

drowned. When we got to Srinagar he swore he would

have Suddick up for trying to drown him, but on my
representing to him that I should certainly have him up

for trying to drown the whole of my men, he altered

his mind and apologized instead.

Soon afterwards our rope broke, and the eleven men

went down on their noses. Our opponents, being in too

great haste to get past us in our difficulty, ran hard

aground, and were seen no more till next day.

In the afternoon Lydekker and I left our large boat,

and getting into the smaller one, together with Suddick,
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\ve proceeded quickly up the river in order to find out

where was the best place for a camp in Srinagar.

These smaller boats are just the same shape as the

others ; they are about thirty feet long, and four feet wide

in the centre, and have an awning of matting over the

centre part of the boat, under which we reclined on rugs

and cushions.

The crew consists of six or eight men; eight is the

best number, one in front and seven behind. They use

a heart-shaped paddle, with a handle about three feet

long, and make the boat travel at a very good pace.

These boats are used in Srinagar as the gondolas are

used in Venice, for with the river, the lake, and the

canals, one can go everywhere one wishes by water.

"We were now coming in sight of Srinagar, a description

of which I think I may leave to another chapter.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE CITY OF THE SUN.

The Fort—A Cashmere Plot—The Tacht-i-SuHman—The City—A Srina-

gar Bridge—Canals—The Palace—The Visitors' Bungalows—Our

Camp—The Trades of Srinagar—Dividing Camp.

The first thing that attracts the eye as one approaches

Srinagar is the fort, standing in a very commanding

position on the summit of a hill called the Harri Parbat,

on the northern side of the city, and distant about two

miles.

A stone wall encircles the hiU below the fort itself,

which wall, I believe, is over three miles in length. The

wall and the fort were built by the Emperor Akber about

A.D. 1591.

It is a fine, imposing-looking building at a distance,

but I must say it is a most worthy example of the line

that " Distance lends enchantment to the view."

It contains a few huts, a seedy Hindoo temple, a

tank of dirty water, and a few brass guns, that are kept

certainly more for ornament than use, as they would
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indubitably burst if any one were foolish enough to load

and attemj)t to fire them.

The fort was built to overawe the city in case of

a revolution ; a very necessary precaution, I should say,

from what I have heard of the manners and customs of

the natives whenever there is a new king.

There are generally three or four claimants to the

throne on the demise of the reigning monarch, which,

by-the-by, reminds me of a story told me of how, not

long ago, a Maharajah's reign was nearly cut short

soon after its commencement. This Maharajah had

two brothers. When his father died, and he, being

the eldest, took possession of the throne, his next

brother suggested to some friends of his that the}-

should put him out of the way, promising these four

conspirators the chief places in the State when he

became Maharajah. For four nights they conspired

how to overthrow the Maharajah, when one of them,

either tired of waiting for the grand crash, or else

possessing a conscience (a thing hard to believe in a

Cashmeree), turned round on his companions and told

the Maharajah that his brother was plotting to kill

him. He would not believe it ; so the conscience-

stricken one said, " Come and listen at the key-hole

while I go in and talk with them."—"No you don't,"

says the Maharajah, fearing a trap ;
" I will not go, but

my Wuzeer shall." And so, while the conspirators

plotted, the Wuzeer listened at the door and heard
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them settle to slay the Maharajah at his durbar

next day.

The following day a company of soldiers was posted

in the doorway of the palace where he held his dm'bar,

and when the conspirators walked in they were promptly

seized, hound with ropes, and brought before the

Maharajah, who, as a warning to them not to try that

kind of thing again, hung the three of&cers next day,

and threw his brother into a cell in a fort near Jummoo,

where, I beheve, he languishes to this day ; though why

he has not escajDed I cannot think, for if the fort where

he is confined is like the others which I saw in Cash-

mere, he has only got to run his head up against the

wall to find himself outside.

Above the city, and on the north-eastern side of it, is

another and higher hill, known as the Tacht-i-Suliman, or

the Throne of Solomon ; on the summit of this hill is an

old Buddhist temple, built, I believe, about 200 e.g. This

hill is about 1000 feet above the city, and is a capital

climb before breakfast, just to give one an appetite.

Now I will continue om- jom-ney up the river.

First, we came to a few houses scattered along the

banks of the river, all in a most ruinous state, and

apparently ready to fall to pieces at a moment's notice ;

they are built of wood, as I have remarked, but a good

many in the city of Srinagar are built of small loose

bricks up to the first floor, and then are continued in

wood.

D
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The roofs of the houses are flat, and covered with

grasses and flowers, amongst which tuHps of all colours

seem to predominate, and as we advanced up the river

the city seemed to have quite a holiday appearance.

By degrees the houses were closer together and more

numerous, till at length we found ourselves in the midst

of a city of nearly 200,000 people, occupying a space

ahout large enough for 50,000.

A short way through the city we came to the last

bridge, of which there are seven, connecting the city on

either side of the river. They are all exactly alike, so

that a description of one will sufiice.

Each bridge is supported on either two or three

piers, these being made of trunks of deodar trees laid

in layers of twenty, or twenty-five, each laj-er being

at right angles to the next. Half way up the pier

the trees used become longer and longer, so that each

row j)rojects bej^ond the one beneath, and the upper part

of the pier then takes the form of a capital on the top of

a pillar. Each pier has a triangular breakwater up-

stream to protect it fi'om the rush of water, which during

the summer months is sometimes very great, as we once

learnt to our cost.

The platform or roadway of the bridge is formed

of trees laid lengthways, with short pieces pegged across

;

this is generally covered with earth, and makes an

excellent road. Altogether, these bridges are certainly

the most picturesque I have ever seen.
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On each side of the river are seen the remains of

what must once have been a splendid stone embank-

ment. Many of the slabs of stone of which it is built

show by their carving that they were taken from some

of the grand old temples in Cashmere—ruins, perhaps,

long before the embankment was thought of ; and now

the embankment itself is covered with moss and ivy,

and is being slowly but surely washed away by the

river.

Just above the last bridge the Kut-i-Kul canal enters

the river on the left bank, and sometimes, if the stream

is running very strong in the river, and the water is

high enough in the canal, the boatmen prefer going that

way to ascending the river, as they cannot tow their

boats through the city; and sometimes the water is

almost too deep for punting, so they are obliged to get

up by means of then- paddles only.

There is a very strange old wooden mosque on the

right bank, just below the fifth bridge. It is the oldest

mosque in Cashmere, and is supposed to be sacred to

the memory of a fakir who introduced Mahomedanism

into Cashmere; why it has not fallen yet I cannot

make out.

Just below the fourth bridge is the tomb of the

greatest of the Mahomedan kings of Cashmere. He is

supposed to have introduced shawl-making into the

country, and lived about 450 years ago. This tomb is

the finest and best preserved in the city.
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There is a very fine mosque on the right bank, just

below the first bridge ; it is all built of wood, and, I think,

is the prettiest building in Srinagar.

The second bridge formerly had a row of shops on

each side of it, after the style of old London Bridge; these

were destroyed by fire in 1870.

Just above this bridge, on the right bank, is a good

garden, with a fine broad flight of steps down to the

river ; on the other side the Kut-i-Kul canal rejoins the

river, after passing through a very unpleasant and highly

odorous portion of the city.

Opposite this canal is another one, the Sunt-i-Kul or

Apple-tree canal ; it is a great contrast to the Kut-i-Kul,

as parts of it are as pretty as anything in Srinagar ; it

flows past the Chenar Bagh, and connects the river and

the Dal Lake.

A little higher on the left bank is the city palace,

which extends for about a quarter of a mile along the

river. It consists of a number of different houses jumbled

together, and contains a temple of the Maharajah's,

the conical roof of which is covered with j)lates of gold.

But the building, as a whole, is in quite as tumble-down

a state as the rest of the " City of the Sun."

The first bridge is a little way above the palace, and

above that, again, each bank is lined with poplars. A
short distance fm-ther up the river is a large building

erected by the Maharajah a few years ago for the purpose

of dinners, balls, etc. He used to give dinners every
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year to the English visitors during the season, and he

built this place because he did not quite like the

"Sahibs" singing "We won't go home tiU morning,"

in his city palace.

On the opposite side, a Httle fm'ther up stream, are

the visitors' bungalows, extending for more than a mile

along the river bank. They are mostly, especially the

new ones, very comfortable houses, though few of them

have any glass. They all have wooden lattice-work

windows, which slide up and down ; but, however pleasant

they may be in summer, I should not care to stay in

one in the winter time. Behuid the bungalows are the

camping grounds, but the best one by far is the Chenar

Bagh, by the side of the Apple-tree canal.

We now, having got to our jom-ney's end, proceeded to

go ashore; but before I leave the boat I must say that

the most curious and interesting sight I saw that day

was the crowd of people at each landing-stage, or flight

of steps, along the river—men, women, and childi-en

—

washing either themselves, their clothes, or their pots

and pans. It seemed to me as if half the city were thus

occupied, and yet they are the dh-tiest lot of people I

have ever seen.

The first place an Englishman visits when away

from home is, of course, the post-office ; and accordingly

we landed at it, among the bungalows on the river

bank, and learning that om- letters would not arrive

till the next day, we went to find the best place to
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l)itch our tents in. The camping ground called the

Harri Singh Bagh, near the post-office, was very

wet, so we walked across to the Chenar Bagh, and

there waited for the others to come with the baggage.

They did not arrive till it was dark, and so we had

to dine on the boats while the servants were pitching

the tents. They seemed to do it by instinct, for it

was almost too dark to see one another ; but they made

a very fair camp, and, the ground being level and di-y,

we were soon quite at home.

On emerging from om- tents next morning, we found

the camp thronged with tradespeople of every kind

—

the shawl-maker and banker, the jeweller and silver-

smith, the general merchant, the papier-mache maker,

the tailor, the gunsmith, the leather-worker, the skin-

curer, the grocer, the baker, and numbers more, all

fighting and shouting, pushing and struggling, till at last

we were obliged to get our sticks out and teach them

manners, afterwards i^acifying them by promising to

visit theu' shops in the bazaar. We left all om- loose

cash with one of the shawl-makers and bankers, and

while drinking the tea served us, made with rose-water

—

rather nice, I thought—were of course prevailed on to

buy a few shawls, table-cloths, etc. The real Cashmere

shawl is loom-made and very expensive ; this is owing

to the heavy tax on all shawls manufactured, which

forms one of the most important items in the Maharajah's

revenue.
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At one of the shawl factories which I visited, I saw

a man working at a shawl which would be sold, they

said, for 3000 rupees. These shawls are made in

pieces about two feet square, and the pieces are then

jomed together. The man who was making this 3000

rupee shawl was working with about 500 spindles, and

a boy was reading out the patterns to him as he

worked. I was told that four rupees a month is high

pay for a shawl-worker, and that it takes three years

for one man to make a shawl. France takes most of the

shawls ; the great houses have an agent in Srinagar,

a French gentleman who lives there all the year round.

I think, myself, that the hand-worked shawls are

quite as pretty as the others, and they have the great

advantage of being about ten times cheaper.

We went from the shawl merchant to the goldsmith,

and looked at his things, but it was quite hard to find

any native designs ; the man had got hold of an illus-

trated catalogue of "Streeter's Machine-made Jewellery,"

and was busy copying all the old designs we had left

behind us in England.

The gold-work is really the cheapest work to buy in

Cashmere, as the work is good and the gold is pure
;

occasionally a smith tries to mix a little brass with his

gold, but if he is detected he is punished very severely.

I might warn visitors to Srinagar against one man, who

tried this trick on a friend of mine ; luckily he was found

out in time, but I think that probably he was no worse
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than liis neiglibours. He bad unfortunately committed

the most grievous sin of all—the sin of being found out

;

but, still, that is no reason why I should attempt to spoil

his trade. He may have repented—who knows ?

The silver and silver-gilt work is very pretty, but the

gilt soon wears off the latter.

The great drawback to all this kind of work is, that

they cannot make anythmg straight. If you want

something made with three legs, you may be quite

certain that the legs will not be the same length. If

you want a serai, or claret jug, it is sure to lean on one

side. And if they can possibly swindle you, they will.

The papier-mache is greatly admired in England. I

think, myself, that it is quite as good as the French

ware, while, besides the work being good and the colom-s

bright, the patterns are highly original. They are very

clever coi^yists, and wiU make anything, from a table

to a snuff-box.

The copper-ware, tinned over, is both useful and

ornamental, and for camp life nothing could be better.

We always used cups, mugs, trays, muffineers, etc., made

of this tinned cop]Der.

But the best and cheapest articles in Cashmere are

the clothes. Of course, every one knows what " push-

mina " is—the beautiful soft cloth woven from the under

fleece of the Tibetan goat. This is what the Cashmere

shawls are made from, and not only shawls, but robes

of all kinds are now being made from " pushmina."
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There is another and coarser cloth, called "puttoo,"

which is exceUently adapted not only for ladies' dresses,

but also for gentlemen's shooting suits. It varies con-

siderably in textui-e, but is very like what we call

homespun. The strongest cloth, when tm-ned into

shooting suits, I really believe would never wear out,

and in the rather finer cloth, a man can get a piece of

nhhFy blue which will make as good a yachting suit as

he coliM get at home.

It does not matter in the least what the traveller

wants—whether it is a Norfolk jacket, or a pair of

knickerbockers, or, I believe, even an Ulster—aU he

has to do is to choose his cloth, give the tailor some

English garments as patterns, and in a couple of days

he gets an excellent suit for a price varying from nine to

sixteen shillings, according to the quality of the cloth

chosen. Boots, also, are capitally made from a pattern

for fom- or five shillings a pah' ; the leather is not as

good as our leather at home, but they last as long as

anyone wants them to, in Cashmere.

The sportsman can always get his guns or rifles

mended, the smiths being very clever ; in fact, all the

tradespeople in Srinagar are ingenious. They will

swindle anyone if they can, but if a man only keep a

sharp look-out he can get very good work done very

cheapl}^

After -^dsiting aU the respectable shops in Srinagar,

• we retm-ned to camp and i)repared for departure again

y
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the next day. As we intended dividing into two parties,

we bad to divide also our camp fixings, cooking pots, etc.,

and also what stores we had brought up ; and as some

of these could not be divided, we had to toss for a pot

of marmalade against a tin of sardines, and that kind of

thing.

The next day Barclay and Cresswell went off to the

east end of the valley, while Lydekker and I turned our

faces to the west, to try our luck in Tilail.
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CHAPTEE IV.

PROM SEINAGAR TO TILAIL.

Floating down the River—Barasing Hunting—An Adventure after Ibex

—

First night I slept out—A Valley on a Mountain—The Pass of

Eajdiangan—Sunrise—Over the Snow—Two Bears—Another Pass

—

A Snow Pipe—Glissading—How Lydekker came to Grief—The

Valley of Tilail.

It certainly is very pleasant to lie on a comfortable bed

in a fiat-bottomed boat and to float down the river ; it

is just in this way that one could imagine an idle man

would like to glide smoothly and quietly down the stream

of Life.

Thus we floated down the Apple-tree canal, entering

the river opposite the palace, then down through the

city. There was a good deal of water in the river, and

we went pretty fast do'U'n stream; towards evening it

began to rain heavily, so we ran up a small ditch between

high banks close to the village of Pattan, which is about

fifteen miles from Srinagar, and having let down the

matting on each side, and made ourselves as snug as

possible, we defied the rain and spent a most comfortable

night.
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It rained nearly the whole of the way to Bandipore,

next day ; but clearing a little in the evening, we left

the boats and pitched our tents at a village about three

miles from the lake.

We were now on the north-eastern side of the Woolar

Lake, opposite to Sopoor, where we entered the lake on

coming into Cashmere, and we seemed to be just under-

neath the mountains over which the path leads to Astor

and Gilghit, which was our road to the Tilail Valley.

We were told the snow was very deep on this road,

and so we determined to w^ait for a few days up a valley

to the east of Bandipore, where there was a good chance

of getting an ibex or barasing.

The barasing is the stag of Cashmere, very hke a red

deer, but as a rule larger ; hara-sing, I believe, means

twelve points, hence the name.

On the following day we moved om- camp about eight

miles up this valley, and i)itched it near a village called

Suntmoola. In the afternoon I sighted a small herd of

barasing with one fine stag. The river was between us,

and my shikaree and I had to lie in a wet prickly bush

for an horn- and a half before we could stir ; at last they

moved behind a hill and we crossed the river, up to our

waists, and after climbing for another horn', peeped round

the hill and found they had moved about a mile fm-ther

on. As it was getting dark, we had to leave them and

retm-n to camp. By the time we reached the river it

was quite dark, and we could not find the place where
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-^e crossed before ; lio-^ever, we held on to each other

and managed to get across again, though the stream

was frightfully strong.

We then had a walk of about five miles in the dark,

tumbling over trees and rocks, and expecting every

moment to walk into the arms of one of the numerous

bears with which the forest abounds there. However,

I got to the camp at last, and found Lydekker had been

after a bear in another dkection, but, like myself, had

failed to find him.

The next day I had a little adventure, which I will

proceed to narrate.

Lydekker went after the bear he had seen the day

before, and I ascended the hills which rose behind om-

tents after ibex, which had been sighted by a villager

on the previous evening. Just below the snow we saw

the ibex, nine of them, one a splendid fellow, feeding

on a patch of grass among the rocks ojDposite. I was

separated from them by a gorge filled with snow ; but

saw that, if they fed downwards, I could get a shot at

them across the snow, by crawling down my side of the

gorge. After waiting for four hours they began to move

down, and I did the same under the cover of rocks and a

few pines. I had just got within shot, and was preparing

to fire at the big one—sucKabeauty !—when a manjumped

out from among the rocks beneath me and went hooping

and halloing down the snow. Of course, the ibex were

off like a shot, and never stopped till they were out of
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sight. How my shikarees did swear ! They implored me

to shoot the man ; they spat at him, and called him

all the worst names they could think of. I was con-

siderably annoyed; but, not wishing to have his blood

on my head by shooting him, I contented myself with

heaving rocks at him as he sHd down the snow, which

rocks, luckily for his wife and family, and for the peace

of my soul, did not hit him.

Having had a pipe, I felt better, and proceeded to

return to camp, when, about half-way down, there sat a

black bear on the other side of the gorge, sucking his

paws, evidently to his great gratification. Again I was

just raising my rifle, when down gallops that wretched

man over the snow, and off goes the bear, as Americans

say, "like greased lightning." I icas angry, and my
shikarees absolutely foamed at the mouth with rage.

I found out afterwards that this was a man who

wanted to be my " second shikaree," a day or two before

;

but I said he looked bad-tempered and dirty, and would

not have him, and thus he revenged himself on me. I

offered a reward to any one who would bring him to me

;

but his hut was shut up, and he had gone on a visit to

some friends, and thus saved himseK sore bones.

The next day I went after the ibex again, climbed

to the top of the ridge over the snow, into a pine

forest the other side, but could find no traces of the ibex.

There were lots of fresh bear tracks, but we did not see

an animal all day. It was glorious up there : a carpet
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of snow under the huge pine-trees, and a stillness only-

broken now and then by the cry of the Monal pheasant.

I could not get back to camp, and so made a bed of pine

boughs in a nice little hollow, free from snow, and

having rolled myself up in my " kummel," endeavoured

to lose myself in pleasant dreams.

Everything inclined to sleep : splendid air, a bright

fire, the moon shining through the boughs above, the

stillness of the whole scene, the feeling of one's littleness

in the world, and yet I could not get to sleep. I think I

was kept awake by fleas.

Finding the ibex had gone right away, we went back

to Bandipore next day, and then on towards the pass for

Tilail. From Krealpore it is a good climb to Tragabund,

which is the name of a little valley in the pine forest,

just under the pass of Piajdiangan ; there is only one hut

there, by the side of a little fi'ozen lake. We cleared a

space from snow for our tent, and preferred that to the

hut, which looked rather nice at a distance—at a long

distance, I may say. We had a splendid fire in the

evening, and I think that was one of the most charming

camps we had anywhere. It was so odd, finding a little

round valley like that so high up ui the snow on the side

of a mountain.

Next morning we started at half-past three, by moon-

light, for a big march ; and after a tremendous climb up

snow which in some places was so perpendicular that we

had to make steps in it and walk up, like going up a
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ladder, we arrived at the highest point, 11,950 feet, just

as the sun began to rise.

I believe there is nothing more glorious to see in the

world than the sun rising over the snow.

As we stood on the top of Eajdiangan, we had a \aew

which was only surpassed in extent by one we had

afterwards from the top of Kuneri, near Le.

To the north of us was the range bounding Astor and

Gilghit, and to the south the whole Vale of Cashmere

lay s^Dread out at our feet.

On the right of the valley was the snow-clad range

of the Pir Panjal, and on the left the range separating

us from Dras and Ladak, while apparently quite close

to lis rose Haramook, to the height of 16,500 feet.

And as we stood there, breathing the keen fresh air,

came the sun, first touching the tops of Pir Panjal, and

gradually, one by one, all the peaks changed fi-om white

to gold, till the whole range on the right of us was bathed

in the rosy light of early morn ; then, as the sun

himself appeared in all his glory over the side of

Haramook, the snow round about us sparkled as if with

joy to welcome him again.

But we must get on. We were soon glad of our veils

and spectacles, for the glare was dreadful.

We crossed some grand snow-fields, glissaded down

some fine slopes, and stopped for breakfast in a little

valley half-way down the other side of the pass. At half-

past ten we got to Kusselwund, a hut by the side of the
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river Kishen Gunga, having marched twenty-t^o miles

over snow in six hom's, alloTving an hour for stopping on

the way.

We had to clear the snow away for our tent again,

and kept big fires going all day to di-y the ground.

The coolies, with our tents, etc., came in about six

in the evening, two of them being led in snow-blind.

AYe gave them some oil for then- eyes, and next day

they were better.

From here to Goorais the path leads up the Kishen

Gunga, the rocks on both sides of the river being very

grand ; in some parts the cliffs are quite perpendicular for

nearly a thousand feet, and on every little ledge where

there was room, a pine-tree had found a resting place.

We saw two splendid bears on the other side of the

river ; one we might have shot, but we could not have

crossed the river for some miles, and he would probably

have fallen from the rocks into the water and have

been washed right away.

Gradually this gorge opens out into a broad valley

covered with snow. Here and there a field was clear

round a village; but the sheep had not been let out

of the houses yet. Dm-ing the winter the flocks form

part of the family in the villagers' huts, and they are

so frightfully thin when they are first let out, that one

positively could not make a dinner of a whole sheep.

From Goorais to Soorowan is an uninteresting walk

of about nine miles along the river, and when we camped
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here ^Ye saw on the other side of the river the ridge

which separated us fi-om the Tilail Valley. During the

night we had a very heavy storm of rain, which soaked

our tents to such a degree that we could not start till

nine o'clock next morning. We then crossed the river,

and, passing through the village of Soorowan, proceeded

up a nullah directly at the back of it, and soon got on to

the snow again. We then had to climb the steepest bit

of snow-wall I ever saw in my life. The snow was very

soft after the fall of the previous night, and we sank over

our knees at every step ; but my head shikaree, making a

zigzag path, with his huge feet, enabled us to tread in

his footsteps, and so saved us the trouble of maldng holes

for ourselves. At last we reached the summit of the pass,

and found the ridge so sharp that we could look down on

our footsteps behind on the one side and the snow slope

into Tilail on the other.

Have you ever heard of a pipe made of snow before ?

I should not have believed it, if I had not seen it myself.

We sat down to rest at the top of the ridge, and pulled

our pipes out to have a whiff before going on. One of

our shikarees asked for some tobacco, and then, having

made a good hard snowball, he pushed a piece of stick

into the centre, and another piece at right angles to meet

it, thus making a draught through, and then, putting a

piece of tobacco in at one hole, he lit it and sucked away

at the other hole, getting six or eight good whiffs before

the pipe melted or fell to pieces. Each of the shikarees
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followed his example, and it was intensely amusing to see

how they helped each other to make the pipe and light

it, and how they laughed if the pipe came to sudden

grief at the fii-st whiff. The slope down into Tilail was

quite as steep as the one we had mounted fi-om the

other side; in fact, it was almost like the side of a house.

The shikarees, as soon as we were ready to proceed,

taking our rifles in fi'ont of them and keeping theii* feet

well together, lay down on their backs. Two started first,

and shouting " Jaldi ow. Sahib," away they went as

straight as two poles, getting smaUer and smaller, till

they looked hke flj'ing specs in the distance. Then

another went after them, then a fourth, till we found we

were being left behind, so at last I sat down, and saying

" Come along, old Dick," off I went, very slowly at first,

using my climbing stock as a di-ag behind, and then

faster and faster as I got more confidence. Presently I

heard a shout behind me, and down came Lydekker,

shrieking with laughter ; his pole had left him and taken

a line of its own, his legs were getting wider and wider

apart, till at last he was overbalanced, and tui-ning over,

went bounding away, over and over, sometimes his head

m the snow, sometimes his feet, sometimes rolling along

on his side, sometimes flying down head first, till at last

he bounded into a diift and stuck fast.

I hurried down after him, and found him, nearly

bmied in the snow, still laughing, and luckily quite

unhm-t. Finding a pine-tree close by, we broke two
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branches off, and sitting on them, holding the thick

end between our legs, proceeded the rest of the way at

a more sedate speed. We arrived at the foot of the

slope in about fifteen minutes, over a distance that

took us an hour and a half to climb in the morning.

At the end of the slope we found a narrow gorge,

half filled in with snow, under which we could hear a

torrent rumbling along, and following this torrent we

at last came at rip;ht-angles into the Valley of Tilail.
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CHAPTER V.

SHOOTING IN THE TILAIL VALLEY.

Meeting Friends—The Thanadar—Stalking a Beai-—On Bears generally

—

My First Shot at a Bear—An Old Saw—Another Bear Stalk—My
First Kill—Bears at Play— How we kept the Queen's Birthday

—Grass Shoes—Ibex—A Narrow Escape.

The river Kishen Gunga 'was once more flowing past us,

but not such a big river as it was where we had left

it the other side of the pass. In front of us, a little

on our right, is a valley with steep hills on either side,

and a stream rushing down the centre and falling into

the Kishen Gunga. This valley is the Lahmi Nullah ; it

runs parallel to the Tilail Valley (a high ridge dividing

them) for about foui'teen miles, when it is closed by

a mass of mountains of which Eemino is the chief.

The Tilail Valley branches off a little to the left, and

the path leads along the river through the entire valley.

After walking about four miles along the river, we

came to a small village, where the " Lumbadar " came

out and salaamed us, giving us a note directed to any one

coming into Tilail ; it was from two men shooting a few
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miles further on, and contained an invitation to dinner,

which we were not slow to accept. Om* hosts were

camping at Pitrani Tilail, the chief village of the vallej',

at the mouth of the largest nullah, called the Satani

Nullah. We found a good j&re going, and were soon

made at home by our fiiends, one in the E. A. and the

other in the 89th Regiment, with whom I spent many a

pleasant hour afterwards.

Our coolies did not arrive till nearly eight o'clock,

so we stayed there the night, and walked to the next

village in the morning. At Jurnial we cleared a space

above the village, which consisted of three huts, and

having pitched our tents, we retired into private life for

three days, during which it rained incessantly. One

afternoon my shikaree crept in to say there was a big

bird flying round the village. I went out with my gun

and found it was a golden eagle ; so, hiding myself, I

bided my time till he came close to me, when I gave

him a charge of No. 3 shot, which simply rattled off

his feathers as if they had been made of u'on. After

that I went back to my tent and made some cartridges,

mixing tallow \\dth the shot to bind them together, and

found No. 3 more useful then.

The next morning the Thanadar, chief officer of the

Tilail district, came to pay his respects. He was a fine,

dark, handsome man, with a beautifully curled moustache

and pleasing manners. He wore a coat of bright chintz,

lined and trimmed with sheep- skin, trowsers of a
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origliter and louder pattern, and over all a long scarlet

cloak, beautifully embroidered with gold.

He was polite, put the whole valley at our disposal,

and said he would see that we should want for nothing,

after which he took his leave.

The first fine morning, our khansaman and bishti

having just recovered from rather a sharp attack of

fever, we moved our camp across the river to the end

of the Badagam Nullah, about four miles further up.

As soon as we were comfortably settled on a piece of

sward by the side of the stream which comes down the

nullah, the Thanadar again turned up, to see if we

were in need of anything, and brought us a present

of a sheep and six pounds of dried apricots, which were

promptly tm*ned into excellent jam by our khansaman.

In the afternoon I w^ent up to view the nullah, and about

two miles up saw a bear and cub on the opposite hills.

We promptly scrambled down our side of the nullah,

crossed the snow over the stream at the bottom, and

then proceeded to stalk the old bear up the other side.

These red bears are very keen-scented beasts ; their

hearing also is very sharp, but their sight is bad, so

that if one can only approach them on good ground,

and get the wind of them, they seldom escape, if one

holds straight. But the greatest care has to be used,

on account of the continual changing of the wind. I

noticed that up all the nullahs in Cashmere, more

particularly in those of the Tilail Valley, the wind went
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round and round in the most extraordinary manner ; so

that if the wind was bad for stalking when you fii-st

sighted game, you had only to wait half an hour or so,

and it was certain to change. The ma^:im which every

one dins in the ear of a beginner is, never approach

a bear fi'om beneath. This is all very well, but I

certainly think I shot as many bears from below them
as I did from above. It is often an impossibility to get

above them, and even if it is possible, you run the risk

of being winded by them from haK the points in the

compass while you are getting round them in order

to get above. Another thing is, that a bear, when shot

at, will nine times out of ten rush away uphill, and

as they travel almost as fast uphill as they do down,

unless you can reload very quickly and stop them

coming up, they are not unlikely to distm-b your

equanimity considerably.

The greatest danger one has to face in shooting

bears is incurred when one follows a wounded bear up-

hill, because they are very cunning beasts, and will hide

among rocks till you are close beneath them, and then

positively heave the loose rocks down on yom- head.

One of Suddick's former masters had a very narrow

escape once in this way.

He had wounded a bear and tracked it over the

snow till he got among some rocks rising like a wall

in front of him ; up these he followed the stains of

blood, which were quite fresh, and he kept looking up
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and listening, but he could neither see nor hear anything

of the bear, till, just as he got to a piece of rock rising

quite perpendicularly before him, a few stones came down,

and he looked up just in time to see the rocks above him

sliding down, and as he crouched against the wall, some

huge rocks came flying by him and went bounding away

down below, closely followed by the bear himself, who,

he supposed, had overbalanced himself while loosening

these rocks in his endeavom- to crush him. The bear,

being stunned by his fall, fell an easy prey to the

sportsman's rifle.

But to return to my bear with the cub. "We crawled

up a gully full of snow, till we thought we were opposite

the little plateau on which they were feeding, and then,

creeping quietly up the rocks at om* side, peeped over the

edge, only to see the bears sniffing away about half a

mile further up, they having evidently winded us soon

after we started. It was no use following them, so we

scrambled down the rocks again on to the snow, when

a terrible rumbling above caused us to look up the valley,

just in time to see a huge avalanche of snow sliding down

on the top of us. The manner in which we rushed up

those rocks for the second time would have astonished

any bear that happened to be looking on; we had

not to chmb down the rocks again, for the avalanche

had nearly filled the gully up, and we just walked

on the top of it as soon as it had settled down com-

fortably.
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It was getting dusk when we got to the stream

again, so we hm-ried campwards ; but about a mile from

our tents we sighted two bears a little way up the hill-

side. They were feeding upwards, so we scrambled after

them as fast as we could, and as soon as I got within

range I lay down and fired at the biggest. The light

was very bad and I hit him too high, but he roared like

a bull and then tm*ned and rushed down at us. We just

had time to step behind a rock when he came grunting

and growling past us ; we followed him down, and met

him returning, having evidently altered his mind when

he got to the bottom, for he was travelling up home as

fast as he could. I could not get a fair shot at him, it

was so dark, but I blazed away, and by the growl I should

think I hit him again, but he only went on a little faster

than before, and we lost him in the dark.

We then set out for home, rather disgusted with om-

day's work, and had an awful walk through the dark.

We went along the snow over the stream, but now and

then we came to a great black gulf where the snow had

tumbled in, and there was the torrent roaring along below

us ; then we had to scramble up the bank on one side or

the other ; at last we got back to camp very th-ed and,

as I said before, rather disgusted with our fii'st day's

bear-shooting.

On Sunday our friends from the Satani NuUah came

over to spend the day with us. We always kept Sunday

as a day of rest, and enjoyed it accordingly ; and after
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a pleasant, quiet day in camp, we walked back on the

road to Satani with them, when I saw for the first time

an exemplification of a very old saw.

All this country abounds in various kinds of pigeons,

and naturally they formed no uncommon item in our

daily bill of fare. The most common bird, however, is

the hooded crow, and they positively swarm everywhere.

As we were walking along, we saw some pigeons feeding

on the ground in the midst of numbers of these hooded

crows. One of my friends said to the youth who was

carrying his gmi, "Let me see you shoot a pigeon."

The boy strutted toward the unconscious birds, anxious

to show off before his fellows, and just as he got near

them they all rose in a body; he raised the gun,

singled out a nice fat pigeon, blazed away, and down

came a hooded crow, amidst shouts of laughter, thus

exemplifying the old proverb, and showing how "he shot

at the pigeon and hit the crow."

We always started after "shikar" as early as possible,

generally before sunrise, and I found that between the

hours of 4.30 and 7.30 the bears came down very low,

and the light was good for shooting. My next day with

the bears was in a nullah about four miles up the river

from Badagam, which rejoices in the euphonious name

of Buillunder.

I had a very long shot soon after I entered the

nullah, and hit the bear hard ; but he had so great a

start that I never caught him up, and he got right away,
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leaving much blood behind him. Then I had a shot

at a musk-deer; but, as I had not seen one before,

and they are very difficult to shoot, I missed him

altogether.

Then, after a long rest, I went on again, and at

last came on two bears feeding together. My shikaree

stalked them very well, and I had a left and right shot.

I killed with my left, and only just touched the other

with my right, and he got away. The one I shot was

not quite dead when we got to him, and he growled and

snapped at us in a most unpleasant way, but he was too

far gone to move, and cold steel finished him.

The weather about this time was as perfect as one

could possibly wish for : the climate was bracing cold,

morning and evening, rather hot in the middle of the

day. For two or three days there was not a cloud to be

seen, and the sky was so blue that the much-vaunted

Italian sky would positively have looked grey beside it.

The snow was disappearing fast, and celery and all kinds

of bulbs were pushing their way through in their anxiety

to gi-eet the sun.

These red bears are especially fond of the young

celery, and when we found a patch pushing through

the snow of an evening, we knew it was a sm-e find for

bears the next day.

I again tried the Badagam Nullah, and got a very

good musk-deer. In the evening, while on my way

campwards, I saw a bear and cub high up on the hill on
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the opposite side of the nullah. The wind was bad, so

we sat down and waited, and while we were there we

were intensely interested and amused at the pranks

these two bears played. They were roUing over each

other, and rushing round and round just like two kittens,

and at last the old bear got on to the snow in a gully

opposite us, and began scratching away like a dog at

a rabbit hole, till at last she had dug a regular pit in

the snow; she then took the cub by the scruff of the

neck, quietly dropped him in, and then ran away and

hid.

Every now and then the little fellow's head appeared

for a moment, as he scrambled up to the top and then

slipped back; but at last he managed to get out, and

then went rolling away to find the old one, and then

they had another tumble in the snow ; and by this time

the wind, which had been gi'adually getting round, was

blowing straight down the nullah, and the old bear, who

had been continually sniffing away in the most dis-

contented manner, seemed at last to be perfectly

satisfied, and proceeded leisurely downwards towards

a nice piece of celery we had noticed with om- glasses

before.

We then proceeded to crawl up to meet her, and after

a little trouble I got a nice shot and killed her at once.

We then chased the cub, who ran away howling like a

puppy—in fact, like several puppies ; but he was too

quick for us, and we could not catch him.
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There was a glorious lunar lialo about this time,

wliicli we observed two or three nights in succession ; it

generally lasted for about an hour. The colours were

bright yellow round the moon, with outer rings of red,

blue, and green, very bright indeed.

Soon after this we moved our camp back to Satani

Nullah, and were joined by our two friends who had

entertained us there before.

One of them had had a very good week, baggmg

five bears and six musk-deer ; he also brought in a bear-

cub alive, and it caused us some amusement by the

sulky manner in which it received om- kind offers of

refi'eshments.

The next day being the 24th May, and a Simday, we

determined to keep her Majesty the Queen's birthday in

a due and proper manner.

After a little trouble we managed to hoist a flag,'

consisting of a red silk pocket-handkerchief, a white

ditto, and a blue sun-veil ; these being stitched together

made an excellent tricolour. At twelve o'clock we fired

a salute with guns, rifles, and revolvers, and in the

evening we had a grand dinner, the combined effort of

our united khansamans. After dinner we sat round

our camp fire, and having made all our servants and

coolies, to the number of fifty odd, arrange themselves

in a semicircle on the opposite side of the fii*e, with

the villagers, who tm-ned out to a man, behind them,

our friend in the E. A., who was an excellent Hindos-
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tanee scholar, made a speech. He mformed them that

it was the birthday of om- Queen, the Queen of England

and Hindostan, and that we were going to diink her

health and wish her long life and happiness.

Every man had provided himself with two torches

of pine, which they here lighted at the fire and held up

in each hand. We then drank the Queen's health and

gave three cheers, which were speedily di'owned hy the

most unearthly shouts of the natives ;—before I parted

from my men I taught them to cheer pretty fairly.

However, they were good, honest shouts of pleasure,

even if they were rather discordant. As soon as they

were quiet I sang " God Save the Queen," my companions

joining in the chorus, and the natives listening with

much wonder, apparently. As soon as we sat down, with

one accord they burst into a chant, which one man led,

and in which they all joined. I was not a sufficiently

good scholar to understand their strange mixtm-e of

Persian, Hindostanee, and a few other languages of the

East, but now and then a word struck familiarly on my
ear, and S., of the E. A., who is an exceedingly good

Indian scholar, told me that the subject of the chant

was the Eose of Cashmere, and how they x^ray for it to

grow over one's head, etc.

The leader sang two lines in a terrible monotone, and

then they all shouted the chorus together. There was

something rather grand in the song, as they seemed so

very earnest about it.
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From the few words that I caught, I should think

that the song might go something hke this :

Hail to the Rose of Cashmere

!

Tho Rose of the Peri

!

Hail to the Rose

!

May thy Ufo be as soft as the petals,

And ever sweet-scented

!

Hail to the Rose

!

]May its branches bo over thy head

And shield thee from danger

!

Hail to the Rose

!

Ever spreading around thee,

Keep thee from harm.

Hail to the Rose

!

I don't pretend for a moment that the foregoing is a

translation of what they sung ; there may not be a word,

except " rose," that would appear in the original. I only

wish to show the sort of verse that a Cashmeree delights

in chanting. Most of the Cashmere songs are rather

like Gregorian chants ; but there are some, sung chiefly

by the Nautch-girls and boatmen, that one can almost

trace a kind of French melody in.

It was really a most striking scene, and would have

made a lovely picture. Ourselves in the foreground;

the blazing pine-logs ; beyond the fire a ring of black

faces—no, not black, but very dark—with their shining

eyes and gHstening teeth ; and behind them, again, a

crowd of villagers—men, women, and children; the

flaring torches, the quaint dresses ; and for a background,

the village itself, with its half-dozen wooden houses;
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behind the village, the pine-forests stretching away

on either side, and above the pine-trees, the glorious

snow fields; the whole lighted up by the brightest of

moons. Would not that make a picture ? Then we had

a splendid display of fii'eworks, consisting of a "de^il"

made of powder and salt. This was followed by a grand

though impromptu concert ; a little rum loosened then*

tongues, and we had some excellent songs, Suddick being

far the best performer, and smging all the Cashmere boat

songs, one after another. The orchestra, which was

really very effective, consisted of a penny whistle, a tom-

tom, and a brass basin. We did not retire to rest till

ten o'clock, very late for us.

The next day our fiiends left us, as theii- leave was

up, and they had to return to India. They had had good

sport altogether, though not very successful with the ibex,

although G. of the 89th had shot one of forty-nine

inches, which, I believe, was about the best of the year.

He shot this one up the Satani Nullah ; so when he left

it, I went up to try my luck there. For two days I saw

no signs of ibex. Each day, as I went farther up the

nullah, I found it grander and more difficult to get

along. The rocks at the bottom prevented us walking

along the river, so we had to go along the side of the

hills above, which are very steep ; and I found this

walking along a slope all day very trying to the ankles,

especially as I was wearing snow shoes made of grass.

These shoes are made by the coohes. They fii-st make

F
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a thin rope by twisting dried grass together; with

this they then plait sufficient for the sole of the shoe,

leaving loops at each side and a long piece of rope at the

end. This end rope goes between the great toe and the

next one, and passing through the side-loops, laces up

like a boot, finishing with a double tui-n round the ankle.

Woollen stockings and leather socks to go over them,

each with a great toe separate, like the thumb of a glove,

are made in Srinagar, and with a grass shoe over these,

one can hardly slip either on ice, snow, or smooth rocks,

even if one were to try to do so. The coolies always

carry a supply of this grass rope with them, and can

make a pair of these shoes in about half an hour.

They were rather uncomfortable at first, but I got to like

them afterwards, and found them quite invaluable, with

the exception of the time that I was on the slopes of the

Satani Nullah, when I wanted the support to my ankles

only to be fomid in a good pair of laced boots.

The wind was very bad up this nullah, and though

I saw " shikar " every day, I did not get a shot for four

days. I had no tent with me, so slept under a rock ; but

being disgusted with my bad luck, on the fourth day I

returned to the end of the nullah and camped by the

village of Pitrani Tilail.

I had one little adventure up this nullah which I

must recount, to show how difficult it sometimes is to get

a shot at an ibex.

The ibex is the boldest and most active of the goat
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species ; it frequents the highest and most inaccessible

mountain pinnacles, it feeds along the edges of the

deepest precipices, and leaps with ease across the most

fearful chasms. In height it stands about three feet six

inches. The han, which is Tery long and thick, with an

undercoat of a white woolly substance, is of a yellowish

grey colour. The chin of the male is bearded, and the

horns, which are amongst the greatest trophies in a

sportsman's collection, curve boldly over the back, their

upper or anterior surface presenting a series of regular

protuberances or partial rings, which get smaller and

smaller towards the end of the horn, which consists of

a smooth, fine point. I beheve the longest i)air of horns

ever shot in Cashmere were fifty-four inches, but any-

thing over forty-five inches is considered very good.

The females have much smaller horns, generally not

exceeding eighteen inches in length.

These animals are seen in herds of from five to fifteen

or twenty, and there is seldom more than one large head

in the herd, the strongest male having beaten off the

others.

They are very playful and wonderfully active. I

remember Lydekker telling me one day he had seen five

ibex across the river, going along the brink of a preci-

pice, where the path was so narrow that they were

obhged to march in single file, and yet they were

amusing themselves by trying to push each other over

the edge.
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I bad been out one morning from four till eigbt, witb-

out seeing anjiibing, wben, as I was eating my breakfast,

an ibex appeared standing on a dizzy pinnacle, far away

on tbe otber side of tbe river. He looked like a statue

of immense size, standing out against tbe blue sky, and

his horns seem to reach back to bis tail. He stood

motionless for twenty minutes, when, being satisfied

that nothing was near him, he lay down, and we could

just see the top of the curve of his horns. I set off im-

mediately with my two shikarees, and having crossed

the river on the snow, found a convenient nullah, which

apparently ran up behind the point he was on.

It took us nearly two hom-s to reach the top of the

nullah, up a snow slope quite as steep as the one we

mounted coming up from Soorowan to Tilail. At last

we got above the ibex, and proceeded cautiously down

towards the rock he was on. We had to cross a bit

of snow not more than ten yards broad, but fearfully

steep ; it was only about twenty yards long, and finished

abruptly in a rocky precipice, thousands of feet deep.

We left our poles on one side of this slope, so as not

to make a noise. Then my head shikaree crossed the

snow first, but stepped so gently that he only made the

snow more shppery for me, without making any steps for

my feet, and consequently, when I was half-way across I

slipped, and proceeded to slide quietly down towards the

yawning chasm below me. Now, I have often read in books

how, in a moment of extreme peril, the hfe of a man and
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every deed from bis earliest childhood have passed before

him in one rapid panorama—of the agony of those few

brief seconds, and how the mind turns back from the

present to the past. This may or may not be true;

for my own part, I know I thought a good deal more

of frightening away the ibex than of anything else, and

consequently, when I went gently sliding down to certain

destruction, I dug my fingers into the snow and tried to

stop myself in every way, without thinking for a moment

of calling to the man in fi'ont, whose back was towards

me, and who could turn round and catch me ih a

moment. Then I heard a noise like the hiss of a

snake from the man behind me, and my shikaree turned,

and stretching out his hand, seized mine, reached out

to meet him, and stopped me within six feet of the edge

of the precipice, which I afterwards looked down fi'om a

more secure footing—a precipice, the sight of whose

cruel rocks made me shudder, tm'n sick, and thank God

for my great escape. ^

On peeping round the rocks, there was the ibex,

lying down chewing the cud, his back towards us, and

not more than a hundred and twenty yards off. Oh

that I had followed my own inclination and shot him

then

!

But I did not. My shikaree said, "You can get twenty

yards nearer and make sure of him, and he cannot get

away, as we are in his path." And so I crawled along

for twenty yards, and then raised my rifle and looked
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over the rock in front of me. But the pinnacle was

vacant, the ibex bad clisai)peared ; where or how we

could not make out. The spot be was on was the

point of a pinnacle of rock, about four feet by two feet

:

we closed the only approach to it ; and as we could see

nothing of him whatever, we were forced to conclude

that he had leapt down from his post of observation on to

a ledge full thirty feet below.
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CHAPTEE VI.

STILL SHOOTING IN THE TILAIL VALLEY.

The Sun and the Moon—A Tough Customer—An Odd Bridge—Plenty of

Bears—Snakes—About the Water in Tilail—About the Men—Another

Bio- Bear—The Lahun Nullah—Musk Deer—Salt Licks—Flowers—

A

O

Light-coloured Bear—A Sprained Ankle.

About this time I noticed that in places on the top

of the snow ridge on the east side of the streams—which

was always opposite to us, as we went up the west

bank, that being more open and easier walking—I say I

noticed in places on the top of the ridge where the snow

was piled up like a wall, that when the sun rose behind

it, the snow was quite transparent. And I also noticed

that where the sun shone strongest the snow looked a

bright salmon, or rather rose-de-the, colour. It was

probably pink, the complementary colour to the blue

sky, but it seemed to me to be rose-de-the.

Talking about the sun naturally leads to a remark

about the moon. In the beginning of May, while Lydekker

and I were sitting over the fire, after dinner one night,

we noticed that there was a full moon, and it then struck

us simultaneously that the night before we had made
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some remark about the brightness of the half moon.

Being puzzled, we sent for Suddick, and asked him what

was the matter with the moon. Suddick, who spoke

"perfect " EngHsh, answered, " Me don't know what you

call him, sahib ; but last night, Hindoo man him no eat

him food, case (because) him say some one eat him

moon ; when him finished, then him moon be full moon

again ; so him sing and pray, but him no eat him food."

On referring to my diary I found there was an eclipse

of the moon on the previous night, which fully accounted

for om* seeming phenomenon. This Hindoo tradition

is much the same as one held in China, where they say

the Dragon eats the moon, and they all immediately

turn out and beat tomtoms, tin pots, kettles, or any-

thing to make a noise and frighten the Dragon away,

which they finally succeed in doing, if they only continue

their noise long enough.

Om- next camp was at a village of five huts called

Surudab, on a nice piece of turf by the river, half-way

between Badagam and Buillunder. From here I went

to Buillunder, and the first day saw nothing till the

evening, when a bear appeared on the hill above us,

feeding. He was a very big one, so I waited till he had

finished his dinner, when, having watched him lie down

in some short scrubby stuff, I proceeded to crawl up

to him. Every time we trod on a stick or even a leaf

he lifted his head, and we lay flat down like " a sj)read

eagle." At last we got within a hundred yards of him,
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but could only see the top of liis back, so I threw a

stone at him. Up he jumped, turning his chest and

shoulder towards me, at a very sharp angle. I fired

one barrel and hit him in the left shoulder; he tried

to get up, but fell backwards and went crashing down

the hill past us on to the snow. We thought he was

dead, when suddenly he jumped up and hurried off as

fast as he could, stopping to bite his shoulder now and

then, and roaring like a bull. He scrambled across the

snow, leaving a great red track behind him. As he went

up the opposite hill I fired again, and hit him in the

hind leg ; he rolled over two or three times, and then got

up and bustled off faster than ever. I fired again and

missed him, and then we all set off after him as fast as

we could ; but he got away in the dark, and we had to

pass the night under a rock.

The next morning I sent two men off after our friend

of the night before, while I returned to my tent without

seeing anything more. About twelve o'clock the men

came in with the skin of the bear. They followed his

track by the blood, and found him dying on a rock quite

four miles fi'om where he left us the night before. He

had broken his skull in falling down the rocks, and on

skinning him we found in the side of his neck an old

twelve-bore bullet, that shows what tough customers

these bears are sometimes. He was a good-sized beast,

measming seven feet and a quarter in length and five

feet and three-quarters across the shoulders.
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All those nullahs which we were shooting run out of

the northern side of the VaUey of Tilail, and as the

southern side consists of a ridge, covered with pines

most of the way along, I was rather anxious to see what

was on the other side of this ridge. Accordingly, one

afternoon my shikarees and I proceeded to climb up the

hiUside, having crossed the river by a bridge just below

Badagam. These bridges are peculiar. I mentioned the

ordinary deodar bridge before ; but where the river is too

wide for a single tree, the people's ingenuity helps them

in this way. These bridges are made, as it were, of

ladders, i.e., two trees with short pieces across pegged on

to them, and so, instead of speaking of trees, I will call

them ladders. A ladder is planted in the ground on

each bank of the river at an angle of about 15° with the

ground; stones are lulled on the ends in the ground to

keep them from rising. Then a thii-d ladder is laid across

to the two top ends of the other ladders, which project

over the river, and thus they manage to span their wider

streams. Generally the side ladders project considerably

above the centre one, and thereby make these bridges

rather unsightly. They are always very springy, and

not unfrequently give way altogether.

After about two hours' walking we reached the top of

the ridge and looked down into the Lahun Nullah. This

nullah runs parallel with Tilail for about fom'teen miles

;

it is very narrow—only room for the stream at the bottom

—and the sides are very steep. On the opposite side of
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the nullah were grand snow-fields, stretching away toward

Haramook, and over them is a seldom-used path which

leads into the Scind Valley and so to Srinagar. "While

the cooHes were pitching the small tent I had brought

with me, I sat down, and looking on the opposite side of

the nullah, in a quarter of an hour I saw no less than

seven bears.

The next day at 3.30 a.m. I went down into the nullah.

It was a very steep descent, and dreadfully trying to the

knees. There was plenty of snow over the river, so it

was easy walking along the bottom; but although we

went nearly up to the end of the nullah, and saw plenty

of tracks about, we never saw a bear.

I was just sitting down to have some breakfast, when

my shikaree caught me by the arm and sent me spinning

down the bank into the snow. When I picked myself

up, I found him chopping away at a snake which I had

nearly sat upon. It was a pretty little beast, only

about two feet and a half long, black and brown, beauti-

fully marked ; but it had two most disagreeable-looking

teeth, and a tail with what looked Hke a sting at the end

of it. My shikaree said it was a very dangerous one.

Talking about snakes reminds one of a very good

story I heard in India. I don't know whether it is

original or not, but here it is.

There had been a cricket match in a station some-

where in Central India, and one of the players, having

just been caught out after a brilliant innings, went into
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his tent with his bat in his hand, and was just about to

thi-ow himself on his bed to rest, when he caught sight

of a cobra just by the foot of the bed, which, on being

observed, instantly sat up and opened its hood. What

did the young cricketer do ? Did he rush out of the tent

immediately? Did he call for aid against his terrible

opponent ? Not he ! He just Ufted his bat and hit the

cobra away to square-leg for five.

We had to (Mnk snow-water for breakfast, as we

could not find a spring anywhere.

In the Tilail Valley the water was so perfect that

we never wanted anything to mix with it. We noticed

that there was a line of springs of the purest water

springing out along the northern side of the valley. On

searching into the cause of this, we found that the

up2Der part of the northern slope was all glacier-bed,

and the lower part was slate, so that the water, coming

from springs, or from glaciers away up in the hills above,

filtered through this glacier-bed till it came to the slate,

where it was thrown off, and appeared either trickling

through moss, or bursting out of holes hke rats' holes,

very often every twenty or thu-ty yards along this

northern slope. This water was perfectly cold, and

much the best I ever tasted in my life.

I cannot help thinking that the pureness of the

water is in a great measm-e the cause of the Cashmeree

being physically so much finer than natives of the plains

of India.
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The Hindus of Cashmere are apparently a totally

different race to the Hindus of Bengal ; they are not only

much finer men, but many of them are fair-haired,

ruddy-looking fellows, almost like Englishmen.

The Mahomedans are darker, and have a most

unmistakably Jewish cast of face. Many are really

handsome men, with well-defined features and well-

marked eyebrows. This I noticed particularly in the

Tilail Valley, but I believe it is the same all over

Cashmere.

I noticed also that Cashmerees have very pretty

names as a rule; I might mention some among our

followers to give you an idea of them. We had Suddick,

Budda, Cuidro, Eemah, Phuttah, Eosalio, Lussoo,

Sitarrah, and Eamanah.

But I must get back to the Lahun Nullah.

Coming down the nullah again in the afternoon, we

soon came across a fresh track, and found the owner

feeding on the hillside. We stalked him and got within

fifty yards, when I had a beautiful shot at him. As

I fired, he gave a grunt and went scrambling down the

gully he was feeding in. I ran after him to see where

he was going, when I caught sight of the two men we

had left quite safe down below, running over the snow

for then- lives ; they evidently thought the bear was

coming down after them, and they did run. However,

before the bear got half-way down there was a grunt and

he rolled over quite dead. He proved larger than the one
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I had shot at Builluncler, being over six feet across the

shouhlers.

As we got down below we saw another hear bolting

Tip the other side, wondering what all the noise was

about.

We then proceeded to climb the hill to where the

tent was, the steepest climb I think I ever had. We had

got about a quarter of the way up, when a third bear

appeared on the other side of the nullah.

So down we went again and up the other side. We
had to climb some perpendicular rocks to get the wind of

him, and just as I was getting close to him, I slipped and

sent a big rock thundering down to the bottom ; but he

did not seem to mind it, and went on feeding, so I had

another nice shot and rolled him over. He was a smaller

bear, but had a beautiful skin.

Then' I had to climb that awful hill again, and did not

reach my tent till long after dark.

This Lahun Nullah is very grand indeed; the sides

in some places are quite perpendicular. There seems

to be no sign of glacier-beds, like one sees in Tilail, but

walls of light green slate and limestone rocks, the

ledges of which are covered with ferns and flowers. As

I said before, there is only room for the stream at the

bottom; indeed, in one place, it flows between the

rocks where they are not more than five and twenty

feet wide.

The south side of the nullah is half as high again as
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the north side, and the top was a vast snow field. There

were some very pretty waterfalls, but I saw very few

springs, and where my tent was pitched the coolies had

to bring water from a spring about three hundi-ed yards

off, on the Tilail side of the ridge.

Next morning, on my way down to om* camp, I got

another musk-deer. These little creatures are very

pecuHar in appearance. The hair is very harsh and

rigid, and stands erect from the skin, but it is so closely

set that it makes an exceedingly thick covering. The

males have curved tusks growing down fi-om the upper

jaw, and a pouch filled with the musk, from which they

take their name, growing under the body. The colour

of their coat is grey, and they have long large ears

standing up like horns. Their mode of progression is

peculiar, as they generally go in jumps of considerable

length and height, taking all four legs off the ground at

the same moment. I found the flesh of the musk-deer

most excellent eating.

I noticed that the villagers were generally up and

about at 4 a.m., but they seldom worked in the fields

until 8 a.m., thus losing the fom^ cool hours of the day.

I asked my shikaree what they did dming those four

hours. " Oh," said he, " they eat their breakfasts."

Eather a lengthy feast, I thought.

I got some milk at a village I passed, but it was

sour, as usual. It is very hard to get good milk in

Cashmere. I think it is because they never by chance
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clean any of their vessels, and the du-ty pans turn it

sour immediately.

We now had six days' incessant rain, after which we

went back to the Satani Nullah, as my shikaree said

there were some good salt licks there which were regularly

visited by ibex at this time.

This is only another example of Natm-e's forethought.

She knows that ibex, hke everything else in this world,

will sometimes take too much of a good thing ; and so,

the ibex having made themselves rather unwell by eating

too largely of the beautiful young grass which springs

up as the snow disappears, Natui-e provides them with

these salt Hcks as a slight corrective.

The weather was glorious, very warm after the rain,

and the ground was covered with flowers and strawberry

plants in full bloom. We passed one apple-tree in

blossom ; I think it was the only one we saw in the Tilail

Valley.

We pitched our camp away from the village, about

half a mile up the nullah, in a perfect garden of flowers.

There were everlasting-peas of every colour under the

sun, tall growing heaths, and a mass of white ranunculi.

We recognized as English every flower we came across,

and even the butterflies, of which there were thousands,

were every one of them British. We missed vegetables

more than anything, as, though we found a great many

si^urious imitations of English vegetables growing wild,

they were as a rule most unutterably nasty.
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However, we managed to get potatoes at several

of the \dllages. They were only mtroduced into the

Valley of Tilail in 1869, and the villagers do not seem

to like them, and were only too glad to sell them to us.

We found plenty of mint, and Hved for days on lamb and

mint sauce, with new potatoes.

We then moved om- camp about eight miles up the

nullah, and pitched it in a lovely grove of birch and

pine, among the rocks where I had slept on my former

visit to Satani.

Lydekker and I went out together next morning up

the hills behind our camp, and at the top we separated,

one going to the right, the other to the left. From the

top of the rocks where I now was I had another grand

view, almost as grand as the one from Eajdiangan,

from Nanga Parbat, 26,690 feet, on the north, to the

snowy peaks far away towards Dras. I found a splendid

ground for ibex up here, the rocks being heaped up one

on the other in a most fantastic manner, but though I

saw several through my glasses, we never managed to

get a shot at them.

A day or two after, I visited the great salt-lick of

which my shikaree had sj^oken, but had a piece of bad

luck there.

On arriving at the salt-lick, we found the snow round

it positively covered with tracks of ibex, and my shikaree

said they came at night-time, so I determined to stay

and watch that night. We then crossed the river, and

G
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in doing so I slipped on a round smooth stone and

sprained my ankle very severely. Finding a fresh bear's

track close by, I sat down to wait for him, and in

doing so allowed my ankle to get cold and stiff, so that

when, finding the bear not inclined to appear, I tried

to walk on, I found it extremely painful. However,

sighting another bear in the distance, and thinking

the exercise would do me good, I set off after him, and

after a long climb and a deal of trouble succeeded in

bagging the prettiest bear I ever saw. The skin was

a yellow colour ; and I noticed that the higher I

went the lighter-colom-ed were the bears I found. By

the time I had killed this bear, my ankle was so bad

that I determined to stay there for the night and try for

ibex next day, and so, making ourselves as comfortable

as possible among the rocks, we made grand plans for

the morrow.

The next morning, instead of going after ibex, it was

as much as I could do to get back to our camp ; how-

ever, with the help of a man on each side I managed to

hobble along. I preferred walking by the side of the

river to trying my other ankle on the slope above, and

so we scrambled along, sometimes in and sometimes

out of the river, and in the course of our walk had

to ford this torrent no less than five times, the water

being nearly up to our shoulders in one place, and up to

our waists in the others. I saw two small herds of ibex
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pass on their way to the salt-hck, hut coukl only sit and

grin with rage at them.

For four clays after this I could not put my foot to

the ground, and so lost all chance of getting an ibex at

the salt-lick.
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CHAPTEE VII.

FROil TILAIL TO DEAS.

Meeting Friends—A Concert—The End of the Valley—Ibex Fighting—
The Sources of the Kishen Gunga—Marmots—Fording the Eiver

—

A Peculiar Pass.

As soon as I could walk again we had to return to

Pitrani Tilail, as it was time we were getting on towards

Dras.

I forgot to say that we had arranged to meet Barclay

and CressweU at Le about the 15th of July.

This was now the 25th of June, so that we had only

three weeks to get to Le, and should not be able to make

many stoppages on the way.

Going down the nullah again, we saw no sign of

game, but we noticed how much thicker the jungle had

got even dm-ing the fortnight that had passed since

we left Pitrani Tilail. Everything was growing most

luxuriantly, and we walked through banks of flowers of

all kinds and colours.

I remember that afternoon I sat in a regular bed of

irides, on the edge of the Satani stream, with my game-
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foot in the -water, and read many newspapers tindly

lent to us by Major Kavenbill, who came to take om'

place in the nullah. I afterwards heard that he had

not much better luck up there than we had, but I

fancy he missed a big ibex. "We had a very pleasant

dinner together, however, and he told us some interest-

ing facts about the country and the people, and next

morning we departed, as I said, loaded with newspapers.

From Pitrani Tilail we went on to Smaidab again,

to wait for our coolies, who had gone to Srinagar to fetch

stores, etc., to last us to Dras.

We there had the pleasure of dining with Colonel

and Mrs. Molyneux, who gave us a kind invitation to

stay with them on om- way down country, an invitation

we were not slow to accept.

Mrs. Molyneux is, I believe, only the second lady

who has gone right through the Tilail Valley; and,

taking in view the roughness of the road in some

places, more especially the pass at the end of the valley

towards Dras, it must be considered as a most plucky

thing for a lady to do.

The evening before we left there was a grand

gathering of various " lumbadars and kotwals," headed

by the Thanadar and his padre. They had a big pray

all together, and a grand concert in the evening. The

orchestra consisted this time of a tum-tum and a

rababa, an instrument like a guitar, played with half

an inch of wood instead of the finger. We had some
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excellent songs, Suddick being facile iir'mccijs witli bis

Srinagar boatmen's songs.

Tbe next morning we went up the valley, having

quite a little caravan of coolies and ponies, sheep and

goats. It is a most pleasant walk—a good path nearly

all the way ; and as we got further up the river the hills

began to close in on each side and the scenery became

grander. About eight miles up we caught a glimpse

up a nullah, on the other side of the valley, of a grand

peak, Eemino, which I mentioned before as being at

the upper end of the Lahun Nullah. It looked quite

inaccessible from our side of it.

Just here was a glorious spot where three rivers join

together and form the Kishen Gunga. We followed the

centre one, and soon found ourselves at the village of

Gujrind. There we rested till the coolies came up, and

then on we went again, and soon we got on to the snow.

The sun was very hot, and we found it rather hard

work ; we got to the Sirinna Nullah about four o'clock,

having had a glorious walk of about seventeen miles.

We were much higher now, but found a pleasant clump

of willows by a stream, where we soon had our tents up.

Towering above us were the mountains at the extreme

end of the valley—the mountains which divide Tilail

from Dras—a grand mass of rocks and snow, and the

finest glacier we had yet seen.

While we were pitching our tents, Lydekker went

up the nullah and got a good bear.
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Next morning I went up the Sii-inna Nullah,

walking along the snow at the bottom, between the

most extraordinary and fantastic rocks I ever saw.

Here and there was an openmg, giving a glimpse of a

patch of grass away up towards the snow tops of the

moimtains. I saw a number of ibex, does and young

bucks, but nothing shootable. At last the nullah, which

had been getting narrower as we went fm-ther up, opened

out suddenly, and we found ourselves at the end of it in

a most curious amphitheatre, the centre of the back

of which was a glacier, and the sides great mountains of

rock and snow.

High up on a little patch of green I at last saw some

real ibex—two splendid bucks and several does. The

bucks were fighting, and, though they were a long way off,

I almost fancied I could hear the clash of their horns

as their heads met together. Those two must have been

quite fifty-inch ones ; but as they went on fighting they

kept edging away uphill, and I saw no chance of getting

near them. At last they went away over the ridge at

the top, and then I chmbed up to their feeding-ground,

and sat down to wait for their retm-u in the evening.

My shikaree, however, saw some others up another little

nullah on the opposite side, so we went down to the

bottom again, and as soon as we got there the ibex

disappeared. It was too late to do anything that night,

so I curled myself up under a rock and passed a most

painfully cold night in the snow.
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Next morning we found the ibex about half a mile

nearer camp. They were again fighting, so we proceeded

to crawl up towards them ; but by the time we got

up to where I thought I should get a shot, they had

moved about a mile further on. Up we still went, over

snow, over loose slates, and over rocks ; but, fast as we

climbed, the ibex moved faster, feeding and fighting

alternately, till at last we had to give them up altogether.

I was higher at this time, I believe, than at any other in

Cashmere.

We then had a dreadful descent again to the

bottom of the nullah, and then another chase after some

more imaginary ibex of my shikaree. It became dark

very early that day, and I had a terrible walk back to

camp, not getting in till nearly nine o'clock, after tum-

bling over rocks and through most prickly jungle.

The next day we moved om- camp to Baltal, at the

foot of the pass over the end of the valley. The first

mile om* path led through a regular English woodland

scene, over stepping-stones in pools of clearest water,

and through banks of regular English wild flowers
;

then up a long slope of snow, which took us into the

Valley of Baltal a circular valley, almost surroimded by

mountains, and boasting the two finest waterfalls I saw

in Cashmere.

We were here caught in a storm, which came on so

suddenly that we were wet through before we could find

any shelter, and which so saturated the ground that we
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found it extremely difficult to make the tent-pegs hold,

and more difficult still to find any dry wood to Hght a

fire with.

The afternoon was fine, and Lydekker and I took a

ramble. Following the stream up, we at length came to

two of the sources of the Kishen Gunga. The principal

one was a dark stream bursting out underneath the foot

of a splendid glacier, which reached fi-om where we were

standing right away to the top of the ridge of moun-

tains. The other was a spring from the rocks on which

we were standing. It bm-st out among moss and ferns,

and bounded down the rocks in a stream thirty feet wide,

reminding me very much of the Birnam falls at Dunkeld.

These two streams gushed forth side by side : the one a

dark, dirty, huge volume of water, roaring and struggling

through a cleft in the rocks with a noise like thunder,

the other tumbling and laughing over the stones, among

flowers and ferns, to the edge of the cliff, and both

falling and uniting in a pool a hundred and fifty feet

below.

We had a fine climb to get a good view of the glacier,

the name of which, according to the natives' pronuncia-

tion, sounded like Kowbal.

The next day we left the valley by a track up the

side of the mountain. Before we left the mountain-side,

we looked back on the Valley of Tilail. It was a glorious

view. We had turned two or three corners in the last

day or two, so that we could not see down the valley, and
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there seemed to be so many bills tbat we could bardl}^

make out wbere tbe valley itself lay. However, we bad

some landmarks pretty well known to us by tbis time,

and so we made out tbe position of our former camps

riglit away to tbe end of tbe valley, to tbe top of tbe

pass we sat on wbile om* sbikarees smoked tbeir snow

pipes.

All tbe way up tbis bill- side tbe ground was regularly

carpeted witb flowers. Tbe principal flower was a small

yellow one, growing on a little dark green busb witb a

leaf like a myrtle. It bad a very strong scent, ratber

like tbat of a ripe banana. Suddick said, "Mem
sabibs put bim in liim liair wben bim go dance ;

"

meaning, ladies wear it at balls instead of camellias,

or tbat kind of thing.

Between tbe two bills above tbe mountain-side was a

piece of turf witb rocks lying about, apparently fallen

from the bill-tops above, and as we approached we saw

tbe tails of numerous marmots just disappearing into

tbeir burrows. One, unfortunately for himself, more

curious than the others, sat outside bis bouse to see

what was going on, and I promptly bad a shot at him,

and knocked bim right down bis hole, but could not fish

bim up again.

Marmots are very much like large guinea pigs, witb

a tail about six inches long; in some places we found

them witb red coats, and in others witb grey. I believe

they are just the same as what are known in America as
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prairie-dogs. Their burrows are very deep, and often

seem to go straight down to the bowels of the earth.

They sit outside these burrows, so that when shot they

will often fall back into their holes, and even if they are

a yard or two away fit'om them, unless you give them a

good charge of shot in the head, they will generally

manage to crawl into their holes to die.

A gentle ascent brought us to the top of the pass:

a frozen lake on one side of us, and a glacier among

most fantastic-shaped rocks on the other. The snow

was covered with tracks of marmots, and a little way

down the other side we came to another ground, where

they were sitting outside their holes and squealing like

—

well, I don't know what they do squeal like
;
perhaps

more like a cart-wheel crying for grease than anything

else I know. I knocked four into their holes before I

found out that their head was really the only vulnerable

part.

We had now apparently entered an entirely new

country. There was not a tree to be seen, and only a

bush here and there ; all bare green slopes, with masses

of snow hanging over the river on each side. Of com'se,

the river was now flowing the opposite way, and we were

going down stream instead of up. These masses of

snow kept falling in, now and then, with a noise like

thunder, and as our path sometimes took us along this

very snow, we had to take care that we did not go sliding

into the river with it.
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We had to ford the river to get to our camping

ground ; the water was about waist-high, and bitterly

cold. "We found a spot for our tents on some rough

grass surrounded by dwarf bushes, at the foot of the

Koredgi Nullah.

The river here ran in a number of deep channels

through a wide stony bed, and in some of the little

backwaters our men caught small fish which to us

tasted remarkably nasty, but which they seemed to

enjoy immensely.

Next day we got some marmots near here, and then

went on about twelve miles and camped in a most

charming spot, with plenty of bushes and rocks to

shelter us from a very cold wind that was blowing.

We also got some very good red marmots here, and

while at dinner my shikaree came in to say there was a

bear having his dinner also, just across the river. So

off he and I went on two ponies, to try and cross the

river, and a lively time we had of it. It was about two

hundi-ed yards wide at this place, and although it did

not look very deep, it was running a tremendous pace,

and there was any amount of holes. The ponies were

very plucky, and managed to keep their feet very well

till we got about the middle, when mine went into a

hole, and souse I went with him ; but we somehow both

managed to scramble out just in time to see my shi-

karee's pony carried off his legs by the stream. But they

recovered themselves, and after wandering about in the
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water for nearly half an hour we got across, and having

hitched our ponies to a rock, we crawled along the bank

till we came to a torrent, which we had to ascend about

a quarter of a mile before we could find a place to cross.

At length by clinging to each other, we managed to

overcome that difficulty, and then found ourselves where

we had seen the bear feeding. We looked about, but

never a sign of the bear could we discover. Lydekker

and the men, from the tents, could see where the bear

had lain down after he had finished his dinner, but were

too far off to make us understand where he was, and so

they sat and watched us hunting for him. At one time

I was within a yard or two of him, and as my shikaree

was carrying my rifle, and I had only a knife with me, it

was rather lucky for me that he did not get up. I don't

know whether he really was asleep, or whether he was

watching us ; but when we went over a rise in the gromid

just out of his sight, he got up and trotted off as fast as

he could, and soon after, to our great astonishment, we

saw him going away in the distance over the snow. I

sent a couple of messengers after him to stop him, but

the distance was too great and he went right away.

We then had the pleasure of recrossing the river,

and as it was rapidly getting dark, we had a still more

lively time of it. Suddick came half-way across to meet

me, and piloted me over the worst part, and I was soon

between the blankets, with some hot grog, watching my

clothes steaming at the fire in front of my tent.
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About two miles further on we found the pass divid-

ing this country from Dras. The ponies were left here

with a man to take them back to Tilail, as they could

not cross the pass. When travellers come this way

with horses, they have to follow the river, a march of

about four days longer, over a very rough country, bare

of vegetation nearly all the way.

This pass, w'hicli we proceeded to cross, is just a

mass of smooth, steep, slippery rocks, and we had to

hold on with both feet and hands to save us from

slipping do^Mi to the bottom.

Mrs. Molyneux, whom I mentioned before, sent her

horse round by the river and came across these rocks,

a feat by no means to be des^Dised.

After we had crossed this peculiar pass we had a long

march into the Dras Valley, passing one small village on

the way—a village which we stood and stared at with

astonishment. It was built ol mud ; and after seeing

nothing but picturesque wooden houses before, when we

came upon this curious collection of mud huts we began

to realize that we had come right through one country

into an entirely different one.
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The valley gradually mclened till at length, fi-om the

summit of a slight ascent, we looked down on Dras.

Just below us was the fort, a large white building

by the side of the river ; a little fui-ther on was the

Thanar of Dras, with a clump of trees by the side of it

—

the only trees we had. seen for four days; and there

were a few houses built of stone and mud scattered

about the large green valley, sm-rounded by rocky

mountains on all sides. There was a curious geological

formation, which we noticed at once, across the eastern

end of the valley. It had every appearance of being

a huge unfinished railway embankment, and my friend

Lydekker said he had noticed several about this country,

but none so grand or perfect as that one. The sun was

very strong here, and we were glad to pitch our tents

under the shadow of the trees in the Thanadar's com-

pound.
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The people of Dras, which is under the dominion of

the Maharajah of Cashmere, are apparently of Chinese

origin, having marked Chinese featui-es, and wearing the

customary pig-tail. They are called Bots, and are, I

believe, a mixture of the Tibetan and Tartar races.

The Thanadar of Dras, a most respectable old

gentleman, escorted us to the fort, which we desired

to visit. The garrison consisted of five and twenty men,

only seven of whom were at this time in the fort, the

rest being billeted in the villages round, where they

live on the people by threats, and sometimes by violence.

They showed us two small brass cannon which they

were very proud of, and when I asked if they had got

any rifles or muskets, the commanding officer said,

" No, but we have got a sword." At least, this is what

I understood him to say.

We had a heavy shower of rain while we were here
;

they say it never rains beyond Dras, on the Le road, but

that is a mistake, for it rained at Le while we were

there.

While we were at breakfast next morning, Major Blake

came in from his camp, which we had passed two days

before. He had not had any sport, although another

man, who was shooting a little further north of him,

bagged some very good ibex.

In the afternoon we witnessed a game of polo on the

plain, outside the Thanadar's compound, but the players

seemed to have a very slight knowledge of the game, and
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took but very little interest in it. The principal feature

of the game was picking the ball up in the hand without

dismounting from the pony, and then throwing it up in

the air and hitting it away while going at full gallop.

The ponies were very poor, scraggy little beasts, and

were not to be compared with the ponies we saw after-

wards at Le ; and as we saw the game played properly

there, I need say no more about it at present.

In the evening Major Blake's coolie came in with

some EngHsh papers, and we had another rare feast

of news.

The coolie said he had passed two sahibs, the day

before, who were going to Le, and we, supposing them

to be Barclay and Cresswell waited for another day ; but

then another man came in and said there were no sahibs

on the road. Why that other man should have told

such a lie I don't know ; however, next day we left

Dras, Major Blake going back to Srinagar, and follow-

ing the river we came, after an uninteresting walk of

sixteen miles along the bank, to the village of Tashgam,

and there made a halt.

The road was exceedingly good, having been prepared

for the Yarkand Expedition, which was now returning.

Sir Douglas Forsyth and Captain Chapman passed

through Dras a day or two before we got there, and we

met Colonel Gordon and Captain Biddulph about five

miles beyond Tashgam.

We spent a most pleasant day in their company, and

H
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listened with astonishment to the tales of what they had

seen and done in Central Asia. Colonel Gordon was

kind enough to show us his sketches, and Captain

Biddulph unpacked for our inspection some of his hirds,

of which he made a most extraordinary and beautiful

collection. They told us of the sad death of their

companion and fi-iend, Dr. Stolickza, an event which

was most deeply deplored by the whole of British

India.

The next day we parted, and leaving them to retui*n

to Cashmere we marched on to Kargil.

We were told on all sides before we started that the

road from Dras to Le was probably the most horribly

uninteresting one in the world. Now, I won't go so far

as to say that, for on this first journey of ours I must

say we found plenty to interest us, but on the return

journey, which we foolishly made by the same road, we

could not help feeling that we should not care to come

that road again.

However, on this journey, even through the most

barren j)arts of the country, my friend Lydekker kept me
constantly interested by pointing out to me the changes

in the geological structure of the rocks sm'rounding us.

We passed through a succession of igneous rocks,

of granite, sandstone, limestone, etc., varied every now

and then by a glimpse of a little village, surrounded by

its few fields and a grove of trees, on the banks of a

mountain stream—a perfect oasis in the desert.
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The first place of any size we came to was Kargil.

The river we had been following here falls into a larger

river, coming do\Mi from Sooroo and flowing towards

Skardo.

Along this river for about two miles is scattered

the village of Kargil, on a strip of cultivated land

about three hundred yards broad with a little white

hut here and there. At the end of the two miles the

valley opens out at the junction of two rivers, the one

from Sooroo and the other from above Shergool. A
fort stands between them, apparently to command the

passage of both rivers, neither of which is in the least

degree navigable. Close by the fort is an orchard

standing on an island, and the Thanar looks down upon

it. We got some green peas here for the first time, an

event of no little importance to us.

Our next march, from Kargil to Shergool, was

certainly the most interesting one between Dras and Le.

About five miles from Kargil, following up the

course of the Shergool river, we came to Paskyuu, a

ruined and deserted city. There did not seem to be

half a dozen living inhabitants in the place, but

there were numerous departed ones, to judge fi'om the

number of little mausoleums about.

A little fm-ther on we came to Urvar, a splendid old

polo-ground, flanked by glorious trees, with a strange

old building, a balcony running along the fi'ont of it, on

one side of the ground.
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Every village in Ladak boasts its polo-ground ; but

this one was so huge and so beautifully situated, that

one might shut one's eyes and fancy it peopled with

grand heroes of old, clad in armour ** cap-a-pie " while

that wonderful old balcony was thronged with ladies

in beautiful di-esses, presided over by the Queen of

Beauty, cheering the knights on to deeds of valour

by their words and glances. that I could have

seen a tom*nament such as Chaucer sang of !

—

" The heralds left their pricking up and down,

Now ringen trumpets loud and clarion.

There is no more to say, but east and west,

In go the speares sadly in the rest,

In goth the shai-p spur into the side.

There see men who can just and who can ride
;

There shiver shaftes npon shieldes thick.

He feeleth through the heart-spone the prick
;

Up springen speares, twenty feet in height.

Out go the swordes to the silver bright

;

The helms they to-hew'en and to-shred

;

Out burst the blood with stern streames red."

But I am dreaming, so let me return to sober jn-ose

again.

High above the polo-gi-ound, perched on a huge mass

of rock, were the ruins of a grand old castle. I declare,

one might fancy the ruin had been transplanted from

the banks of the Ehine, and set down in the midst of this

howling wilderness.

This was the ruin of an old castle of the monks in

the by-gone ages, when every man's hand was against
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his neighbour. The monks got the people to build

these places for them, and then, in time of an inva-

sion from a neighbouring state, the whole village used

to shut themselves up with the monks in the castle

and stand a siege ; but, as I noticed that these castles

were generally built as far as possible from any water,

I should say that a siege lasted about a week in those

days.

We passed more castles on the way to Shergool, and

there found the greatest lot of ruf&ans one could possibly

imagine. The men certainly seemed a much worse set

than any others we had seen, and the women, too, were

frightful. The places seemed to be full of what they

were pleased to call temples, which were really square

blocks of mud painted with men, dragons, devils, etc.

And away up on a sandstone cliff above the village was

a house, which looked like a combination of an old-

fashioned black and white house from Dover and a

doU's-house from the Soho Bazaar ; this, they said, was

the occasional residence of a god.

The inhabitants of this place were a dirty, savage-

looking lot of brutes, some with pigtails, and some with

their long, greasy black hair hanging loose down their

backs.

They are all followers of the doctrine of polyandry,

and that in itself was sufficient to inspire us with a

strong feeling of disgust.

Passing Shergool, we crossed the Namyka La, about
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12,000 feet high ; the ascent is so gradual that one does

not know really where the summit of the pass is.

We passed more ruins of castles and came to Karbu.

Between that and Lamajou'u we crossed another pass, the

Foto La, about 14,000 feet high. Above us on the left

we saw a glacier, the only one on the road. Just before

we reached Lamayuru we passed two manes, each nearly

fom* hundred yards long.

A mane is a long building of mud and stones, about

five feet high and twelve feet across, the top of which

is covered with flat stones with the everlasting inscrip-

tion " Om mani padmi om !
" on them, which means

" Hail to the lotus-bearer !

"

On inquiring what these stones were for, I was told

that this was a kind of cemetery, the people being buried

inside, and that these stones with writing on them were

letters from their friends on earth ; left till called for.

This, however, I found was a mistake. The truth

is that each of these inscribed stones forms a prayer,

or votive offering to the god Buddha. So that when

a man goes a journey, or buys a cow, or marries a

wife, or commits any other particular act not of every-

day occurrence, he leaves a stone on a mane as a

prayer to Buddha for he\]), and goes on his way re-

joicing. This is, of course, a device of the j)riests,

as they alone can inscribe the praj'er on the stone,

and they must also be paid for it. At each end of

the mane there w^as what they call a chorten. This
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is the tomb of a defunct priest, and is gaily decorated

with bits of rag and pieces of yak's hair, etc. There

are always two paths past a mane, one on each side,

as a true beHever in Buddha is always supposed to

pass on the right of it.

This place, Lamayuru, was certainly the most curious

to look at from a distance I ever saw. It is built among

sand and gravel rocks, the tops of which are ever3rwhere

surmounted by little gods' houses, or rather, I may call

them, dolls' houses. The inhabitants' houses are built

below these, and as these small temples are continually

slipping off their pillars of sand, the people below must

have rather a lively time of it.

Whilst we were having dinner here, some of the

Lamas, or priests, paid us a visit. There were about

five and twenty, of various ages, all dressed alike in

a thick red flannel robe, tied round the waist with a

piece of rope. The older the men were, I noticed, the

seedier their solitary garment appeared; which led me

to the belief, which I afterwards found to be true, that

they only had one flannel robe, and that they wore

it till it dropped off them.

Some of them were rather jolly-looking, fat old

fellows, and one might almost imagine them like the

monks of old.

As soon as we had finished our dinner, we followed

our dirty, greasy, red-flannelled guides to the temples

above the village.
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The first one we entered we found so dark that

we could make nothing out but some wooden stools.

These we did not make out with our eyes, but with our

shins.

At last, as we became more accustomed to the

darkness, we jDerceived something of a huge figure,

and while we were straining our eyes to find out what

it was like, a trap-door opened in the roof, and a stream

of light poured down upon a huge golden figure of

Buddha. It was beautifully worked, about nine feet

high, in a sitting posture, with its legs crossed under it.

It had six arms and twenty-one heads ; the heads

arranged in rows of three each, and getting smaller

as they reached upwards, thus forming a pyramid of

golden heads. There was a background to the figm'e

like the rays of the sun, consisting of arms straight out

in a circle, the hands pointing outwards.

On each side of the figure of Buddha were five

smaller figures, all sitting cross-legged, and remarkably

like the little gentlemen one sees in any tea-dealer's

window in England.

Before Buddha and each of the larger figures was

a huge lamp, consisting of a wash-hand basin fuU of

" ghi," with a wick floating in the middle. The amount

of ghi, or oil, they consume in this way, must be

enormous.

We counted fifteen other little images, besides those

I have mentioned, in this one temple.
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Outside Tve Tvere accosted by a man in a hideous

mask, who said he was a dancing Chinaman, and

proceeded at once to give us a specimen of his accom-

plishments. But as he apparently had the gout in his

left foot, we had to take his word as to his dancing

powers ; he tried to make up his deficiency by howhng

what he said was a Chinese hymn, but as it was a

language we took no interest in, we left him.

In the second temple, which was most gorgeously

pamted mside, we found a plaster figure of Buddha,

behind an altar on which was arranged, in admirable

confusion, a collection of treasures, consisting, amongst

other things, of a beautifully worked metal bell and

sceptre, about which I shall speak afterwards; some

cracked china, two peacock feathers, a willow-pattern

plate, and a fine earthenware parrot (market price

one penny, at any fair- in England).

If you will excuse the digression, I wiU remark that

the greatest treasm'e that was brought to the late

Yarkand Mission, when at Kashgar, was a stone or

china dog, such as may be seen on every cottager's

chimney-piece at home. I think that cii'cumstance

is rather peculiar.

To continue. In this temple there were other figures

of celebrities in Buddhism, one of whom they claim as

being the original inventor of shawls. The other subjects

of interest I noticed were a group of warming pans, for

what purpose used I know not ; some handsome Lassa
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silk bannerets, and a collection of the archives of

Buddhism, hound in cloth, with wood on each side, and

a curious old seal and label. These were carefully

stored away on shelves behind a heavy curtain, and

were, I should say, a good deal more valuable than all

the rest of the temple put together.

The only other things in this temple worthy of notice

we observed in the other, namely, the amount of oil and

smell ; and our pipes being now out, we declined a

pressing invitation to visit any more of their du'ty places,

and giving "backsheesh," as usual, departed fi'om a den

of strange sights and stranger odours.

The next day, while going down a very narrow

gorge towards the river Indus, we saw some "boral,"

the only game we saw during our walk from Dras

to Le.

A short distance aft£i' we struck the river we came

to a bridge, on the other side of which stood a fort,

the road leading right through the middle of it. Just

beyond the fort was the village of Kalsi, the prettiest

and largest place on the road, exce^Dt Kargil. After

having breakfast there, we went on to Nmia, which

place we did not reach till the middle of the day,

but luckily we found a small waterfall handy, under

which we sat down to cool om'selves after a long

march.

"We pitched our tents in a most charming spot, under

the shadow of walnut, mulberry, and apricot trees, the
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fruit of which was not yet ripe ; the fields, too, all round

us were still quite green.

Our next halt was at a place called " Sospul," which

really ought to have its name changed to " Cesspool."

It was a horribly filthy place, and the Sepoy and Kotwal

were both verging on idiotcy. They utterly refused

to clean the ground for our tents, or get anything we

asked for; till at length 1 lost all patience, and going

to a bush, began to cut a nice-looking pliant stick, which

soon altered the scene. Then, in the words of an old

rhyme, slightly altered by my friend Lydekker, to whom

I am generally known by the name of " Daniel "

—

" Daniel began to cat the stick,

The stick began to warn the Sepoy,

The Sepoy began to threaten the Kotwal,

The Kotwal began to bring the fkewood," etc., ad lib.

From Sospul to Nimu the path leads along the Indus

through very soft deep sand, but as part of this path is

washed away every year by the river, it involved a climb

up some steep rocks and down the other side. While

crossing these rocks we met a long caravan of the smallest

donkeys I ever saw, which went scrambling about just

like cats. Between Nimu and Le, it is rather a hard

walk of about eighteen miles, up a long ascent to a large

plateau, and then down an equally long descent on the

other side to the mouth of the valley at the top of which

the city of Le is situated. From this plateau one gets a

splendid view of the mountains towards Chang-Chenmo,
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and, as we just saw the sun rising on them, it was the

finest sight we had had since we left Tilail.

We got to Le in time for breakfast -svith Captain

Molloy, the British Resident, to whom I beg here to offer

my best thanks for his kindness to us during our stay

at Le.

^U /uj-<^
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CHAPTEE IX.

AT LE.

The Country—The City of Le—Yarkand Merchants—People of Ladak

—

The Prayer Wheel—Polo—A Visit to Hemyss—An Interesting Ride

—The Lamasery—An Extraordinary Dance—The Temples—The Big

Prayer Wheel—Chung—The Garrison of Le— Start for Knneri—

A

Grand View—19,300 Feet—Defeated—A Snow Leopard—Back

to Le,

Theee are several clumps of trees at Le, and the best

one is in the Eesidency compound, where we pitched our

tents. It was such a relief to get among some green

again, after the widerness we had passed through.

We had come up the Valley of the Upper Indus, which

is a high barren plateau running the whole length of the

Himalayas, and forming, as it were, a stepping-stone to

the huge table-land beyond known as Turkestan.

The prevailing features of this country are bare rocky

mountains, bare gravel slopes, and bare sandy plains,

with not a green thing, not a tree, not a bush, not even a

blade of grass, unless one accepts as green a grey kind

of prickly sage which crops up here and there. But

what makes the barrenness more noticeable, is that every
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few miles one finds a patch of green, as bright as a bit

of an EngUsh pastui-e, along a watercourse, sj)ringing

probably fi'om a glacier far away up in the stony hills

above. A few two-storied, flat-roofed, brown houses,

gaily decorated with huge stripes of red and white paint

around the doors and windows, and gracefully frescoed

on the sunny wall of the house vnih rows of cattle refuse

stuck on to di-y for bm-ning, a pile of goats' horns on the

roof ; a small temple stuck up against a rock at the back

of the houses; the whole surrounded by half-a-dozen

green fields : these form the oases, called villages, in the

desert.

The glimpses we had of these oases were so

momentary—only catching sight of them as we crossed

the nullah down which rushed the little life-giving

stream—that they were but as di-eams set in the sleep

of a vast wilderness. No wonder, then, that we enjoyed

our rest under the trees at Le.

The entrance to the city proper is through a gate

leading into the bazaar. This bazaar consists of a wide

road with shops on each side, the gateway into the

Eesidency of the Maharajah's Commissioner being half-

way down on the left hand. The bazaar forms the polo-

ground of Le.

Towering above the northern end of the bazaar, high

up on some rocks, stand the palace and the Lamasery of

Le. The rest of the city is built all round ; the British

Eesidency and Joint Commissioners' Court being on the
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north-west of the upper end of the bazaar. As we rode

up this strange polo-ground, through a crowd of people,

we were astonished to see such splendid fellows as most

of the Yarkand merchants are. Fine, tall men, wearing

a long, bright-coloured robe hned with sheepskin, an

under-tunic girt at the waist, wide trousers, and(long,

untanned leather riding-bootsi-of French manufactm-e, ^^'^

I should say by the appearance. On their heads they
.

wore a_large_coloured turban, and in their hands they (^-C'utuxX^

generally carried a heavy riding-whip. They were a ^^^'^*

grand contrast to the people of Ladak, who are such ^ "^^

a dirty, high-cheekboned, smooth-faced, black pig-tailed

lot of creatm-es, while these Yarkandees were many of

them ruddy and fair-bearded as Englishmen.

The Tibetan men wear a long woollen frock, girt ^

round with a piece of rope, high cloth boots , and a flat 6^**^

cap with a lappet hanging down one side of their head, ^a^u^^ ^

The women wear a red and blue striped long petticoat, ^

cloth boots, like the men, a jacket, and a sheepskin

cloak thrown over the shoulders, with the wool inside.

They have lappets over their ears, attached to a broad

strip of leather or silk reaching down to their ankles,

and covered with rows of bad green and yellow turquoises,

which taper away smaller and smaller to a single stone

at the bottom. They say the women carry all then:

wealth on their heads in this way, and an heiress a^i^
has been known to be worth as much as £5 ^^^'¥^^^^^

Mingling with the crowd are hosts of Lamas, in their
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filthy red robe, -which is so made that one shoulder and

arm is always bare, as also is the head. They are never

seen without a prayer-wheel, which consists of a small

copper cylinder, inside which the prayer, written on a

piece of parchment, is fixed ; this cylinder is continually

kept tui-ning round on a wooden handle by a slight

movement of the wrist, assisted by a httle weight at the

end of a chain or string attached to the side of the

cyhnder. This is a most useful invention, as no matter

what a man may be doing, whether he be talking, walk-

ing, riding, or eating, as long as he keeps his wheel

turning he is also praying to Buddha. But he must

keep it going the right way, for if it happen to turn

round the opposite way it is supposed to utter an

imprecation.

At many villages, where the fall of the watercoui-se

is sufficient for the pui'pose, the people fix a huge prayer-

wheel, which is turned by the water ; this is an excellent

contrivance, as they can then go out and work with both

hands, leaving the wheel to pray for them.

• We were astonished to find the merchants at Le very

, cautious about showing us then* goods. I expected to

pick up many curiosities there, but most of the men

would not own to having anything to show us, and it

cost me a deal of trouble to gather together the few odds

and ends which I got ; but I did manage to procure

a bell and thunderbolt of Buddha and a j)rayer-wheel.

Having expressed a wish to see a game of polo at
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Le, ilx. Johnso^. the Maharajah's Commissioner, ever
ready to obhge, gave the requisite order, and the follow-
ing evening some sixteen players tm-ned up in the
bazaar. I mentioned before that the bazaar was the
polo-ground. It is about two hundred yards long and
twenty yards wide

; the shops on each side are raised on
a terrace about three feet from the ground. Unfor-
tunately for polo, it was found necessary to have a
trench made for water down one side of the road, to
supply the houses; and of course, the ball, whenever it

got a chance, hopped into the water, and so spoilt many
a piece of good play.

Some of the best players were absent, we were told,
but those who were present were quite good enough to
show us how the original polo is played.

^

They looked very awkward at fii-st, with their short
stuTups, their knees apparently being considerably
above the top of the saddle. But to the game.

.
When the spectators were accommodated with chairs

and cigars, in an open balcony on the second story of a
house half-way down the bazaar, the signal was given to
begin.

Opposite us was the orchestra of four drums and four
flageolets, supplemented by six Lamas with the hugest
of trombones, out of which they only managed to get one
note, that note representing, apparently, the suffering
of a prize beast in a fog at the Smithfield cattle show.

Sides having been chosen, all the players grouped
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themselves at one end of the ground. The captain of

one side then took the wooden ball and started down

the bazaar at a gallop, followed by all the rest. As he

came along he increased his pace, and the drums rolled

away faster and faster to keep time with him. Dropping

the reins on his pony's neck, he took the ball in his

left-hand, and his polo-stick, which is only about three

feet long, in his right ; then, as he reached the centre of

the bazaar, he threw the ball high in the air and hit it

away with his stick.

Off they all went racing for it, the striker's side to help

him on with it, and their opponents to get it back to

the other end. Now the captain was up to it, but missed

it, and one of his opponents, with a good back-hander,

sent it back again. Now they gathered round it—no

jostling, no hitting the ponies' legs
;
just quietly trying

to hook it away. Now one got it out, and off he went

with it ; but an unfortunate kick of his pony sent it into

the water. Two or three went and had a hit at it, but

only succeeded in splashing themselves and every one

near them ; then a spectator picked it out and threw

it into the middle of the ground, and away they went

again. Now a good hit took it down to the end of the

bazaar, and there was a tremendous race for it ; but

the striker reached it first, and, leaping off his pony,

X^icked up the ball and thereby scored a goal.

This is the most curious part of the game. If, after

one man has hit the ball down to the end wall, one of
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his opponents can get past him and either hit it back

again or jump off and pick it up, it counts no goal. It

is also the most amusing part of the game, as frequently

when two men are racing for it, one man jumps off and

tries to pick it up while the other one whacks him over

the fingers with his stick ; or else they both jump off

at the same time, and bang their heads together in their

haste to pick it up.

Well ; they had got a goal, and the band struck up a

strain of triumph—at least, I suppose it was meant to be

one, although the au' was certainly not intelligible to us.

Then off they started agam ; the flageolets were silent,

only the drums went faster and faster as the leader

galloped -along. Up went the ball, and as it descended

he hit it away, sometimes well and straight down the

bazaar, sometimes into the faces of the spectators, and

sometimes, but very seldom, he missed it ; then one of

his side was sm-e to be " following up," and so on they

went without stopping. I thought the players did not

seem to be very keen in the game, and some were rather

uncertain as to which side they belonged ; in fact, I

noticed, towards the end of the game, that one or two

men hit the ball whichever way there seemed to be a

good opening.

The game lasted about an horn- and a half, and at

the end of it the ponies seemed to have had quite

enough ; and this is not to be wondered at, consideruig

that they had been galloping up and down a road all
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the time, and a road that scarcely Imows what rain is

from one year's end to another.

As soon as the polo was over, the orchestra came

down into the road-way, the spectators formed a ring,

and the dancers appeared. They always finish a game

of polo with a dance ; and of all the stupid, dreary,

I might say idiotic, entertainments I ever witnessed,

this dance was certainly the worst. Why it should be

called a dance I cannot imagine ; it might he more aptly

^^^ termed a funereal walk-round. Four men in long IVInck

J cloaks and flat caps, six women in green dresses, with red

jV cloaks edged with sheepskin over their backs, a great

amount of ornament on their heads ; these ten persons

walked round and round in a circle behind each other,

with a peculiar slow, solemn step, accompanied by the

slow music of the flageolets and drums. The dance

'*^ consists, apparently, of five figm-es, but to us uninitiated

iH^ persons, it was very difficult to detect any difference

/^^etween them ; at all events, it is not worth while to

jx*^^^rite further about it.

I may remark, however, that this dancing power

is hereditary; that is, it descends from father to son,

and from mother to daughter. I remember one of our

party was uncharitable enough to say that the sooner

these dancing families died out the better.

Hearing that the Lamasery at Hemyss was well

worth visiting, we determined to go there a day or two

afterwards. It is about twenty-four miles from Le, and

*i
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SO one fine evening we rode out about eleven miles to a

place called Golab Bagh, where we found our tents

pitched and dinner prepared, and next morning early we

went on to Hemyss, having sent a messenger the night

before to apprise the monks of oui' intended visit.

My companions had a rather uninteresting ride of

thirteen miles ; but mine, at least the first part of it,

was quite exciting.

I noticed that my pony was suffering from a fearful

raging thirst, and so I permitted " him to endeavour- to

assuage it by apparently filling himself with water at

the first three large ditches we came to. The whole

country is cut up into ditches for the pm-pose of irriga-

tion. On approaching the fourth large ditch, I was

grieved and disgusted to find him still hankering after

liquor, and so, when he put his head down to drink, I

gave him a gentle cut with my stick, just to suggest that

he might as well jump over that one. This seemed

so to sm'prise him that he promptly went head first into

the ditch, and, as the Frenchman says in Punch, "I

did not remain
;
" but having picked myself up as

quickly as possible, I remounted, and finding a nice level

piece of ground, I thought a little gentle exercise would

perhaps improve both our tempers, so whack, whack,

whack went my stick, faster, faster, and faster went

the pony, till suddenly he caught sight of a hole before

him, and thinking no doubt it was a good opportunity

of paying me off for whacking him, he put his fore feet
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into it ; at the same moment the saddle-girth broke, and

I found myself, after standing on my bead for a moment's

reflection, once more rolling in tbe dust. Jumping up,

I gave myself a good shake to see that no bones were

broken, observed that my head had made a severe dent

in the rock it had come in contact with, and once

more gettmg on my pony, proceeded on my way to

Hemyss, which we reached without further mishap, in

time to do ample justice to our breakfast, which was

ready for us under a tent kindly put up for om* accom-

modation by the Lamas.

The Lamasery of Hemyss is situated up a short

nullah about a mile and a half fi'om the left bank of the

Indus. The approach to it leads through long Hnes

of manes, with chortens here and there, all gorgeously

decorated with designs in red paint on then- bases, and

with tufts of yak's hair, dead flowers, coloui-ed rags, etc.,

on the pole at the top.

Li front of the building, which is of a rectangular

shape, about a hundi-ed yards long and forty yards deep,

is a pretty grove of trees, through which a stream

tumbles and sings over its rocky bed, on its way to

join the Indus. Behind the building rise masses of

dark-colom'ed rock, against which the white walls of the

Lamasery stand out in bold relief.

It is a two-storied building, the second story being

marked by a wooden balcony here and there.

On entering, we were conducted through two or three
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dark, dirty little passages into the courtyard, on one

side of which were the doors of the two great temples
;

and on the other side a verandah, the walls under which

were covered with most extraordinary little Chinese

paintings. Kound the whole court was a row of little

prayer-wheels, several hundred in number, arranged

vertically on a projecting ledge, and I saw one of the

villagers, who came in with us, give a piece of money

to a Lama and then make a tour of the yard, running

his hand along the wheels, as a boy runs a stick along

the area railings in London, and setting them all spin-

ning as fast as they could go. He thereby managed to

get through several thousand prayers to Buddha in

about three minutes.

We were then informed that the grand Chinese

masque, for which they are famed at Hemyss, was

prepared for om- edification. We were provided with

seats in the centre of the verandah, and the overture

commenced. The orchestra consisted of three of those

trombones which I have mentioned before, each about

nine feet long, three drums, and three pair of cymbals.

The music was evidently intended to inspire us with

horror and dread, and to prepare us for the terrible

masks coming. It certainly reminded me of the old

days when I gazed on the green curtain slowly ascend-

ing and discovering Old Bogie, or some one of that kind,

in his den; and when the fii-st act of this masque

began, and five figui-es in wonderful di-esses and more
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wonderful masks came stalkiug down the steps from the

dark interior of the temple, I almost fancied myself in

" Old Drm-y."

There were five acts in this play, and different

dresses in each, all being made of Chinese dragon silk,

and worth an enormous amount of money.

Li the second act, the masks were all alike, huge gilt

ones. In the third act, the masks were all different ; one,

a red dragon's head ; another, a black antediluvian-look-

ing beast ; a third, a head with a single eye in its fore-

head, and a row of little skulls as a kind of head-dress

;

a fourth head was garnished with snakes and worms

;

while a fifth was apparently the representation of a very

plump baby. Each man wore a kind of kilt over his

gorgeous dress, representing a Death's-head, while in

each hand was carried either a large or small flag or a

baby's rattle.

The last act was what might be called " a monkey

ballet," the performers being dressed as monkeys with

most excellent and life-like masks.

The whole dance was very solemn, and seemed a kind

of dumb incantation as they stalked or whirled round a

hole in the ground as if invoking the devil to appear,

which, I am very glad to say, he did not.

After this strange performance was over, we made a

tour of the building. The first temple we entered had

a large gold figure of Buddha, seated cross-legged with a

lotus in his right hand ; he wore bracelets, necklace, and
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armlets of precious stones. The figm-e was about nine

feet bigh, and around bim were ranged the lesser gods,

figures of plaster about two or tbree feet in beigbt. In

front of one of these, w^ho seemed to be a great favourite

with the villagers, stood numerous offerings of gram, m
little brass cups. The pedestal on which Buddha was

seated was inlaid with tm-quoises, lapis-lazuli, corneHans,

and several really good emeralds.

The altar in front was decorated with various trea-

sures in the shape of cracked china, peacock feathers, a

china dog and parrot, such as I have mentioned before,

and other precious rehcs of the same kind. But the

only really important article on the altar was Buddha's

bell and sceptre, or rather thimderbolt. These were

bronze, cast in Lassa I believe, and beautiful castings

they are. The bell is for Buddha to ring when he wants

his dinner, the thunderbolt is to throw at any one who

does wi-ong in the world ; at least, so we were given to

understand by the Lamas.

The walls of the temple were painted in most bril-

Hant colom-s, representing dragons, men, women, gods,

priests, and beasts, antediluvian and otherwise, in most

reckless profusion, while the whole place was hung with

bannerets of beautiful old Chinese silk.

We went into several other temples, all much alike,

the whole place smelluag very strong of "chung," which

is unfermented beer, made fi'om barley, and " ghi,"

which is clarified butter.
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Before each idol was a bowl of gW with a liglited/

wick m.the centre. ^^^'^ -^ .0^^ ^ /^ ^;^/-^

Our servants, who went mth us, did not seem in the

least impressed with what they saw, till they came to a

larger bowl of ghi than usual, burning away in front

of an image ; then one of them let off a sudden remark

to this effect, " Oh ! how they are wasting that ghi !

"

He then relapsed into his former stolidity, evidently

quite overcome at the waste of his favourite ghi. (All

the natives souse everything in that horrible stuff.)

We then inspected the big i)rayer-wheel, which was

about twelve feet high and fifteen feet in cu'cumference.

Every time it turned round a projecting peg rang a little

bell at the side, reminding one most forcibly of the centre

hoop at croquet. It must have done a deal of praying

in its time, as it looked decidedly the worse for wear.

Having tasted some of their chung, which was rather

good, and having given much backsheesh, we took our

leave of the Lamas.

Shortly afterwards we saw some of them go out riding

;

the chief Lama was absent at this time, but the second

one came out a great swell in a red robe of better stuff

than the others, and a head-covering remarkably like a

cardinal's hat.

The head Lama, a few years ago, was a brother of

jr'^the Ka.ja.h of T^a.dAk • who, by-the-by, now lives on a

^Mi^pension in a retired Uttle village called Stoke, almost

opposite Le, on the opposite bank of the Indus. This
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head Lama got most of these wonderful masquerade

dresses fi'om China at considerable cost. He afterwards,

I beheye, committed a slight error in judgment concern-

ing the revenue of the establishment, and, what was

worse, got found out, and thereby lost his position and

very nearly his hfe.

I expected to find at this Lamasery, it being the chief

one^of Ladak, that the priests would be of a better class

and better dressed than those I had hitherto met with ;

but no ! they were all healthy, well-fed-looking men, but

they were just as ragged and filthy as the Lamas we had

seen in all the little villages we passed on the road.

I believe the two chief points in their religion are, never

to wash, and never to take their clothes off. Most of

them certainly would never get them on again if they

did take them off', and so they continue to wear them till

they positively drop.

They say out there that these Tibetans are only

washed twice in their lives, once after they are born,

and again before they are buried.

We stayed the night at Golab Bagh, and tried in

the garden for hares and snipe, but there were none

to be found ; next day we got back to Le.

We stayed here another week, Barclay having a sHght

attack of fever.

We inspected the Tartar regiment one day. There

were only twenty-seven men present, the rest being

billeted in the villages round about. They all had old
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flint-lock guns, about seven feet long. The Kotwal of

Le was the commandant, and made an efficient drill-

sergeant. They march like policemen, on each other's

heels, and it was amusing to see the two recruits at

the tail, walking up the calves of the men in fi'ont of

them. The commandant, finding it useless to rate at

these two, took to kicking them at last, treatment which

they did not resent in the least. The rest of the men

knew their drill very well, all the words of command

being given in English.

A day or two afterwards our party broke up : the

British Commissioner had business at Nimu, Barclay

and Cresswell started back for Cashmere, and Lydekker

and I went for a climb.

Opposite Le is a high peak by the name of Kuneri,

which Mr. Johnson had surmounted some time before,

and had put down as about 20,000 feet high. Think-

ing we might get a good view of the surrounding

country, we determined to spend a day or two on this

mountain, and so the first afternoon we walked across

to Stoke, a village I mentioned before, and as it was

raining, we stayed the night there. The next day, as

soon as it ceased raining, we followed the Stoke river

up for a few miles, and then, turning to the right,

camped on a spur of Kuneri at a height of about

15,000 feet. It began to snow in the evening, and was

terribly cold ; the coolies we brought from Le crept

under the projecting fly of our tents and were quite
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happy, but all night I had to throw things at the side

of the tent to stop them snoring.

It went on snowing and hailing till about eleven

o'clock next day, when, as it looked hke clearing, we

started for the top. We took with us three Cashmere

servants and three Tibetan coolies, one of whom was

supposed to know the way. But as soon as we started

he pointed to an eminence about five hundred feet above

us and told us that was the top. On this point we

begged to differ, as we had seen the peak just before

we started right away up in the clouds—I should say

above the clouds, as they were sweeping down a long

way below us. Every iiow and then they cleared away

for a moment, just giving us a glimpse of Kuneri, above

us. I noticed these coohes had strings of onions round

their necks, and wondered what they were for, but I

soon found out. As we got further up we found it

harder and harder to get along. It was not bad walking

underfoot, as the snow was fii-m, where there was any

snow, and the rest of the ground was rocky ; but the

altitude was beginning to tell upon us, and we had to

walk about twenty yards and then, to use a vulgar

expression, stop and "blow."

But we had a greater difficulty to contend against

than the effect of the altitude upon us, and that was

the effect of the aconite plant, which grew in abundance

among the loose rocks we were cHmbing over. Then

I found out what the onions were for. As soon as we
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came to a patch of this aconite, T\-ith its dark gi-een

leaves and dark blue flower, the coolies held their

onions up to their noses and sniffed away to counteract

the fumes of the aconite plant.

The effect it had upon us, especially upon me, was

most disagreeable. It made my head ache till it seemed

almost to be sj^litting, and I felt so giddy sometimes

that I had to sit down and shut my eyes ; a little brandy

soon put me right, and after we had passed all these

plants and got on to the plateau below the peak, the air

quickly revived me, and I felt quite equal to climbing

the last bit, if only the clouds would allow us.

But the Fates were adverse : the clouds came whirl-

ing up and down, thicker and thicker, and we had to sit

down on the plateau and wait.

After about two hours the clouds lifted and showed

us the rocky peak about a thousand feet above us, and

off we started again over snow and loose rocks ; but

we had only got up about three hundred feet when down

came the clouds so thick that we could not see each

other, so down we sat again for another hour. While

waiting here we got our wished-for view, but only for a

minute or two. It seemed to be getting lighter over

the valley beyond Le, and gradually the clouds rolled

away, as I have seen them do in Scotland, till we could

see first the range of mountains behind Le, then fmother

and further they rose, till at last, away in the far dis-

tance, we saw the mighty range separating us from the
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wonders of Turkestan and the curious city of Yarkand.

It was almost like a dream, a short, beautiful dream

;

for while we gazed, the clouds closed down again across

the valley, and then opened in the same way on our

right, disclosing to us the huge barrier between Tibet

and China. Once more the clouds closed down, and

we drew a deep breath and said together, " What a

wonderful view !

"

Then we had one more try to find the peak of

Kuneri ; but though we got on to the rocky base of the

peak itself, the clouds barred our further progress. It

was now nearly five o'clock, and we saw it was hopeless

to attempt more that day ; so we reluctantly turned our

backs on the heap of rocks and snow, scrambled down

on to the plateau, and got back to our tents as it was

beginning to get dark. I had been up higher that da.j

than I had ever been before, or ever shaU be again. We
could not tell the exact height we attained, but from the

description we gave to Mr. Johnson he said it must

have been about 19,300 feet.

Just as I lay down after I got into my tent, my
shikaree came creeping in, saying there was something

moving in the rocks below our tents. I got my rifle out,

and slipping a couple of cartridges in, crawled out only

to see some large animal crossing the top of a ridge by

the side of the tent. I ran up this as fast as I could,

but was too late, for going away up another ridge about

five hundred yards off was a splendid white leopard.
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I sent the shikaree round, in case he should lie down

on the other side of the ridge, but he went right away

and never gave me a chance of a shot. This was the

only time I saw the snow-leopard. Mr. Johnson had

two good skins, and I think it certainly is the most

beautiful animal in the world. It is of a yellowish

colour, but white in places, with perfectly black spots

and a very long tail. I believe only three have been

shot by Europeans, so I was rather chagrined at missing

such a chance.

It snowed and rained all that night, and next day

was so bad that we saw it was useless to attempt Kuneri

again, and proceeded to retm-n to Le. We passed a

small marmot ground on our way back, but could not

get a shot at one. In the nullah above Stoke is the

ruin of a large monastery, by appearance a ruin from

many ages back.

We got back to Le the same day, and took up

our quarters for a day or two in the travellers' bungalow

there. The next day "The Central Asian Trading

Company," under the command of ]\Ir. Eussell, came

in to make preparations for taking their goods across

to Yarkand. The merchants of Le seemed much im-

pressed with Mr. EusseU's books of patterns, and said

that he was a merchant king.

The next day Mr. E. B. Shaw came ; he was on his

way to take up his new appointment at Kashgar. He

was received not only with respect but with great honour.
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All the city turned out to see liim, the Sepoy and the

Tartar regiments were drawn up inside the bazaar,

the Le band and the Lamas' nine-feet trombones were

hard at work, and a salute of thirteen guns made the

noise comx)lete.

The crowd in the bazaar was great, and presented a

most curious picture : people in the road, in the shops,

in the balconies, and on the house-tops ; many different

dresses, and different faces, but the most conspicuous,

and I might almost say most numerous, were the Lamas.

Eeally, I beheve I might say half the people in Ladak

are monks.

We had a pleasant dinner ^ith the British Com-

missioner, and received a hint from Mr. Shaw about

a near cut to Dras, which I am very sorry to say we

took and of which we repented heartil3^
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CHAPTER X.

FROM lit TO SRINAGAR.

A Bad Road—Harvesting—Dras—Among Flowers Again—A Marg-

The Zoji La—The Scind Yalley—Sonamarg—Together Again—

A

Flower Garden—Ganderbal—Srinagar.

Instead of retm-ning from Le by the same road, we

tm.-ned off from Basgo, taking a road which turns up

towards the hills and away from the river. Mr. Shaw

had told us that this was a much better road, but

by the time we reached Hemyss we had come to the

conclusion that it was the worst piece of travelling we

had yet done. It seemed to be an everlasting hiU, the

path winding about among the rocks and gravel in the

most annoying manner. "WTienever we came to the to^)

of a particularly hiUy ascent, congi'atulating oui'selves,

as we toiled up the broken road, with the thought that

we should at length look down on our halting-place, we

invariably found a much higher and steeper hill right

in front of us. At length, after walking up these hills

for about eight hom-s, we came to Hemyss, a village
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on a plateau, high ui) above the right bank of the

Indus.

The only thing that marked the difference between

this place and our other halting-places between Le and

Dras, was the presence of some curious old pencil cedars,

near which we pitched our camp.

From there, next morning, a long and in some places

very steep descent took us down to the river again, close

to Nurla, where we filled our pockets with apricots. We
then walked on to Kalsi, where we found our breakfast

ready for us.

Kalsi is certainly the prettiest village on the road
;

some of the trees are splendid, and there are numerous

orchards round about.

Just a month before, when we passed through on our

way to Le, the corn was only tm-ning colour and none

of the fruit was ripe, and now we found the villagers

in the middle of their harvesting ; and while we watched

them at work we lay under the shade of the trees and

revelled in abundance of apricots, mulberries, and apples.

The mode of harvesting struck us as being peculiar.

The people do not cut the grain, they pull it up by the

roots. The roots are cut off and piled together for

burning. The sheaves are then taken into the little

courtyard of the house and spread on the ground, and

the ears are trodden out by oxen. Sometimes we

saw six or eight of those curious long-tailed, half-bred

yaks, yoked together side by side, crawling round and
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round the little yard, the inside one forming, as it were,

a piTot for the others to turn on.

The straw is then gathered up for winter, and the

remainder is carried on to the flat roof of the house,

where the women winnow it by throwing it u^d in the air

by shovelfuls, when the husks are carried away by the

wind and the grain falls back to their feet. There were

showers of gold all over the village, and we thought of

the lines by Dryden

—

" In the snn yonr golden grain display,

And thi'ash it out and winnow it by day."

There was a terrible row in the village that evening,

and, on inquiring the cause, I learnt that coolies were

wanted to carry Syad Yacoob's ammunition up to Le.

There were four hundred loads, and as this was being

sent up at the Maharajah's expense, of com-se the coolies

were paid nothing at all. The villagers were being

pressed into the service, and as they were in the middle

of theu' harvesting, they natujL'ally objected to losing two

or three days and getting nothing for their trouble.

However, next morning, when we started, we found

the ammunition gone, so their scruples had evidently been

overcome, either by fair means or foul, probably the latter.

'\Mien we reached Lamayuru we found it terribly hot,

and were glad to get under shelter of the few trees there.

We missed the greasy, good-humom-ed Lamas, who, it

seemed, had all gone away to help the villagers in then-

harvesting in the country round about. The way they
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help the people is just sitting down and spinning their

prayer-wheels ; they watch the villagers harvesting, and

then beg a sack or two of corn for their trouble, by

which means they lay in a good stock for the mnter.

It was very hot till we got to Kargil ; the Valley of

Paskyan, with the old polo-ground, looked prettier than

ever.

Two days after we got to Dras, and next morning

left for Cashmere. There was a heavy storm in the

morning, so that we did not start till past ten o'clock.

Before we were well out of sight of Dras we began to

notice a pleasant change m the aspect of the country

and as we advanced up the valley towards the Zoji La

Pass, the hill-sides became greener ; here and there we

saw a tree and a flower, till at last we came to as lovely

a piece of scenery as can be imagined.

It were vain for me to attempt to give any idea of

the beauty of this scene : a large valley, out of which

run other narrower valleys ; at the bottom the river

was tumbling over broken masses of rock, and sur-

rounded by shrubs and plants ; mosses and ferns hanging

over the stream itself, and sometimes bathing themselves

in the cun-ent ; the green sweeps of smTOunding hills ;

and above all, the glaciers and snows of the great

mountain-barrier between Cashmere and Ladnk—between

the Desert of Central Asia and the Garden of Eden.

As we advanced through this valley, finding fresh

flowers and treasures at every step, we thought we had
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never seen such a garden ; and yet a few days afterwards,

on talking over it, we came to the conclusion that it

was rather bare of flowers in comparison with the Scind

Valley. It was simply that, after seeing nothing but

sand and rocks for seven weeks, and then suddenly

finding ourselves among green hills, trees, and flowers,

we appreciated the change accordingly.

We camped just at the foot of the pass, which I

should call a double pass, for on proceeding next morn-

ing we found the first pass just above us, consisting of

a "Marg," or mountain meadow, on which were numbers

of horses grazing. There were glaciers on either side of

this little patch of green, and in the centre a small pond,

from which the water flowed out at either end, one

stream going away by the road we had come, maldng

its way gradually into the land of sand, the other being

the som-ce of the Scind river, which flows through the

valley and falls into the Jhelam.

We then crossed a glacier covered with snow, and

got on to a path along the rocky side of the mountain.

Below us was a very deep gorge, down which thundered

the river Scind. The path led us u]3 till at last we

came out on a spur of the mountain and found the Scind

Valley at our feet. The sudden transition from rocks

and snow to green hills and pine-forests is most

wonderful. I believe the height of this pass is 11,300

feet, so that one looks down several thousand feet from

this point to the Scind Valley below.
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A tedious winding path led down the mountain-

side, and then a pleasant walk of about ten miles,

through two or three pine-woods, brought us to

Sonamarg. This is a beautiful mountain meadow,

surrounded on all sides by mountains, the sides of

which are covered with dense pine-forests or thick

jungle, and the tops capped with snow; two or three

splendid glaciers come right down from the mountain

tops through the pine-woods into the meadows. The

valley itself is divided into lesser vales by grassy knolls,

on most of which are clumps of trees, and the whole

ground is carpeted with flowers.

Sonamarg is one of the Cashmere sanitariums,

where many of the visitors, together with the British

Commissioner and the doctor, usually take their camps

during the months of July and August, when they are

only too glad to change the hot and sometimes malarious

weather to be found round Srinagar for the cold bracing

air of the " Golden Meadow."

Here the visitors pitch their camps on the knolls

among the trees, and dming the day amuse them-

selves with picnics in the woods, cricket-matches,

badminton, and an occasional bear-drive. A handsome , /

woodenjLtiuii2]i,was just being finished when I was there, //^
and the Commissioner and doctor had wooden houses to/

^^^^^

live in. Probably, in a year or two, there will be quite an ///t? ^jUii

English model village there during the summer months,

and it would be very hard to find a more beautiful spot.
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We found Barclay and Cressw-ell camping here, and

settled TAith them to go on towards Srinagar next day ;

but it rained so hard that we did not start till the

following morning. It was a perfect day, and I was

very anxious that Barclay, whom we found in bed com-

plaining of rheumatic pains, should get up and come

with us; but he said he would rather rest and try and

get rid of his pains that day, and would follow us as

soon as possible. It was now the end of August, and

was very cold at night, in addition to which it had been

raining for three days; the tents were wet through,

and consequently he had little chance of shaking off

rheumatism while he stayed there.

Sonamarg is between 8000 and 9000 feet above the

sea ; so, of com*se, it was much colder there than down

in the Valley of Cashmere.

Cresswell stayed with him, and said he would make

him come down the valley next day.

When one looks round Sonamarg, it is very hard to

say where the river runs out of the vaUey ; but Lydekker

and I found the outlet in the south-west corner, through

a narrow gorge, the rocky sides of which towered away

perpendicularly to the clouds. When the valley began

to open a little, we found the path led us over smooth

turf through banks of flowers six feet high : red balsams,

yellow balsams, pink mallows, blue monk's-cowl, white

gilda rose, and thousands of others ; now under glorious

walnut-trees, now through circular beds of red shumack,
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surrounded by yellow balsams, as perfect beds and

borders as if they had been planted by an English

gardener. The hill-sides were covered with pine-forests

and jungle; above them again the snow and ice; the

river roared and tumbled over the rocks by our side—the

whole scene was a mixture of all the beautiful countries

of Europe.

We walked about twenty miles to Goond that day,

and on the following, a beautiful walk through fields

of rice and millet and Indian corn, and under walnut,

apple, pear, peach and other trees, of about six and

twenty miles, brought us to Ganderbal, where we found

our boat awaiting us. As we got near the bottom of

the Scind Valley, we could see chenar-trees, dark green

giants, towering above the other trees all over the valley

;

and the place where our boat was lying was overshadowed

by some of the largest chenars I saw anywhere in

Cashmere.

The next morning, early, we found ourselves entering

the old part of Srinagar by a canal, up which, in some

places, there was only just room for our boat to get along.

We passed under some curious old stone bridges, one

of which was so low that we stuck fast, and wasted

nearly half an hour in getting underneath it. The

canal led us into the Dal Lake, which seemed to be

covered with lotus and water-lilies of the hugest size

and brightest colour.

Finding the Chenar Bagh, where we camped before.
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very damp, we pitched om* tents in a little quince

orchard in the Harri Singh Bagh, and having got our

letters and papers, we entered on a period of rest after

our httle walk.
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CHAPTEE XL

AT SRINAGAR.

This is Paradise!—The Chenar Bagh—A Eeview—The Zoological

Gai-dens—The Shahmar Gardens—Illness—The Feast of Roses

—

Fleas.

N.B.—This is Paradise !

Such is the ^Daragraph I find in my diary about the

25th of August : by which I evidently meant to express

my feelings of satisfaction.

I can conceive nothing more pleasant than this

:

after walking hard for four months, part of the time

over snow, wearied by the continual sinking of one's feet

and blinded by the terrible glare; part of the time

cHmbing steep and slippery rocks, one's nerves strung

to their highest tension by the thought that a false step

or a loose stone might at any moment hmi one into

eternity; part of the time trudging over sand and gravel,

the hot wind in the middle of the day almost scorching

one's face as it meets it—after four months of this, I say,

I can conceive nothing more x^leasant than to come to
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a place like Sriiiagar, where j'ou may divide j'our time

between sitting in an easy, under tlie shade of tlie great

chenar-trees, sipping claret-cup and reading news from

home, and lying on soft cushions in a flat-bottomed

boat, while you are paddled gently and noiselessly

through the most beautiful place in the world.

One evenmg we went to dine with some fiiends who

had camped at the north side of the Tacht-i-Suliman, a

beautiful spot on the edge of the Dal Lake. They had

a pretty camp under some grand chenars, and lying in

front of them were two yachts and a sculling-boat,

belonging to a French gentleman, the only resident at

Srinagar, who di'ew out the lines and got the boats built

there. Across the lake is a large ruin standing on the

side of the mountains ; it is called the Peri Mahal. I

remember, when I asked Suddick who lived there, he said,

" The women who live in him wood and who him never

see." I wondered over this for some time, and then I

found he meant fairies. It is the fairy palace. Coming

back from dinner by moonlight was charming; the

boatmen w^ere in the highest sphits, and sang songs

without ceasing.

On the following day we moved our tents to the

Chenar Bagh, where we were joined by om- friends from

the Dal Lake, and in the afternoon we all went to see

the parade of the troops.

I suppose the Maharajah's army numbers about fifteen

thousand men, including a handful of cavalry and a few
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guns. The cavaliy looked tolerably nice as they walked

by ; but when they came at the double they were all over

the place. The mfantry were mostly di-essed in white,

with white helmets with brass spikes ; but there was one

regiment all in brown, with apparently brown bear-skin

helmets. They use the English words of command.

The commander-in-chief, who reviewed them, was such a

very stout old gentleman that he could not get on his

horse, so he walked about while his gallant steed was

led behind him. I remember somebody told me that the

officers were nearly all relatives of the Maharajah, and

when there was any fighting to be done, they sent their

servants to see how things were going on, while they

stayed at home themselves. But the most amusing part

of the afternoon's performance was the charmingly

simi^le manner in which the army, as soon as they were

dismissed, sat down on the ground and took off their

trousers and boots, rolled them carefully up under their

arms, and trudged home barefooted. They hate wearing

Em'opean shoes, and they take their trousers off to keep

them clean for next time.

Having comi)Hmented the stout old gentleman on the

excellence of his troops, etc., we retm-ned to the Chenar

Bagh.

I was not sm'prised, a day or two after, when a fiiend

asked me if I had seen the Zoological Gardens. Being

in the very centre of glorious hunting gi'ounds, with

every facility for making a good collection of animals,
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I naturally supposed that such a garden would exist at

Srinagar, and not only that, but that it would be by no

means of an inferior description. Without taking into

consideration presents from other countries, were not the

hills all round teeming with bears—red bears and black

bears—leopards, jackals, foxes, ibex, barasing, marklior,

gooral, musk-deer, shapoo, surroo, marmots, martins,

and flying squu-rels ? And for birds, were there not

pheasants, the monal, the argus, and the snow-pheasant,

partridges and grouse of various kinds, woodcock, plover,

quail and snipe ; and on the Woolar Lake, swans, black

and white geese, ducks, teal, herons, and thousands of

other bu'ds ?

No other place in the world has such an opportunity

for studying zoology ; and thus ruminating, I went with

my friend to see the gardens. On the way he said, " It

is some years since I visited these gardens, and if they

are now kept up as they were then, I have no doubt

3'ou will be immensely delighted with them ;
" and as he

spoke, I noticed a twinkle in his left eye which seemed

to denote that he spoke " sarkastikul." However, I said

nothing, and we proceeded. On arriving at the entrance,

we noticed they were erecting new buildings on each side

of the gateway. " These are for the staff," thought I.

At the door were two soldiers on guard. "They must

j)ut great value on their collection," again thought I.

Inside the gate we found what was originally perhaps

intended for a garden, with a few solemn-looking flowers,
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growing under XDrotest apparently ; tbe gardener had evi-

dently been away for the last six months. " No doubt,"

I thought, " everybody's attention is so fully engrossed

by the animals, that they have no time to waste on the

appearance of the garden." At the end of the path

leading from the gateway was a round building divided

into compartments. Now for the beasts ; but as we

approached, I perceived the cages nearest to us were

empty, and on walking round the building, we found the

other cages also unoccupied. "Strange!" thought I.

"Is this collection a myth?" But, no! There is a

bear ! and not only a bear, but two bears, black ones,

each at the end of a four-foot chain. The largest one

was about as big as a Newfoundland dog who had had

nothing to eat for a month, and the smaller one was, as

it were, a pup of the larger, similar in all respects, size

excepted. On asking a solitary attendant, whom we

came across soon after, how and when these bears were

fed, we received as an answer, in sulky Hindustanee,

what would probably be, in sulky English, " I takes him

round the garden sometimes, and he picks up what he

can." Poor beast

!

Near the bears were fom- monkeys in the same

wretched plight, with nothing to eat, and with no shelter

from cold or wet. And now we came to a second round

building, but not unoccupied. In the cage nearest to us

were two or three miserable rabbits ; above them a few-

pigeons. Next door were a few partridges, and in the
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cage above them were two specimens of native stuffing

:

an ibex and a cheetah, who had doubtless fallen \ictims

to the stingy brutality of the Maharajah's Zoological

Gardens. But the mode of stuffing was truly ludicrous.

They were both done in the same manner, but take the

cheetah for choice. He had been stuffed as full as

possible with straw, which protruded fi'om his mouth,

nose, eyes, and ears. He had been sewn up with a

large-sized packing needle, and a piece of clothes-line

;

and to make his legs look natui'al, they had stuffed them

with long pieces of wood, which stuck stiffly out a few

inches beyond the skin of the leg.

Originally he might have been in a standing posture,

but he had evidently got tired, or else ashamed of his

attitude, and had gradually sunk down till his legs stuck

out on each side as if he were learning to swim. The

ibex looked much the same, except that he was quite

done up, and had fallen down on his side with his legs

all sticking stiffly out from him.

The only other inhabitant of these gardens was a

barasing or stag, and he, poor beast, was positively kept

in a cage so small and so low that he neither had room

to stand upright nor even to roll on the ground.

And this was the Maharajah's Zoological Gardens!

I need scarcely say I went away disgusted beyond

measure at the imbecile brutality of those who are

responsible for this disgraceful exhibition.

On oui* return to the river, we heard there was going
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to be a game of polo, so off we went to try and borrow

ponies. Some of the men there had ridden their ponies

up from India, and some had bought ponies in Cash-

mere ; but as I preferred walking everywhere to riding,

I had to borrow. The polo-ground is close to the river,

below the new banqueting-hall that the Maharajah has

lately built ; it is a splendid piece of ground, and we had

two or three excellent games while we were at Srinagar.

The best known, and at the same time the most

beautiful, relic of the x)ast grandem- of Cashmere, is the

Shalimar Garden. This place was made by the great

Mogul Emperor Jehan Gir, and here the Com-t used to

pass a great deal of its time in feasting and song.

" The Imperial Selim held a feast

In his magnificent Shalimar."

By the com-tesy of the Maharajah, visitors are

permitted to make use of the Shalimar Gardens for the

pur]30ses of balls, dinners, or other kinds of parties, and

as the real way to enjoy this beautiful place is to visit

it after nightfall, when its fountains are playing and it

is illuminated by thousands of lamps, we determined to

make up a party and go out there to dinner.

Accordingly, all necessary arrangements having been

made by Suddick, a party of eight of us left Srinagar

in a large boat one afternoon, and were paddled

pleasantly and quietly down to Shalimar. The journey

itself was not the least pleasant part of the entertain-

ment ; for one might be easily worse off than lying on

L
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rugs and cushions in a large fiat-bottomed boat, with

seven other congenial spirits, smoking the sweet manilla

and cbinking claret-cup ; and the road we traversed was

very lovely. Leaving our camp in the Chenar Bagh,

we went slowly up the Apple-tree Canal, and though the

Drogjun, or water-gate, which separates the canal from

the Dal Lake.

On this Dal Lake are numerous floating gardens.

A great part of the lake is covered with aquatic plants,

of which the lotus makes most show. These j)lants,

becoming interlaced in a most extraordinary manner, a

good firm patch is chosen, the roots of which are then

cut, some distance down from the water. The toj) then

presents a kind of matted screen floating on the water

;

this is covered with earth, which sinks in among the

roots and forms the screen into a kind of floating bed,

in which melons and cucumbers are reared to great

perfection.

Passing these floating gardens, we soon came in

sight of the Nasseeb Bagh, a splendid grove of chenars

on the northern bank of the lake. On the opposite side

of the lake is another grand old pleasure garden,

something like the Shalimar; it is called the Nishat

Bagh, and between the two is an island called the

Char Chenar.

" When tlie water-falls gleam like a quick fall of stars,

And the nightingale's hymn from the Isle of Chenars

Is broken by langhs and light echoes of feet

From the cool, shining walks where the young people meet."
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The echoes have died away, and the nightingale's

hymn is unbroken, save by a burst of laughter from a

party of English sahibs coming home from dinner at

Shalimar. A little Tvay fui-ther and we arrived at the

entrance of the Shalimar Bagh. The garden is con-

nected with the lake by means of a long canal, up

which our boat proceeded. On each side of us are

green banks and beautiful walks under grand old

trees.

At length we came to the end of the canal, and getting

out of our boat, we walked through an old doorway in

the Shahmar Gardens. There are fom- terraces, nearly

ahke, one above the other, and we are in the lowest.

Through the centre of each flows a stream of water, in

a marble tank, falling in a pretty cascade from one

terrace to the next ; all these tanks are filled with

fountains.

The highest terrace was formerly the grand one,

and was onlj^ used by the ladies of the Com-t ; there

is a wall all round it, and it is raised considerably

above the others. A door and a flight of steps lead us

from the thu'd terrace to the fom*th. At the upper

end of this terrace is a marble pavilion, surrounded by

stone tanks filled with fountains, and on the upper side,

the stream which fills all these tanks flows out of the

garden above, falling in a beautiful cascade into the

northern tank.

In this pavilion we found our dinner prepared, and
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after we had finished we witnessed the illumination of

the gardens. All the fountains were playing, and the

terraces and pavilions were all marked out by rows of

little oil lamps. Under the cascades there were niches

in the wall in which these little lamps were put, and

the effect of the Hght shinmg through the falling water

was quite lovely.

When we were tired of looking at the beautiful

gardens, we threw oui-selves dovm. on rugs and cushions

in the marble pavilions and witnessed a nautch, the

inevitable " finale " to a Cashmere dinner.

It is not worth while attempting to describe a nautch

;

for my part I think it is the slowest and stupidest

performance one can possibly witness, and when I

had seen one, out of curiosity, I never wanted to see

another. The natives, however, would sit and look at it

for ever, I believe. Indeed, I know they often last for

ten hours ; it must become slightly monotonous, I should

fancy. The pleasantest part was coming home through

the cool night air, after the heat and glare of the oil

lamps and the odom- of the natives, who came out in

crowds to see their favourite nautch given before the

English sahibs.

On the sixth of September I heard that Barclay was

so ill that he was not expected to live, and that he was

to be moved from Sonamarg at all risks. This was a

terrible blow to us, as we had no idea that he was ill.

However, I started off the fii-st thing next morning and
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met him at Guggangair, about fifty-five miles fi'om

Srinagar, and -was delighted to find that he was im-

proving hom'ty. He was suffering from rheumatic fever,

which gradually disappeared as he descended lower and

lower into the Valley of Cashmere. I had a terribly wet

ride up to Guggangau', but had no time to catch cold,

as I had sent on for ponies to be ready every ten

miles, and so only had to change the saddle and gallop

on. Coming back again, the weather was glorious, and

the sun so hot that the day we got to Ganderbal, the

eleventh of September, I fell off my pony from the effect

of a slight sunstroke.

From Ganderbal I rode across the rice fields to the

Nasseeb Bagh, where I found some fiiends prej)aring

for dinner. It was the day of the great Mussulman

fete.

" With quicker spread each heart uncloses.

And all is ecstacy—for now
The Yalley holds its Feast of Eoses."

I had no time to stay and see what the fete consisted

in, but I believe the people simply row about in boats,

and occasionally pelt each other with roses.

After a short rest, I got into my boat and was

skilfully paddled down the lake to Srinagar, through

crowds of people in boats of all sizes—singing, smoking,

and drinking tea. The fun had not begun, it being

only about three o'clock, but I could fancy the scene in

the evening.
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" The sounds from the Lake ; tlie low whispering in boats

As they shoot through the moonlight ; the dipping of oars,

And the wild, airy warbling that everywhere floats,

Thi-ough the groves, round the islands, as if all the shores.

Like those of Kathay, utter'd music, and gave

An answer in song to the kiss of each wave !

"

Barclay improved rapidly under careful treatment

and kind nursing; the only drawback to liis quick

recovery was the difficulty he had in getting a good

night's rest. All the bungalows at Srinagar swarm with

rats and mice, which scamper about at night utterly

disregarding missiles thrown at them, a constant supply

of which we had always at hand. And then the fleas !

One night when I was sitting up with him I caught

sixty-seven. I put them in a cup of boiling water and

counted the corpses next morning.
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CHAPTEE XII.

AMONG THE BLACK BEAES.

Ague—Hanking Bears—The Black Bear—An Anecdote—Shooting by

Moonlight—Surronndecl by Bears—An Annoying Bear—Monal

Pheasants—Another Glorious View—Monkeys.

Aftee ten days at Srinagar, Barclay was so much

better that Cresswell and Lydekker, who had been most

indefatigable in theii- attention to him, went off on

another shooting expedition, and after another two days,

during which I took Barclay out in the boat, I left him,

to try and find Cresswell, whom I wanted to see on

business.

I went back to Bandipore, but the weather being

very warm, I foolishly slept in the boat, without putting

the " chics " down, and consequently caught a terrible

cold which brought on fever and ague. I dosed myself

with quinine and tried to shake it off, but after one bear-

drive, and a night in a tree waiting for a leopard who

had killed a pony of mine, I was obliged to return to

Srinagar and interview the doctor.

I don't think I have mentioned bear-driving before.
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SO I will explain it now. Tliey call it " banking " bears.

You find a piece of cover, tbick jungle and busbes, and

take up 3'om- position at tbe end ; of coui'se, it is best to

beat a piece on a billside, so tbat you may be above tbe

game. Tbe beaters, consisting of coolies witb tin pots

and pans, tben enter tbe cover in a line, making as mucb
noise as possible; tbe bears, of com-se, bolt fi-om tbe

noise and come out at tbe u^Dper end of tbe cover, wbere

you are waiting to receive tbem. If you don't stop tbem

at once, tbey will sometimes cbarge straigbt at you ; but

tben tbeii' judgment errs, for just as tbey get about ten

yards from jou tbey stand up on tbeir bind legs—

I

suppose preparing for a bug—but unfortunately for

tbem, tbey bave a large wbite kind of borse-sboe mark

on tbeir cbests, wbicb makes an excellent target, and

it is very mucb a man's own fault if be does not bit

tbe bull's-eye. I am speaking now of tbe black bear

of Casbmere, wbo is not sucb a gentleman as tbe

red bear. He will not attack you if be can possibly

get away, but if you do bappen to come to close

quarters, be is a very awkward customer. He is a

terrible tbief, and comes down at nigbt fi'om tbe

bills and ravages tbe fields of Indian corn. Wben tbe

mulberries and walnuts are ripe, tbe trees will be stripped

in a nigbt or two, unless tbe villagers sit up to watcb

and frigbten tbem away.

Tbese black bears bave very tbick skulls, and I was

lold a true story by an officer in tbe Horse Ai'tillery, of
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an adventure which he enjoyed with a thick-headed bear.

He was out shooting one day when he came across a

black bear, and aiming straight at his head, he knocked

him over. Then, as his wife, who was travelHng with

him, had expressed a wish to see a bear before it was

skinned, he sat down, with a shikaree, close to the bear,

while the other man went off to the village to get some

men to carry the bear to then camp. He was just about

to light his pipe, when he saw his shikaree suddenly

start up with his mouth wide open, and a look of horror

all over his face. He turned round to see what was the

matter, and beheld the dead bear sitting up within two

yards of him, roUing his head to and fro and looking very

sorry for himself. In a moment he reached out his

hand, seized his rifle, and without putting it up to his

shoulder, gave him the remaining barrel straight at

his head. Over toppled the bear, and he put his rifle

down without reloading it, and was laughing heartily

over the joke, when up started the shikaree again. He

looked round, and there was the twice dead bear making

off as fast as he could into the jungle. Before he had time

to load his rifle the bear had disappeared, and he never

saw him again. He had both times fired at the side of

the bear's head, and the bullet had simply glanced off the

thickest part of the skull.

The other mode of shooting black bears is by going

out at night when it is moonlight, and catching them

up mulberry or walnut trees ; that is great sport some-
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times, as two or three are generally found up one tree
;

and if you shoot at one, the others come rushing down

the tree at such a pace that you have to be very sharp

sometimes to get out of the way.

After "hanking" bears for two daj's, I moved my
tent up to Tragbal, that lovely httle mountain valley

with the frozen lake, where we camped on our way to

Tilail in the beginning of May. It looked very different

now ; instead of snow under the pine-trees, it was thick

jungle, and the little frozen lake was a small pond of

rather dii-ty water in the midst of a green valley.

During the night a pony was killed by a leopard, and

so the following evening I took up my position in a tree

near the carcase, and ha^^dng tied a goat up to attract

the leopard by his crying, I waited patiently in a couch

of pine-boughs and ferns, nicely matted together in the

branches by my shikarees. However, the leopard was

too suspicious, and would not ventm'e out into the

moonlight, and next morning, finding myself considerably

worse, I went down to Bandipore, got into a fishing-boat,

and returned to Srinagar.

There I was very ill for about eight days, after which

I went back again to Bandipore, and from there uj)

a nullah to the north to a place called Shamatan.

This was a lovely place, with a grand view of the

end of the valley, almost at om- feet. There was a

village of three houses, and I pitched my tent in the

middle of a grove of walnut-trees, which the villagers
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said were visited regularly every night by numbers of

bears.

The first evening, about seven o'clock, my shikaree

came in, iDut out the light, and said, "Come along,

here are the bears." When I got outside my tent,

I heard two of them munching walnuts quite close

to me ; unfortunately it was quite dark, so that there

was no chance of getting a shot in the trees. However,

we crept along to an open space where it seemed rather

lighter, and here we found ourselves in the middle

of a circle of eight, if not nine, bears, all munching

away as hard as they could. Some were in the trees

shaking the nuts down, and others were down below

enjoying themselves. I thought I made out one moving

near me, and blazed at it; a tremendous grunting ensued

and then all was quiet. We cautiouslj- went up to the

place I had fired at, but could find nothing, so we sat

down in the middle of this place again, and in about

half-an-hour the bears retm-ned, dropping in casually

one by one, till we could count five. My shikaree

and I fired together at one going past us ; he got away

in the jungle, but we found him next morning. I then

went back to my tent to wait for the moon to appear,

but this it refused to do, so we let the bears alone for

that night. I woke up in the middle of the night and

heard a strange dropping on the roof of my tent, could

not make out what it was, so listened, and then I heard

the munching going on and I knew there was a bear
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up in the branches above me, dropping walnut-shells

on my head. I was too comfortable tj go out and

send him away, so I hoped that he might not slip

off the branch and tumble through the top of my tent

—

turned over, and went to sleep again.

The next night was darker than ever, and though

I heard numbers of bears about, I could not possibly

see one, and so I turned in. I tried in vain to get

to sleep, for there was a horrid brute of a bear sitting

up in a tree behind my tent, grunting and groaning

in the most j)^iiiful manner. It seemed evident to

me that the nuts had disagreed with him. At last

I could stand it no longer, so calling my shikaree and

taking a lantern with me, I proceeded quietly to the

j)laee where the noise came from. We crept through

the jungle till we got underneath a large walnut-tree,

amongst the topmost branches of which was the bear,

groaning in the saddest manner. I tried in vain to make

him out against the sky, and then I threw the light of

the bull's-eye lantern up into the tree, but still I could

not see him ; and apparently he could not see the light,

for he went on groaning worse than ever. At length I

got tired of stretching my neck by gazing vainly up in

the air, and so we gathered some dried grass and made

a blaze right under the tree." The groaning stopped,

and then there was a rustle, and in another moment

a huge black form came rushing through the branches

right on the tojD of us. Without waiting to put my rifle
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to my shoulder, I pointed it straight at the bear and

pulled both triggers, and the bear dropped from a branch

over us to our feet, quite dead.

As there was no chance of the moon rising for our

special benefit, I left that iDlace next day to try and get

some monal pheasants. I sent a small tent to the top

of the hill behind the village, and walked up there in the

afternoon. I found the shikarees employed in making

masks and screens for shooting monals. The mask is

made of cheetah- skin, and the screen consists of a i)iece

of yellow cloth, with spots of black paint all over it, to

represent a leopard-skin ; this is stretched over two thin

pieces of bamboo, placed across each other, and forms a

kind of umbrella, minus its handle.

The monal pheasant frequents the tops of sometimes

quite inaccessible hiUs ; they are very shy and very

wary, frequently sitting on the extreme top of a dead

pine, and looking round them for an hour before they

will come down to feed. The leopard, or cheetah, is

very fond of trying to catch them, but finds it no easy

matter. The birds are always on the look-out for this

enemy, and when they see him apiDroaching, they run

backwards and forwards on the ground, chattering and

screaming in extraordinary excitement, till they think

he is getting too close, when off they go, flying away

sometimes miles without stopping.

The natives, finding it very difficult to get monals

by fair means, at length bethought themselves of
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following the leopard's plan and trying to poach them,

and as I wanted some monal skins, and had only got one

brace, I tried the native dodge. Finding where there

were some monals feeding, I put on the mask of leopard-

skin, and holding the screen so as to cover my body, I

advanced through the bushes on all fours. The monals,

fancying me one of their enemies, the leopards, com-

menced runnmg about and screaming, and as soon

as I got within gunshot I carefully put my gun round

the corner of the screen and "potted" one. Eather

unsportsmanlike behaviom', but necessary.

After breakfast we went on farther till we came to

a large marmot-ground, but we positively only saw

one, which I promptly bagged; the rest apparently

had retired for the winter, filling the mouths of their

holes in after them. In the afternoon we sighted two

doe barasing, but, after waiting for an hour, no stag

appeared, and we retmned to camp.

At one time during that day I had another of those

glorious views which are to be found in Cashmere only.

I ascended to the highest point, on the ridge above

Shamatan, and looking towards the north, to Astor,

I saw, fii'st, below me, a beautiful wooded valley,

sm-rounded by bare grass slopes ; beyond that, hill

after hill, stretching away into distance, till the eye

takes a leap from the mass of brown and green to the

pure white of the great snow-fields of Astor. It looks

like a huge Bernese Oberland, peaks rising up here and
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there higher and higher, till the gaze becomes fas-

cinated by three monsters, two close together, each over

20,000 feet, and the third, towering above and beyond

them, is the great giant Nauga Parbat, lifting his

splendid conical-shaped head through and far above

the clouds, to the enormous height of 26,629 feet.

Having bagged another brace of monals, and there

being no signs of barasing, I returned to my camp at

Shamatan, The bears came thicker than ever during

the evening, and I got two more.

During the night I awoke and heard two frightful

screams, apparently close to my tent ; I jumped up and

rushed out, but all was quite still, and I thought I must

have been dreaming, when another scream sounded in

the night ah*, but far away in the jungle. It was a very

loud, prolonged shriek, and certainly not human, so I

turned into bed again. Next morning I asked the

shikarees what made that fearful noise in the night, but

they said they had heard nothing. I thought it must

have been a wild-cat's scream, but the villagers said they

never saw one about there. We discovered soon after-

wards that the marmot's skin, which had been pegged

out to dry, had been torn up, the pegs being scattered

all over the place. The shikarees said it had been done

by a bear, but I thought the party with the scream had

had something to do with it. The following morning,

on my emerging from my tent, I was saluted with howls

of derision from scores of monkeys, that positively
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filled the trees. Suddick came to say they had stolen

all the sugar, and as much bread as they could lay

their hands on, and I found they had also abstracted

from my tent my cartridge-belt and one of my boots.

These monkeys were small, brown, rather ancient

and dissipated-looking gentlemen, with very short tails.

When I went under the trees to expostulate with them

on their rude behaviour, they added insult to injury by

simply grinning and showering down walnuts on my
head. They stayed round the camp all day, and watched

us hunting for the stolen goods. We found the belt

hardly injured in the least, and the boot with the heel

gnawed off.

In the evening they all went off as fast as they could,

and we saw them no more. The owner of the scream

and the thief of the marmot-skin were accounted for.
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE EAST END OF THE YALLEY OF CASHMERE.

Manasbal— Pampoor— Saffron-growing— Islamabad— Sacred Fish—
Martund—A Vie-w of the whole Valley—Atchibal—Farewell to

Srinagar—Duck Shooting on the "Woolar Lake.

As I wanted to see the other end of the VaUey of

Cashmere, and there seemed no chance of the harasing

coming down yet, there being no signs of snow on the

hiUs, I left Shamatan, and went down once more to

Bandipore, where my boat was awaiting me. We went

up the river as far as Sumbal, where, getting out of the

boat, I walked across the fields to see the Manasbal

Lake. This is a smaU but beautiful piece of water, lying

right under the hiUs on the northern side of the valley.

It perhaps looks a little bare at its southern extremity,

but the northern end is lovely. On the western side of

the lake is the ruin of an old pleasure garden, once the

scene of grand fetes in the time of the fair Nourmahal.

There are three villages on the banks of the lake, and

at the end under the mountains is a splendid grove

M
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of cbenar-trees and a good stream of water. This

is the favourite camping ground of visitors to Manasbal.

There is an orchard close by, in the possession of a fakir,

which contains, as I have mentioned previously, the

finest peaches in Cashmere.

There are some good chenars at Sumbal to camp

under, and I stayed the night there. I was obliged to

shoot a dog there, who would sit outside my tent

and howl dm-ing the night ; sticks and stones had no

effect upon him, so I was obliged to try No. 10.

On arriving at Srinagar I took uj) my quarters at a

bungalow by the river known as the Chenar Bungalow,

and had considerable difficulty in keei)ing the rats and

mice at bay.

A day or two after, I once more embarked in my
boat, and proceeded uj) the river to see the east end of

the valley. There are numerous ruins along both banks

of the river, marking the sites of the old towns of Cash-

mere. The principal places now are Pampoor and

Islamabad. The former place is famous for the cultiva-

tion of the saffron plant, and the latter for several

mineral springs.

The fields where the saffron is grown extend for

some distance along the right bank of the river Jhelam,

and as they were just in full bloom when I was there,

I had a good view of the manner of growing what forms

an extensive article of commerce in India.

The saffron plant is a large dark piu'ple crocus, with
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a red or gold centre, from which the saffron is made,

and which is largely used as a dye and also as an

article of food. It is grown in large fields, carefully

trenched, the plants being in rows about six inches

apart ; and when they are just ready for picking they

present a most beautiful appearance.

This saffron-growing is a monopoly of the Maha-

rajah's, and forms one of the chief sources of his income.

As much as 20,0001bs. of saffron are produced in Cash-

mere annually.

While the plants are in blossom the fields are care-

fully watched by the Maharajah's soldiers, and when

the saffron is ready for picking, gangs of men and

women are brought in from the villages round about,

guarded by the Sepoys, to prevent them pocketing any

of it. The plants are then puhed up and the centres

taken out and sorted, then put into bags, and weighed at

the custom-house on the river before being sent down to

Srinagar. I took the liberty of puUing up two or three

plants and putting them in a little tin can, where they

continued to blossom till I left Cashmere ; by this means

I always had flowers on my table at dinner-time.

Leaving Pampoor, I proceeded up the river to

Awantipore, where I camped for the night. There is

a grand ruin here, and it is said that this was one of the

great cities of Cashmere about 1000 years ago. I had

the pleasure of meeting here a Hindu gentleman in the

service of the Maharajah, whose name I believe is Baboo
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Earn Ju. He spoke excellent English, read a page out

of an English book I had with me, and told me that he

had never been out of Cashmere, but he had a great

desire to visit Europe. He had taught himself English,

was very fond of poetry, and said he could also speak

a little French.

There were numbers of ducks up the river, and I

had some good sport fi'om the bow of my boat.

The next day I got to Kanbal, which is the landing-

place for Islamabad, and is about a mile distant from

that place. The only thing I saw at this place worthy

of note was a dead donkey; I mention this simply

because I have never yet met any one who has seen

the aforesaid phenomenon. I got two ponies here,

and rode with Suddick to Islamabad. There is a fine

old temple here, in a grove of chenars, and several

springs, the principal of which flows thi'ough the garden

of the temple, in which are a number of stone tanks

full of trout. These fish are held to be sacred by the

Hindus ; they are regularly fed, and swarmed in such

numbers in the tanks that there was positively hardly

room for them to turn round.

Some of the springs are quite pure and fresh, whilst

others, springing out of the hiUside close to them, are

strongly impregnated with sulphur.

From Islamabad we rode to the ruins of Martund.

These appear to be the ruins of a grand old temple

enclosed in a quadi'angle of columns and arches, forming
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cloisters all round it. The antiquity of these ruins varies

considerably, according to different wi-iters; but they may

be put down as being between 2000 and 1500 years old.

They are probably among the grandest relics of the past

to be found anywhere in the world.

The view from Martund is said to be the finest in

Cashmere. Thence the eye wanders over fields of

rice and corn, dotted with numerous villages, half hid

amongst their grand trees and fruit orchards ; over the

river Jhelam, winding through the landscape, broadening

as it goes, while a thousand silver streaks mark the

mountain-streams rushing down from their homes in

the hills around to swell the grander stream below ; over

the slopes of grass and forest, rising upward from

the fields below, even to the everlasting snows, the grand

and glorious barrier to the " Happy Valley." The whole

valley lies, as it were, at om- feet ; the Garden of Eden

is before us.

From Martund I rode to Bawan, where there is

another spring in an old garden, and more tanks full

of sacred fish. Then to Atchibal, where there is a plea-

sm-e-garden, once the favourite resort of the beautiful

Nom-mahal. After that, having seen enough ruins and

springs, I returned to Kanbal, and the same day dropped

down the river to Bijbehara, where I camped for the

night near a splendid Hindu temple. I had some more

duck-shooting coming along, much to the boatmen's

dehght, who had a rare feast that night.
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There was a tremendous storm of wind during the

night, in which my tent was nearly blo^vn into the river,

and in the morning I found the hills were covered with

snow quite low down into the valley. I only stayed a

day in Srinagar, when, having paid off my shikarees

and coolies, and bid farewell to all my friends in the

bazaar, I left the capital of Cashmere on my way back

to India.

I stayed in my boat near the Woolar Lake for three

days, to get some duck-shooting. There are numerous

swamps round the great lake, and the geese were just

coming down from the hills, whither they always disap-

pear during the summer. They had only just begun to

come down when I stopped on the Woolar, and were

so shy that it was quite impossible to get a shot at

them, except with a rifle.

I did not feel much inclined to waste my rifle cart-

ridges on them, and so I only shot two or three and

then returned to duck-shooting on the "gheels." This

is capital sport. You lie down flat on your face in

a very small canoe, with j^our gun over the bow, while a

man lying on his back behind you paddles gently along

with his hands. As I only had an ordinary sixteen-pin

gun, and no duck-gun, I had to content myself with very

small bags ; but I managed to get some fifteen brace in

the morning and evening.
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CHAPTEE XIV.

BACK TO INDIA.

Earthquakes—A Eough Eoad—Ferns—India—A Good Btmgalow

—

Marree—A Dhooly—Eawul Pindi—Eetrospect of Cashmere : The
Country—The People—Sporting Prospects—Shikarees—Best Places

for Game—Xecessaries.

I LEFT Baramula on the 1st of November and walked

to Ooree, over the same road we had traversed coming

to Cashmere in April. It seemed a terribly long walk

;

it is about six and twenty miles, and if it had not been

for some monkeys, who followed me for some distance

in the trees, swinging from branch to branch and

chattering aU the time, I believe I should have had to

get a pony at Ooramboo, about nine miles fi-om Ooree.

However, I got to Ooree at last, and as I had sold my
tent, etc., at Srinagar, I put up in the bungalow, which

I found a tolerably comfortable one.

From Ooree to Chakoti,' and thence to Hatian, the

road, still along the left bank of the Jhelam, is terribly

rough and thing ; there seem to be endless nuUahs

running at right-angles to the path, and one has to
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go down one side and up the other about every two

miles.

Whilst on the march from Ooree to Chakoti, I felt

a most unpleasant sensation, as if there were a wave

coming toward me, and presently up I went in the air

and then gently down again ; I knew at once it was an

earthquake. That was the third I had felt in ten days.

Leaving the Mui-ree road a few miles from Hatian,

I struck off to the left over an old and now almost

unused path which crosses the Danna range, and is

about twenty miles shorter than the road along the river

by Chatar Kalas and Ghari.

It is a very steep climb, however, and hardly to be

attempted unless one wishes to save a day's march.

There are no bungalows on the road, and at Mena,

where I had to stay at night, I put my bed in the corner

of the ruin of what used to be the verandah of the old

bungalow. But one is repaid for the fatigue by the

beauty of the scenery and the glorious view one gets

from the top of a hill between Chikar and Meii-a; and

the path is positively smothered in ferns. One i)lace, I

remember, I walked through literally miles of maiden-

hair fern, in banks higher than my head on each side

of me ; but though there seemed to be milhons of ferns

of all sorts, I did not see one that I had not found at

home—but I was not hunting for them, only walking

quickly through them.

From the hill above Danna, between Meira and
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Kohala, one has a view over the hiU-country of British

India, and right at oui* feet is the Jhelam once more,

here marking the boundary between India and Cashmere.

The descent from the Danna hiU to Kohala is very steep

;

in fact, I think the steepest path I was ever on. At the

bottom is a pretty suspension bridge, crossing which

I found myself once more in India, after having passed

seven pleasant months in Cashmere and Ladak. How
I did enjoy the afternoon at Kohala ! It is a very pretty

spot, and there is a most comfortable bungalow there,

with pleasant rooms, sitting-rooms, bed-rooms, bath-

rooms, and a smaU library. There is a khanasman,

who gave me an excellent dinner and a bottle of Murree

beer ; in fact, it was ahnost hke coming home, after the

last six days' very rough traveUing.

From Kohala it is a very pleasant walk of about

twenty miles to MuiTee. I started early and had break-

fast at Daywal, half-way, where I found an excellent

bungalow with a khansaman, who provided me with a good

repast. Thence to Mm-ree is a dehghtful tramp through

woods of oak over a splendid road. This part of the hill-

country reminded me very much of some of the prettiest

spots in Scotland, and I am not surprised at the people

in the plains of India hastening up to Murree when the

hot weather commences. It is a large station, having

a capital camping-gi-ound, two hotels, and several

European shops, where anything for a trip over the

hills can be obtained. This is the favourite place for
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starting to Cashmere, as it is much the easiest road up

the banks of the Jhelam, and I expect in another year

or two that a road will be made enabhng people to diive

from Murree to Srinagar.

The mail having stojDped running between Murree

and Eawul Pindi, I had to go on next day in a dhooly,

a kind of box carried on poles by four men. The road

" down country " is a broad, hard road, perfect for di-i^dng

on, and the " dhooly-wallahs " shuffled along at such

a pace, that I did the forty miles easily in ten hours,

including a stoppage for breakfast at Tret, and another

stoppage to speak to some friends at Barakas. The last

part of the journey is over the Grand Trunk Eoad, a

splendid road, with trees on each side, and apparently

perfectly straight for any distance either way. I arrived

at Eawul Pindi in time for dinner, and once more found

myself amongst civilization and white ties.

Before I leave Cashmere, I must say another word

about the country generally. As I look back to it, I find

it rather hard to express an opinion on it. I was led to

expect a grand country—by grand I mean a country of

grand scenery, with grand waterfalls, grand rocks, sur-

rounded by the grandest mountains in the world. But

I do not think one can call it a grand country; the

mountains rising to 16,000 and 17,000 feet round the

valley sound very grand, but then one must remember

that they are seen from a height of over 5,000 feet, and

thereby lose a great part of theii- magnitude. But it is
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very beautiful, there is no doubt about that. And yet I

felt disappointed when I left it, and I think the reason

of that feeling might be best expressed by showing once

more what the country is, and what it might be.

Cashmere as it is : A country beautiful beyond all

others ; a couutrj^ with a climate that is almost perfect,

for from its greater elevation it is much cooler than the

terrible plains of India, while, sheltered as it is by

mountains all round, the valley itself is as warm and

pleasant as the South of Europe. And if the traveller

wants a colder or more bracing air, he has only to move

his tent to one of the charming little valleys away up

among the glaciers. He can choose his own spot : there

is no one to say he is trespassing; he pitches his tent

where he likes, cuts as much wood as he wants, kills

anything he may see—fish, flesh, or fowl—and stays as

long as he pleases.

Again, it is a country where fruit-trees grow like

weeds, where there are springs of beautiful clear water

on every side, where the mountain sides are covered

with the richest grazing grounds, and are sm-mounted

by forests of pine and deodar trees ; a country that

abounds in game of all kinds, large and small, and

whose lakes and rivers teem with water-fowl and fish
;

and lastly, a country where, buried in the encircling hills,

lies a wealth of hidden minerals.

"What more could a country want to make it one of

the first in the world.
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And what are the people like who possess this

beautiful country? I know nothing about the ruler

of the place, but it is said that " the character of the

king appears in the people." If so, the less I say about

him the better.

The people : ignorant, du'ty, superstitious, lying

;

ground down by a system of taxation, which is only

supposed to take one-half of their hard-earned gains,

but generally manages to take two-thu'ds.

A people whose chief commandment is, " To do their

neighbour and not be done by him."

A people who, as Moorcroft very truly says, have

a decided genius for manufactures, and a great ingenuity

as mechanics, but whose transactions are always con-

ducted in a fraudulent spirit. And as to the country,

the fruit is all wild—grapes to make wine, apples and

pears for cider and perry, all thrown away; even the

walnut trees are for the most part so thinned by

the villagers, as an easy mode of procm-ing food for

their sheep during the winter, that three out of fom-

trees bear no fi'uit. They seldom hunt game, except

when it is di'iven down to their very doors by a hard

winter.

They make good use of timber, but in some places

the people prefer burning dried cattle-dung to the

trouble of gathering or cutting a few sticks for their

fires. And for the hidden treasm-es, although it is

known there is iron, copper, and lead in the hills, there
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are but two small iron-works in all Cashmere, to show

what might be done if men only had the will.

They are, of course, very primitive in their habits

;

one often sees their wooden plough being dragged by an

ox and a donkey, and sometimes even by a woman and

a donkey. All their farm implements are of a most

inferior description ; this struck me at once when I saw

an old woman standing in a ploughed field trying to

break the clods with an old wooden mallet.

I said they were superstitious, and I think the best

example of the depth of their superstition is the follow-

ing : When the father of the present Maharajah Kanbeer

Singh died, the priests said his soul had gone into a fish

(they are great believers in the transmigration of souls).

The consequence was that the Maharajah promulgated

an edict forbidding any fish to be killed in Cashmere, in

case some one might eat his sainted father.

Now, as fish is the staple article of food in the

country, this caused no small amount of dissatisfaction

among the people, and at last they openly objected to

having thek fish cut off from them. Thereupon the

priests discovered that the late Maharajah frequented

the precincts of the palace, and a new order was

pubUshed, forbidding any one to fish in the river between

the first and second bridges. This order is kept in force

to the present day, and, I suppose, Maharajah, priests,

and people are all satisfied.

As to the sporting prospects of the country, it is
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not such a good field for shooting as it was a few

years ago, but still there is really a large head of

game to be shot there.

I was unlucky when I was out, and so, although

I got some splendid bears, I shot no large ibex or

markhor. There had been two very hard winters before

the summer I was there, and the beasts, barasing

especially, had been driven down by hunger even to

the very edge of the Woolar Lake, where they were

knocked on the head by the villagers.

One man I met told me that on his way up to Cash-

mere, over the Pir Panjal, he met two hundi-ed large

stags' heads going down to the palace at Jummoo. These

were the heads of the poor beasts mm-dered by the

Maharajah's orders during the winter before.

But it is a country where the game would get up

very quickly, especially with a mild winter or two ; and

I have no doubt we shall hear of some large bags in

Cashmere this year.

One hears, occasionally, of men hunting the ibex

with dogs, and whoever first did it in Cashmere ought

to be held in great abhorrence by all good sportsmen,

inasmuch as he has taught the natives to do it, and

consequently the ibex have been so thinned that it is

exceedingly hard to get them at all now. Although

barasing, ibex, and markhor are very scarce and very

hard to get, there are plenty of bears to be shot, both the

black bear, which is found low down, generally round
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the villages, and also the red bear, which inhabits the

higher regions and is often shot on the snow. Besides

these, one not unfrequently comes across a leopard, and

musk-deer are found in great numbers in some parts of

the country.

In Ladak the shooting is more difficult, on account

of the natm-e of the country, and one has to go further

for it. The best ground is near the Pangong Lake and

Chang Chenmo, where may be found ovi^ animon, yak,

Tibetan antelope, shapoo or ooreal, and wild horses, in

addition tp ibex and markhor.

The best months for shooting in Cashmere are from

the middle of March to the middle of July, and again in

September, October, and November. In Ladak one

might shoot aU the year round, but the winter would

be the best time, as the game is diiven down into the

vaUeys by the cold, and some grand heads might be got

then.

As to the birds, the pheasants are very hard indeed

to get, but there are plenty of gi'ouse and partridges,

and on the lakes and rivers any amount of geese, ducks,

teal, and snipe.

This shooting is confined to Cashmere ; it would be

hard to find any birds, except pigeons, in Ladak. I will

mention some of the best places for sport in Cashmere,

but at the same I would give this little piece of advice.

If the traveller engages a shikaree beforehand, on the

recommendation of a friend who has shot with him
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before, and therefore knows his merits, he should not

take the man to any place he may fancy, but go

wherever the shikaree advises, as each man knows

one part of the valley better than another, that part

probably being where his home is. A good shikaree

will be out spying all the winter, and in the spring,

when he enters some one's service, he will know exactly

where to find the big heads.

If the traveller does not engage a shikaree before he

reaches Cashmere, and if he wishes to go to any particular

part of the country, let him find a man who has been

there before and knows the country. This he can do by

reading the little packet of " chits " which every man

carries. If it is immaterial to him where he goes, let

him choose a man from his character given by former

masters, and then go with him wherever he advises.

He is sure to get good sport that way.

Now as to the places to go to for sport.

Besides Tilail, which I really think is one of the best

valleys in Cashmere for all kinds of game, though we

were unluckj^ there, there is very good shooting gi'ound

in the Goor district towards Astor, that is, on the left of

Goorais.

For barasing and bears, Miniemarg, to the right

of the road to Goorais, is very good ground, and the

Lolab Valley, to the north of Sopoor, is noted for the

quantities of black bears always to be got there. At

the end of the vaUey the Wardwan is the great shooting
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ground for all kinds of game; there are numerous

nullahs about there, and one of them, the Now-

boog, is almost as famous as the Lolab for its black

bears.

On the south side of Cashmere, the range of the

Pir Panjal, though a very difficult country, is perhaps

the best for "heads," and is, I believe, the only place

where one is likely to get a markhor; and to get

a good markhor head is the summit of a sportsman's

ambition in Cashmere.

In addition to these places, fair sport may be had

in the Scind Valley, while outside the Valley of Cashmere

there are excellent spots for shooting in Dras, Ladak,

Bannihal, Astor, and Kishtwar.

The traveller should provide himself with Mont-

gomery's map of Jummoo and Cashmere, four miles

to the inch ; with that he can find his way anywhere.

I forgot to say that if the traveller cares to vary his

sport by fishing, there are mahseer to be caught in

the Jhelam up to forty and fifty pounds weight.

Of course, every man has his own peculiar fancy

about shooting-weai^ons.

I will, therefore, simply say that I used a double

Express rifle, -450 bore, by E. M. Eeilly, of Oxford Street,

and could not have wished for a better one. I took out

three hundred brass coil cartridge-cases, with a refilling

apparatus, and used the conical bullet, the hollow at the

top fitted with a coj)per tube.

N
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Powder, shot, and lead for bullets, can be got at

almost any town in India, and also at Srinagar.

I also had with me a light sixteen pin-gun, for which

I made some small bullets, though I seldom had occasion

to use them.

Strong clothes, strong boots, and a good hunting

Imife, are the only other things I need mention as being

necessary adjuncts to a sportsman's baggage.
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CHAPTER XV.

CHIEFLY ABOUT JEYPORE.

Lahore—Ice Making—Delhi—Mnttra—Etawah—The Transit of Yenns

—

Agra—The Taj—Jeypore—The Eesidency—The City—The Pub-

lic Buildings—The Tigers—Amber—Shooting Boars—Black-Buck

Shooting—Pig Sticking—Fighting Animals—I come to Grief

—

Return Home suddenly.

As I said at the commencement of this vokime, it is not

my place to enlarge upon the glories of India. Many-

books have been written about the cities and peoples of

Hindostan, splendid descriptions have been given of the

wonders of that most wonderful country, and it is not

for me to give any detailed account of already well known

cities. But there is one place, where I spent the

pleasantest five weeks of my whole trip, which I think

is not very well known, or at all events, if known, I

think will bear a few more words being said about it.

Therefore I will simply mention the towns I saw on

my way down from Rawul Pindi, and then give a short

description of the city of Jeypore.

After staying a day or two at Piawul Pindi I left in

a dak van for Lahore. The distance is a hundred and
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seventy miles, and I took nearly twenty-seven hours to do

it, including a stoppage of about an hour and a half for

dinner the first day, and an hour for breakfast next

morning.

I stayed a week at Lahore, which I enjoyed exceed-

ingly, thanks to the kindness of my host and hostess.

Amongst other people I had the good fortune to meet

there was Dr. Henderson, who went up to Yarkand on

Sir Douglas Forsyth's first mission. Dr. Henderson is

now the Governor of Lahore Jail, and I had the pleasm'e

of dining with him there, and enjoyed a chat about Ladak.

He has brought ice-making to a state of great

perfection at Lahore, and I think that a few words con-

cerning the greatest boon in the world, namely, ice in

India, may not be out of x^lace.

There is a large extent of open ground near the jail

at Lahore, which has been converted, so to speak, into a

kind of immense ice-making machine. Pits are dug in

rows across this piece of ground, each about nine inches

deep and a foot in diameter ; into these straw is placed to

the depth of about six inches, and on the top of the straw

are fixed little shallow tin dishes, the tops of which are

level with the ground. Early in the morning these tin

dishes are filled with water, and about eight o'clock ice

is found in each, varying from a quarter of an inch to an

inch and a quarter in thickness. This is then brought

in, pounded, and thrown into a huge pit, where it soon

amalgamates and becomes a huge block of ice.
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This work is done altogether by prisoners in the jail,

as manj^ as twelve hundred being sometimes let out in

the morning to bring the ice in.

I believe they never attempt to escape, and consider

it a great punishment not to be told off for ice duty.

The ice is made by the cold wind sweeping over the

ground between the hours of six and eight in the morning.

The straw placed beneath the tins keeps the heat of the

ground away fi'om them. The ice-making goes on from

October to February, during which time they make suffi-

cient to supply the wants of Lahore during the summer

months. I beUeve the quantity of ice made yearly brings

in, on an average, about ^£6000 to the revenue. Too

much praise cannot be given to the scientific and

spirited promoter of this most useful work.

From Lahore I went to Delhi, a large city strongly

fortified. On the river bank is the fort containing the

palace, in which are the well-known Dewan A'am, and

Dewan Khass, the audience hall and council chamber

;

the royal baths, and the Pearl Mosque. Li the middle of

the city is the Jumma Musjid, the Great Mosque. There

I had the infinite pleasm-e of beholding a Koran written

by the son of Mahomet, about 1300 years old, another

book by his grandson, and also a footprint of Mahomet

himself in a piece of marble, very similar, I should think,

to the one Mark Twain saw in the Holy Land, and of

which he tersely remarked, " I should judge he wore

eighteens." But what was much more interesting to me
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than Mahomet's footprmts, etc., was the Cashmere gate,

the everlasting memorial of how we got into Delhi in

1857. But all this has been written about dozens of

times before, so I will simply say that I saw all this,

together with Humayon's Tomb, Safter Jung's ditto, the

Observatory, and the Kootub.

From Delhi I went to Agra, and from Agra to Muttra,

where I spent a most pleasant week with Colonel and

Mrs. Molyneux, whom I had met before in the Tilail

Valley. I found Barclay staying here, apparently quite

recovered from his bad attack of fever, and we left

together and went to Etawah, where we enjoyed a week

in camp, with the magistrate of the district. We shot

some black-buck, and saw the transit of Venus, con-

cerning which I must tell a pleasant little anecdote. In

commemoration of the event, I " blazed" a tree and

carved our names on it, together with the date and event.

Mrs. Lawrence's little girl, who was not up early enough

to see the transit, came dming the day to inquire what

we were doing, and was so much impressed at what she

saw, that when she arrived in England the summer

before last, one of the first things she said to her

young cousin was this, in a tone of immense triumph,

" Ah ! I saw the transit of Venus ! Mr. Lambert did

it on a tree !

"

From Etawah, we went once more to Agra, where we

spent two days looking at the fort and the Taj.

The Taj has been so often wTitten about, that there
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is no need for me to tell what it is ; but I must say that

it is hy far the most perfectly beautiful building I have

ever seen, I saw it when the sun rose upon it and

bathed it in the early morning light ; I saw it steeped in

the fierce light of a mid-day sun; I saw it swimming

in the glow of a crimson sunset ; I saw it once more,

standing up pale and glistening, weird and wonderful,

in the cold light of a December moon ;—and whenever

I gazed upon it, it always seemed to me as a wonderful,

beautiful dream.

From Agra a new line had just been opened as

far as Jeypore. This line is called the Eajpootana State

Eailway. I don't wish to say anything harsh or dis-

agreeable about the State railways, but one cannot help

thinking there must be something wrong somewhere,

when a train takes fifteen hours and a half to do a

hundred and forty-fom" miles. However, on this occasion

two engines broke down, and we had to wait for a third
;

that made us rather late, and we got breakfast half-way

at 5 p.m. Finally, we arrived in Jej-pore to dinner at

10.30 p.m.

The Eesidency, where we were guests of the Political

Agent and his wife, is a most charming house. The

original part was a palace of one of the queen mothers,

but it has been added to from time to time, till at length

it has become a very handsome, roomy building. The

grounds round the house are very extensive, and beauti-

fully kept up, the badminton lawn being certainly the
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prettiest I saw anywhere. Oranges grow in the greatest

abundance, and the roses were as good as any we have

at home.

About a hundred and sixty years ago the Maharajah

Jey Singh found that the poiuilation in his city of

Amber was increasing so rapidly that the city must

be promptly enlarged. But here a difficulty arose.

Amber was built in a valley entirely surrounded by

hills, which were strongly fortified all along theii*

summits. The little valley was full, there was no

more room to build, and, as it was, they were a great

deal too much crowded, and so the Maharajah deter-

mined to build a new city in the plain outside.

The whole city was evidently built from the designs

and probably under the superintendence of one man. The

houses in the main street are nearly all only two stories

high. The lower story is a shop open to the street
;

above this is a ledge running along the whole street,

and over this again is a screen of ornamental stone

lattice-worli. This main street is about forty yards

wide ; it is quite straight, and over two miles in length.

At right-angles to it, and nearly bisecting it, is another

street of the same width, over a mile in length; and

a third street runs parallel to the last one, nearly two

miles in length. The other streets are much narrower,

but they are far cleaner, than those in any other town in

India. In the cross streets the houses are generally

higher than those in the main streets. The outsides
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are plaster, painted in the most extraordinary manner.

Eacli street is a different colour, the main street being

painted mauve, others green, pink, light-blue, chocolate,

grey, etc.

Some of the houses have frescoes on their exterior

walls that look very like copies from pictures in English

newspapers. The whole appearance of the city is quaint

in the extreme.

The palace is very large, and occupies about a fifth

part of the city; the gardens are beautifully laid out,

and there is a lake on which the Maharajah has a

small paddle steamer. The stables are exceedingly well

arranged ; the stud numbers over seven hundred horses

and eighty elephants.

In the city is a large college, two schools, an

ophthalmic hospital, a museum, and other public build-

ings, and just outside the city wall is a large handsome

hospital built to the memory of Lord Mayo. This

hospital is in the corner of the Public Garden, which

is being laid out with great taste, and already includes

a small menagerie, an aviary, a deer-park, a cricket-

ground, and other attractions. All these things tend

to show that Jeypore thrives exceedingly under the

dominion of one of the most enlightened and liberal

princes of India.

The day after we arrived, we drove round the city

and gardens and visited the Maharajah's tigers. I have

seen a good many tigers in cages before, but such
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splendid, savage fellows as these I never met with. The

cages were built up on a stone platform at the end

of a street and in the middle of the city. There were

six tigers and two cheetahs when I was there. Two

of the tigers, whose powers were evidently well known,

had double bars to their cages ; and I felt my blood

run cold as they dashed at the bars in then* vain efforts

to get out, and their warm breath on my face w^hen

I went rather too close to them almost turned me sick.

The deserted city of Amber is about seven miles

from Jeypore, and the next da}^ we went over to see it.

Leaving the city by the north gate, we covered the first

four miles in a carriage and four. The road was

about a foot deep in sand, and the horses went at a

gallop the whole way ; we passed some ruined gardens,

and a lake, on the shores of which numerous alligators

lay basking in the sun. We left the carriages at the

foot of a rather steep stone causeway, and there mounted

elephants, which were in waiting for us. At the top

of the causeway we passed through a double gate in

the fortified wall which surrounds Amber, and, descend-

ing a rougher causeway the other side, found ourselves

entering a departed city.

I think that place struck me as one of the most

extraordinary I had ever seen. The houses were not

absolutely in ruins : they only want a httle " doing up "

to be quite habitable again ; but the horrible stillness

seemed to suggest that we were indeed moving among
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the departed. What made it more solemn was the

noiseless manner in which the elephants stalked along,

as though they knew we were trespassing amongst the

memorials of the past.

At om- feet was a lake, with a garden raised on stone-

work in the middle of it, and from its opposite bank

rose a steep mass of rock, on which stands the old Palace

of Amber. It is a grand old building ; a great heap of

stonework, with its huge gateway, its battlements and

towers, its balconies and loopholes. A winding path

leads up the hill and passes through three gateways in

a fortified wall, and then through a large double gate

into a courtyard. A flight of stone steps takes one into

another court, on one side of which, raised about three

feet fi'om the floor, is the Dewau A'am. The roof of

this building is raised on marble pillars, which have

been covered over with plaster. The reason of this was,

that some years ago the king of a neighbouring State,

hearing that there were some beautiful carved pillars at

Amber, and being a man who was accustomed to break

the Tenth Commandment pretty frequently, sent a small

army to carry off these said pillars. The ruler of Amber,

considering discretion the better part of valour, promptly

plastered the pillars over. When the other gentleman

arrived, he found, to his great disgust, that the beautiful

marble pillars were only common plaster ones after all,

so he apologized for intruding and gracefully retired. One

of the pillars has been dug out of its plaster to prove
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the truth of this story, the others reraain in obscurity.

A few steps from this court into a passage, and a

small door introduces one into the private part of the

palace, with a lovely little hall, the roof and sides of

which are mosaic in glass ; outside is an orange grove,

and there I tasted the finest oranges mortal man could

desire.

Beyond this part of the palace a narrow passage,

with a strong door at each end, led one into the seraglio,

which was quite as large as the rest of the palace, and

one of the most confusing places to walk about I ever

was in. There is only one stau-case from the garden

to the apartments, which are all built on the first floor,

and each set is so separated fi'om the next as to make

it quite a matter of wonder how the ladies of the harem

managed to meet in the garden at all.

We dined in the " Shish Mahal," or Palace of Glass
;

and Barclay and I had beds put \x^ in the old council

hall. I shall never forget the view fii-om the balcony of

the Dewan Khass that night. We sat out there smoking,

and the deserted city, with its lake and garden, lay

beneath us, bathed in the light of a glorious moon.

The next morning we went out, at the Maharajah's

request, to shoot some wild boars which were rooting

up the scanty crops grown by the few priests and people

who still stick to the old place. We had great fun, as

we got a large herd on to a hill- side among a lot of

cactus bushes, and then we climbed on rocks, and the
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natives hunted tliem out with spears and stones, while

we shot them as they galloped along among the cacti.

It was very pretty shooting, and we managed to bag six

before breakfast. The best fun was when one charged

in among the beaters ; that is the time to see a native's

agility. They jumped the cactus bushes, and jumped

so high that they might have cleared a house if it had

been there ; and sometimes they came to grief and went

head first mto a great prickly shrub. I don't think

I ever laughed so much before breakfast in my life.

After breakfast we all played badminton in the great

> court, and in the afternoon returned to the Eesidency.

Our usual way of spending the day during this

Christmas time was to go out after black-buck, or some-

times to go pig-sticking in the morning, and to play

badminton in the afternoon.

The black-buck are preserved for six miles round

Jeypore, by the Maharajah's orders, so that we had

splendid shooting, and I got some very good heads.

For pig-sticking it is a glorious country, though rather

blind. The pigs are very numerous, and come down

from the hills to the north of Jeypore during the night,

and ravage the fields round the city. We used to go

. out about 4 a.m., and, riding parallel to the hills, used

to catch them going back home after their dark night's

work. We had some splendid runs, using nine-foot

spears, and, as the ground was full of holes, and traversed

by endless nullahs, there were plenty of falls.
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The worst pitfalls in that country are what they call

dry wells. These places in the ground formerly may

have been wells, but the water has long since dis-

appeared, and the well is gradually becoming filled up

with sand. The bushes and brambles and long gi'ass

grow up round them and entirely hide them, and so

it is no uncommon occurrence to see a man who is

galloping hard across country to cut off a pig making

for the hills suddenly disappear from sight altogether.

And on being sought for, he is found, very likely, fixed,

embedded in the sand, about fifteen feet below the surface

of the ground. This happened once when I was out to

a friend of mine, and a day or two afterwards very

nearly happened to me ; but luckily, or perhaps un-

luckily, being rather a loose rider, when my horse

came to grief I stayed at the top on the fm-ther edge

of a nice round hole in the ground. It was a very

shallow one, and my horse scrambled out at once,

while I picked myself up, feeling very sore about the

left shoidder.

But we had some glorious runs. "We used to ride in

a line across country, and as soon as a "sounder" was

on foot, we all raced after them, and then, singling out

the boars, ran them to the bitter end, while the rest of

the " sounder" went off grunting and squeaking in any

dhrection they pleased.

Pigs are very fast for a distance, and if they get a

good start, and happen to be in rough ground or among
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nullahs, they often get right away before one can get

close enough to them to keep one's eye on them. But if

one can only get on terms with them, then it is splendid

fun. They are very quick in turning, and dodge one

round a bush or a rock in the most scientific manner.

The great danger in pig- sticking is when the pig turns

sharply across in front of you ; then, as likely as not,

down you come, horse and all, and if you don't break

your neck on the spot, perhaps "piggy," being angry,

will come and polish you off with his terrible sharp tusks.

Again, a plucky pig, when close pressed, will turn and

charge straight at you ; then is the time for horse and

man to show their breed. If the horse misbehaves

himself, or swerves in the slightest degree, or if the

rider has not got a good nerve and a steady eye, then

probably the spear misses him, and piggy rips up either

the horse's leg or the man's.

I have seen horses trained for pig-sticking by the

natives do extraordinary things when out at Jeypore.

The native throws the reins on his horse's neck, and it

follows the pig about just like a dog, turning almost as

quickly, and always on the look-out for squalls. I have

seen a horse, when a pig has turned sharp across him,

just take him in his stride as though he had been a

Sussex gate. Once I saw a horse, when a pig charged

straight at him, just stop dead and strike out with

his fore-foot. He knocked "piggy" all over the place,

and the native rider of the pugilistic Arab whacked him,
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that is the pig, on the head with a club he was carrjing,

before he couki j^ick himself up again.

The best morning we had we got four large boars

and a hyena ; the latter gave us a rattling run of thii-ty-

five minutes, but he was a cur, and would not show

fight at the end. He lay down and snarled at us, and

we stirred him up with the butt end of our spears. They

are most awkward-looking brutes when running, but go

a tremendous pace. From what I saw and heard while

I was in India, pig-sticking is the sport of the East.

One morning before breakfast the Maharajah's

fighting animals were brought out for our delectation.

It is hardly a subject on which I care to say much, but

will mention that we witnessed some fine battles between

two pairs of buffaloes, three pairs of black-buck, two

pairs of pigs, some hog-deer, and about six pairs of

rams. To show the savage nature and pluck of the

wild pigs, I will mention that we saw two pigs that

morning positively kill each other like the two famous

Kilkenny cats.

On New Year's Day we attended the sports of the

scholars of the Maharajah's college, and were greatly

interested and amused. They had the usual flat races

and hurdle races, long jump and high jump. The sports

were followed by recitations, which were excellently given

by the prize scholars. Among the pieces chosen, as

far as I remember, were the court scene from "The

Merchant of Venice " and " Bullum versus Boatum."
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It would probably be most uninteresting to eyery one

but myself if I were to attempt to give any account of

our Cbristmas festivities, but if ever I spend another

Christmas away from home, I hope it will be at Jeypore.

About a week after Christmas we had another

splendid morning's pig-sticking, and while following a

fine boar I came to dreadful grief over a mud wall,

thereby making my sore shoulder rather sorer; and

two days afterwards, finding the pain was increasing,

I had it examined, and discovered I had broken the

scapula. From this time I had my arm tied up and

became an interesting invahd.

A few days afterwards bad news called me home,

and brought my trip to an abrupt conclusion.

I have now finished my short, and I fear lame,

account of my hoHday in the East. I have written this,

as I before remarked, from the shortest jottings of a

pocket diary, and without the slightest premeditation

of publishing.

I conclude by giving my best thanks to all those

who either at home or abroad contributed to my enjoy-

ment, and by advising any one who has a few months

to spare to get a companion, or three, if he can find

three such pleasant companions as I did, and take

" A Trip to Cashmere and Ladak."
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The traveller can really get everything lie wants for his trip

to Cashmere at Bombay or Calcutta ; but of course there are

certain articles which he will get much better and cheaper at

home.

I think the following list includes all he is likely to need,

some of the things perhaps ranking as luxuries rather than

necessaries :

—

^^Montgomery's Map of Jummoo and Cashmere, four miles to an inch.

An aneroid barometer.

_^A pocket-compass.

^ A field-glass.

^•A water-proof sheet.

y A water-proof Ulster.

A felt-covered water-bottle, with strap, to sling over the back.

^A pocket-filter.

A small case of tools.

A small, strong leather portmanteau for clothes.

"^ Strong shooting-boots.

^ A leather cartridge-box

'^ And an Express rifle and a shot gun.
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The necessaries for a camp in Cashmere, all of which may

1)6 procured at Lahore, are :

—

A hill tent, or shildari, nine feet square.

Folding-table and chair.

Bedstead, which I have described before.

Brass basin, for washing, with folding stand.

Cooking pots.

Plates and dishes of enamelled iron.

Stores, such as tea, sugar, flour, rice, salt, pepper, etc.

As "liquor" takes up so much room, it is best to take

only a few bottles of spirits, and to keep those for special

occasions.

The water in Cashmere is so good that no one need drink

anything else.

For cai'rying the above, the most useful things are deep

baskets covered with leather, called kiltas.

The whole cost of the above camp is about £10.

Servants' wages vary very much in different places, but

the following is about an average price for a good servant :

—

. . Eupees.

-^|^4,(^^^A/°^ khituragar and bearer ... ... 16 per month.
^1 Abishti 6 „

A shikaree ... ... ... ... 14 ,,

A second shikaree ... ... ... 10 „

Coolies ... ... ... ... ... 5 „

Annas.

For carriage, coolies cost ... ... 4 a march.

„ ponies cost... ... ... 8 „

Coolies can be procured at any village ; at the regular

stages on the roads from India to Cashmere and on to Le,
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there is an official who procures not only coolies, but such

supplies as the place is capable of producing, as milk, eggs,

fowls, etc.

It would be somewhat difficult to estimate exactly the

cost of a trip like this, but the following facts and figures

may serve as a guide to the probable expense, for one person,

say for six months, in Cashmere :

—

From London to Lahore, by P. & 0., first-class, not including wine £
onboard ... ... ... ... ... about 100

Cost of a camp ... ... ... ... ... about 10

Travelling and living in Cashmere at £10 per month ... 60

Servants' wages, 50 rupees per month ... ... ... 30

From Lahore to London ... ... ... ... ... 100

£300

Of course, travelling about and seeing India costs a great

deal more ; in fact, you can spend as much as you like there.

The figures I have put down above are simply showing the

cost of going straight out to Cashmere, camping out there for

six months, and coming straight home again.

As an itinerary of the route from Q-ujrat to Srinagar over

the Haji Pir may be useful to the reader, it is here appended.

At Gujrat the traveller leaves the railway.

Miles.

Gujrat to Bhimber 29 (by dhooly dak).

Bhimber to Saidabad 15 (a hard climb).

Saidabad to Naoshera 13 (steep ascent)

.

Naoshera to Changas 14

Changas to Rajaori 14 (capital camping-ground outside

the bungalow garden).

Eajaori to Thanria Mandi 15 (easy walk).
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Tbanua to Soorau

Sooran to Poonch

Poonch to Aliabad

Aliabad to Ooree

Ooree to Baramula

Baramnla to Srinagar

about

Miles.

20 (lovely march)

.

14 (good camp-ground beyond the

village).

15 (bad camp.ground).

18 (hard march).

21 (beautiful and easy march)

.

40 (by water).

From Srinagar to Le

Srinagar to Ganderbal

Gandcrbal to Goond

Goond to Sonamai'g

Sonamarg to Zogibal

Zogibal to Dras

Dras to Tashgam

Tashgam to Kargil ...

Kargil to Shergool

Sliergool to Karbu . .

.

Karbu to Lamayuru
* Lamayuru to Kalsi

Kalsi to Hemyss

Hemyss to Basgo

Basgo to Le

* Lamayuru to Nurla

Nurla to Sospul

Sospul to Ximn

Nimu to Le

Or,

From Srinagar to Murree :

Srinagar to Baramula

Baramula to Ooree

Ooree to Chakoti

Chakoti to Hatti

Miles.

40 (by water)

.

/ P.

24 (easy march). )

16 (rough road) . j''

16 (rougher road). 1
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Miles. ^
* Hatti to Meira 1§ (hard march, and no bungalow).! ' /
Meii-a to Kohala 16 (rough, steep descent).

'

Or,

* Hatti to Tinali 22 (good road, bungalow at Ghari, half-way)

.

Tinali to Eara 13 (rough road)

.

Eara to Kohala 22 (easy march, bungalow at Chatar Kalas,

half way).

Kohala to Murree 20 (lovely march, bungalow at Daywal, half-way)

.

r'^'^

r^ 6

^^^ /..^ £^ ^
12 ^^^ ^^

f^0-^C-i> ^*«-'-^^
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Formation, Historj', and Fluctua-

tions. Second Edition. Small crowa
8vo. Cloth, price 5J.
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DAVIES (G. Christopher).

Mountain, Meadow, and
Mere: a Series of Outdoor Sketches

of Sport, Scenery, Adventures, and
Natural History. With Sixteen Il-

lustrations by liosworth \V. Har-
court. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 6j.

Rambles and Adventures
of Our School Field Club. With
Four Illu-trations. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 5^.

DAVIES (Rev. J. L.), M.A.

Theology and Morality.
Essays on (luestions of Hclitf and
Practice. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price

7J. Cii.

DAWSON (George), M.A.
Prayers, with a Discourse
on Prayer. Indited by his Wife.

'Third Kdition. Crown 8vo. Price 6i-.

DE KERKADEC (Vicomtesse
Solange).

A Chequered Life, being
Memoirs of the Vicomtesse de Leo-
ville Meilhan. Edited by. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price -js. 6if.

DE L'HOSTE (Col. E. P.).

The Desert Pastor, Jean
Jarousseau. Translated from the

French of Eugene Pelletan. With a
Frontispiece. New Edition. Fcap.
8vo. Cloth, price 3J. 6d.

DE REDCLIFFE (Viscount
Stratford), P.C, K.G., G.C.B.

Why am I a Christian ?

Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price 3^.

DE TOCQUEVILLE (A.).

Correspondence and Con-
versations of, with Nassau Wil-
liam Senior, from 1834 to 1859.

Edited by M. C. M. Simpson. 2

vols. Post 8vo. Cloth, price 21s.

DE VERE (Aubrey).

Alexander the Great. A
Dramatic Poem. Small crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 5^.

The Infant Bridal, and
Other Poems. A New and En-
larged Edition. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth,
price js. 6d.

DE VERE (Aubrey)— rcH//««<-n';

The Legends of St. Patrick,
and Other Poems. Small crown
8vo Cloth, price 5^.

St. Thomas of Canterbury.
A Dramatic Poem. Large fcap. Svo.

Cloth, price 5.?.

Antar and Zara : an Eastern
Romance. Imsf.ml, and other
Poems, Meditative and Lyrical.

Fcap. Svo. Price 6s.

The Fall of Rora, the
Search after Proserpine, and
other Poems, Meditative and Lyrical.

Fcap. Svo. Price 6s,

DE V/ILLE(E.).
Under a Cloud; or, Johan-
nes Olaf. A Novel. Translated by
F. E. Dunnctt. 3 vols. Crown Svo.

Cloth.

DENNIS (J.).

English Sonnets. Collected
and Arranged. Elegantly bound.
Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, price ^s. 6d.

DOBSON (Austin).

Vignettes in Rhyme and
Vers de Socicte. Third Edition.
Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 5^-.

Proverbs in Porcelain. By
the Author of " Vignettes in Rhyme.

"

Crown Svo. &J.

DOWDEN (Edward), LL.D.

Shakspere : a Crilic.1l Study
of his Mind and Art. Second Edition.
Post Svo. Cloth, price 12s.

Poems. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,
price -jS.

DOWNTON (Rev. H.), M.A.

Hymns and Verses. Ori-
ginal and Translated. Small crown
Svo. Cloth, price 31. 6</.

DRAPER (J. W.), M.D., LL.D.,
Professor in the University of New
York.

History of the Conflict be-
tween Religion and Science.
Ninth Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price 5.f.

Volume Xlll. of The International
Scientific Series.
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DREW (Rev. G. S), M.A.

Scripture Lands in con-
nection with their History.
Second Edition. 8vo. Cloth, price

i&s. dd.

Nazareth: Its Life and
Lessons. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price s^c

The Divine Kingdom on
Earth as it is in Heaven. Svo.

Cloth, price los. td.

The Son of Man : Ili.s Life

and Ministry-. Crown S'.o. Cloth,

price ']s. 6f/.

r)REWRY(G. O.), M.D.

The Common- Sense
Management of the Stomach.
Third Edition. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 2.9. (jd.

X^YCE.^fJYCi (G. O.), M.D., and
BARTLETT
F.C.S.

(H. C), Ph.D.,

Cup and Platter : or, Notes
on Food and its EtTccts. Small Svo.

Cloth, price is. bd.

DRUMMOND (Miss).

Tripps Buildings. A Study
from Life, with Eronti.-ipiece. Small
crown Svo. Cloth, price },s. td.

DURAND (Lady).

Imitations from the Ger-
man of Spitta and Terstegen.
Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price i,s.

DU VERNOIS (Col. von Verdy).

Studies in leading Troops.
An authorized and accurate Trans-

lation by Lieutenant H. J. T.

Hildyard, 71st Foot. Parts I. and
IL Demy Svo. Cloth, price 7^.

EDEN (Frederick).

The Nile without a
Dragoman. .Second Edition.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price -/S. 6d.

EDWARDS (Rev. Basil).

Minor Chords; Or, Songs
for the Suffering : a Volume of
Verse. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price

2S. dd. ;
paper, price 2j,. 6d.

EILOART (Mrs.).

Lady Moretoun's Daughter.
3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

ELLIOTT (Ebenezer), The Corn
Law Rhymer.

Poems. Edited by his son,

the Rev. Edw in Elliott, of St. John's,

Antigua. 2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price I Si'.

ENGLISH CLERGYMAN.
An Essay on the Rule of
Faith and Creed of Athanasius.
Shall the Rubric preceding the

Creed be removed from the Prayer-

book ? Sewed. Svo. Price ij-.

Epic of Hades (The). Hook 1 [.

By a New Writer. Author of
" Songs ofTwo Worlds." Fcap. Svo.

Cloth, price 55.

Kooks I. and III. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price ^s. 6d. Complete in One \"ol.

Fcap. Svo. Clolh, price -js. 6d.

Eros Agonistes.
Poems, r.y E. P. D. Fcap. Svo.

Cloth, price 3.9. 6(/.

Essays on the Endowment
of Research.

By Various Writers.

List of Contkibutoks.
Mark Pattison, B. D.
James S. Cotton, B. A.
Charles E. Appleton, D. C. L.

Archibald H. S.ayce, M. A.

Henry Clifton Sorby, F. R. S.

Thomas K. Chevne, M. A.
W. T. Thiselton'Dyer, M.A.
Henrv- Nettleship, M. A.
Square crown octavo. Cloth,

price 10s. 6d.

EVANS (Mark).

The Story of our Father's
Love, told to Children: being a

New and Enlarged Edition of

Theology for Children. With Four
Illustrations. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 3.y. 6d.

A Book of Common Prayer
and Worship for Household
Use, compiled e.vclusively from the

Holy Scriptures. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 2s. 6d.

EYRE (Maj.-Gen. Sir V.), C.B..
K.C.S.I., &c.

Lays of a Knight-Errant
in many Lands. Squ.are crown
Svo. With Si.\ Illustrations. Cloth,

price ys. 6d.

2
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FAITHFULL (Mrs. Francis G.)-

Love Me, or Love Me Not.
3 \.ils. Crijwii 8vo. Cloth.

FARQUHARSON (M.).

L Elsie Dinsmore. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 3^'. br/.

n. Elsie's Girlhood. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 3^. 6rt'.

in. Elsie's Holidays at

Roselands. Crown Svo.
Cloth, price y. 6</.

FAVRE(Mons. J.).

The Government of the
National Defence. From the 30th

June to the 31st October. 1870.

Translated by H. Clark. Demy Svo.

Cloth, price icf. i>d.

FENN (G. M.).

A Little World. A Novel,
in 3 vols.

FERRIS (Henry Weybridge).

Poems. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,
price $s.

FISHER (Alice).

His Queen. 3 vols. Crown
8vo. Cloth.

FOOTMAN (Rev. H.), M.A.

From Home and Back; or.

Some Aspects of Sin as seen in the
Light of the Parable of the Prodigal.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 5*.

FOTHERGILL (Jessie).

Aldyth : A Novel. 2 vols.
Crown Svo. Cloth, 2ii-.

Healey. A Romance. 3 vols.
Crown Svo. Cloth.

FOW^LE (Rev. T. W.), M.A.

The Reconciliation of Re-
ligion and Science. Being Essays
on Immortality. Inspiration, Mira-
cles, and the Being of Christ. Demy
Svo. Cloth, price \os. 6d.

FOX-BOURNE (H. R.).

The Life of John Locke,
1632—1704. 2 vols. Demy 8vo.
Cloth, price 28*.

FRASER (Donald).

Exchange Tables of Ster-
ling and Indian Rupee Curren-
cy, upon a new and extended system,
embracing Vahies from One Far-
thing to One Hundred Thou.sand
Pounds, and at Kates progressing, in

Sixteenths of a Penny, from is. gd. to
2.f. 3(/. per Rupee. Roj'al Svo.
Cloth, price 10s. 6d.

FREREfSirH. BartleE.),G.C.B.,
G. C.S.I.

The Threatened Famine in
Bengal : How it may be Met, and
the KecuiTence of F.imines in India
Prevented. I'.eing No. i of '"Occa-
sional Notes on Indian Affairs."

With 3 Maps. Crown Svo. Cloth.
price 5f.

FRISWELL (J. Hain).

The Better Self. Essays for
Home Life. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price 6s.

One of Two ; or, The Left-
Handed Bride. With a Frontis-
piece. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

3J. 6d.

GARDNER (H).

Sunflowers. A Book of
Verses. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 5.1.

GARDNER (J.), M.D.

Longevity : The Means of
Prolonging Life after Middle
Age. Fourth Edition, revi.sed and
enlarged. Small crown Svo. Cloth,
price 4J.

GARRETT (E.).

By Still Waters. A Story
for Quiet Hours. With Seven Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

GEIKIE (Cunningham), D.D.

The Life and Words of
Christ. With Map. Two vols. 4to.

bevelled boards, price 301.

GIBBON (Charles).

For Lack of Gold. With a
Frontispiece. Crown Svo. Illustrated
ISoards, price is.

Robin Gray. "With a Fron-
tispiece. Crown Svo. Illustrated

boards, price 2i.
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GILBERT (Mrs.).

Autobiography and other
Memorials. Edited by Josiah
Gilbert. Second Edition. In 2 vols.

With 2 Steel Portraits and several

Wood Engravings. Post 8vo. Cloth,

price 24^-.

GILL (Rev. W. W.), B.A.

Myths and Songs from the
South Pacific. With a Preface by
F. Max Muller, M.A., Professor of
Comparative Philology at Oxford.
Post 8vo. Cloth, price gj.

GODKIN (James).

The Religious History of
Ireland : Primitive, Papal, and
Protestant. Including the Evange-
lical Missions, Catholic Agitations,
and Church Progress of the last half
Centurj". Svo. Cloth, price 12.1.

GODWIN (William).

William Godwin: His
Friends and Contemporaries.
With Portraits and Facsimiles of the
handwriting of Godwin and his Wife.
By C. Kegan Paul. 2 vols. Demy
Svo. Cloth, price 28^'.

The Genius of Christianity
Unveiled. Being Essays never
before published. Edited, \vith a
Preface, by C. Kegan Paul. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price ^s. bd.

GOETZE (Capt. A. von).

Operations of the German
Engineers during the ^A^ar of
1870-1871. Published by Authority,
and in accordance with Official Docu-
ments. Translated from the German
by Colonel G. Graham, V.C., C.B.,
R. E. With 6 large Maps. Demy
Svo. Cloth, price 21^.

GOLDIE (Lieut. M. H. G.)

Hebe : a Tale. Fcap. Svo.
Cloth, price 5.?.

GOODENOUGH (Commodore J.
G.), R.N., C.B., C.M.G.

Journals of, during his Last
Command as Senior Officer on the
Australian Station, 1873-1875. Edited,
with a Memoir, by his Widow. With
I^Iaps, Woodcuts, and Steel En-
graved Portrait. Second Edition.
Square post Svo. Cloth, price 145.

GOODMAN (W^.).HJWUIVIAIN (,VV.;.

Cuba, the Pearl of the
Antilles. Crown Svo. Cloth, price
•]S. 6d.

GOULD (Rev. S. Baring), M.A.

The Vicar of Morwenstow:
a Memoir of the Rev. R. S. Hawker.
^yith Portrait. Third Edition, re-

vised. Square post Svo. Cloth, lof. 61/.

GRANVILLE (A.
F.R.S.,&c.

B.), M. D.,

Autobiography of A. B.
Granville, F. R. S., etc. Edited,
with a brief account of the concluding
years of his life, by his youngest
Daughter, Paulina B. Granville. 2
vols. With a Portrait. Second Edi-
tion. Demy Svo. Cloth, price 32.?.

GRAY (Mrs. Russell).

Lisette's Venture. A Novel.
2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

GREENWOOD (J.), " The Ama-
teur Casual."

In Strange Company; or,

The Note Book of a Roving Corre-
spondent. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

GREY (John), of Dilston.

John Grey (of Dilston)

:

Memoirs. By Josephine E. Butler.

New and Revised Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 3^. dd.

GRIFFITH (Rev. T.), A.M.

Studies of the Divine Mas-
ter. Demy Svo. Cloth, price i^s.

GRIFFITHS (Capt. Arthur).

Memorials of Millbank, and
Chapters in Prison Historj'.
With Illustrations by R. Goff and
the Author. 2 \T)ls. Post Svo. Cloth,

price 21s.

The Queen's Shilling. A
Novel. 2 vols. Cloth.
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GRIMLEY (Rev. H. N.), M.A.,
Professor of Mathematics in the

University College of Wales, and
Chaplain of 'I'remadoc Church.

Tremadoc Sermons, chiefly

on the Si'iKrri'Ai. Hodv, the Unsek.n'

World, and the Divink Humanity.
Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ts. 6ii.

GRUNER(M. L).
Studies of Blast Furnace
Phenomena. Translated hy I,. D.

B.Gordon, K.R.S.E., K.G.S. Demy
8vo. Cloth, price 7^. 6J.

GURNEY(Rev. Archer).

Words of Faith and Cheer.
A Mission of Instruction and Sugges-
tion. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 6^.

First Principles in Church
and State. Demy 8vo. Sewed,
price IS. 6if.

HAECKEL (Prof. Ernst).

The History of Creation.
Translation revised by Professor F,.

Ray Lnnkester, M.A., F.R..S. NVith

Coloured Plates and Genealogical
Trees of the v.-irious groups of both
plants and animals. 2 vols. Second
Edition. Post 8vo. Cloth, price 32.J.

HARCOURT (Capt. A. F. P.).

The Shakespeare Argosy.
Containing much of the wealth of

Shakespeare's Wisdom and Wit,
alphabetically arranged and classi-

fied. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

HARRISON (Lieut. -Col. R).

The Officer's Memoran-
dum Book for Peace and War.
Oblong 32mo. roan, elastic b.and and
pencil, price 2S. M. ; russia, 5.?.

HAWEIS (Rev. H. R), M.A.

Current Coin. Materialism^
The Devil Crime—Drunkenness —
Pauperism— Emotion—Recreation

—

'I'he Sabbath. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 6s.

Speech in Season. Third
Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

Thoughts for the Times.
Ninth Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price js. 6ii.

HAWEIS(Rev. H. R.) (ontiniud.

Unsectarian Family
Prayers, for Morning and Evening
for a Week, with short selected

passages from the Hible. Sijuare

crown Svo. Cloth, price 3^. 6d.

HAWTHORNE (Julian).

Bressant. A Romance. 2
vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

Idolatry. A Romance, 2 vols.

Crown Svo. Cloth.

HAWTHORNE (Nathaniel).

Septimius. A Romance.
-Second Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 9J.

HAYMAN (H.), D.D., late Head
Master of Rugby School.

Rugby School Sermons.
With an Introductorj- Essay on the

Indwelling of the Holy Spirit.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price 7^. 6d.

Heathergate.
A Story of Scottish Eife and Cha-
racter. P>y a New Author. 2 vols.

Crown Svo. Cloth.

HELLWALD (Baron F. von).

The Russians in Central
Asia. A Critical Examination,
down to the present time, of the

Geography and History of Central

Asia. Translated by Lieut.-Col.

Theodore Wirgman, LL. B. Large
post Svo. With Map. Cloth,

price i2.t.

HELVIG (Capt. H.).

The Operations of the Ba-
varian Army Corps. Translated
by Captain G. S. Schwabe. With
Five large Maps. In 2 vols. Demy
Svo. Cloth, price 24^.

HINTON (James).

The Place of the Physician.
To which is added Essays on the
L.vw OK Human Like, and on the
Relation hktween Organic and
Inok(;anic Woklds. Second Edi-

tion. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 3jr. 6d.

Physiology for Practical
Use. By various Writers. With
50 Illustrations. 1 vols. Second
Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

12 J. 6d.
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HINTON (James)—<:o«//«7<f(/;

An Atlas of Diseases of the
Membrana Tympani. With De-
scriptive Text, i'ost 8vo. Price ;(j66.f.

The Questions of Aural
Surgery. With Illustrations. 2 vols.

Post 3vo. Cloth, price 12.S. dd.

H. J. C.

The Art of Furnishing.
A Popular Treatise on the Principles

of Furnishing, based on the Laws of

Common Sense, Requirement, and
Picturescjue Effect. Small crown
8vo. Cloth, price 3^. dd.

HOCKLEY (W. B.).

Tales of the Zenana ; or,

A Xuwab's Leisure Hours. Hy the

Author of ' Pandurang Hari." With
a Preface by Lord Stanley of Alder-

ley. 2 vols. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price 215'.

Pandurang Hari; or, Me-
moirs of a Hindoo. -^ Tale of
Mahratta Life si.xty years ago. With
a Preface by Sir H. Bartle E.
Frere, G.C. S. L, &c. 2 vols. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 21s.

HOFFBAUER (Capt.).

The German Artillery in
the Battles near Metz. Based
on the official reports of the German
ArtUlerj-. Translated by Capt. E.

O. Holli.st. With Map and Plans.

Demy 8vo. Cloth, price 21.?.

Hogan, M.P.

A Novel. 3 vols. Crown 8vo. Cloth.

HOLMES (E. G. A.).

Poems. Fcap. 8vo, Cloth,
price ss.

HOLROYD (Major W. R. M.)

Tas-hil ul Kalam ; or,

Hindust.ini made Easy. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 5^.

HOOPER (Mary).

Little Dinners: How to
Serve them with Elegance and
Economy. Twelfth Edition.

C rowQ Svo. Cloth, price 5.?.

HOOPER (MaTy)~-coi:(ir!Ufd.

Cookery for Invalids, Per-
sons of Delicate Digestion, and
Children. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

3^. 6d.

HOOPER (Mrs. G.).

The House of Raby. With
a Frontispiece. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price 3^. 6d.

HOPKINS (M.).

The Port of Refuge; or,

Counsel and Aid to Shipmasters in

Difficulty, Doubt, or Distress. Crown
Svo. Second and Revised Edition.
Cloth, price 6^.

HORNE (William), M.A.

Reason and Revelation :

an E.xamination into the Nature and
Contents of Scripture Revelation, as
compared with other Forms of Truth.
Demy Svo. Cloth, price izs.

HOWARD (Mary M.).

Beatrice Aylmer, and other
Tales. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6j-.

HOWARD (Rev. G. B.).

An Old Legend of St.
Paul's. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price

4s. 6d.

HOWELL (James).

A Tale of the Sea, Son-
nets, and other Poems. Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, price $s.

HUGHES (Allison).

Penelope and other Poems.
Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 4^. 6d.

HULL (Edmund C. P.).

The European in India.
With a Mei)ic.\l Guide kor Anglo-
Indi.^ns. By R. R. S. Mair, M.D.,
F.R.C.S.E. Second Edition, Revised
and Corrected. Post Svo. Cloth,

price 6s.

HUMPHREY (Rev. W.).

Mr. Fitzjames Stephen and
Cardinal Bellarmine. Demy Svo.

Sewed, price is.
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HUTTON (James).

Missionary Life in the

Southern Seas. With Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price yJ. td.

IGNOTUS.
Culmshire Folk. A Novel.

New and Cheaper Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 6^.

INCHBOLDQ. W.).

Annus Amoris. Sonnets.

Foolscap 8vo. Cloth, price 4^^. M.

INGELOW (Jean).

The Little Wonder-horn.
A Second Series of " Stories Told to

a Child." With Fifteen Illustrations.

Square inmo. Cloth, price 35. 6d.

Off the Skelligs. (Her First

Romance.) 4 vols. Crown 8vo. Cloth.

Indian Bishoprics. By an
Indian Churchman. Demy 8vo., 6d.

International Scientific
Series (The).

I. The Forms of Water in

Clouds and Rivers, Ice and
Glaciers. Hy J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.R.S. With 25 Illustrations. Sixth

Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ^s.

II. Physics and Politics ; or,

Thoughts on the Application of the

Principles of " Natural Selection"

and "Inheritance" to Political So-

ciety. By Walter Bagehot. Third
Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 4.?.

III. Foods. By Edward Smith,

M.D., LL.B., F.R.S. With nu-

merous I llustrations. Fourth Edition.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price $$.

IV. Mind and Body: The Theo-
ries of their Relation. By Ale.vander

Bain, LL.D. With Four Illustra-

tions. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 4^.

V. The Study of Sociology.
By Herbert Spencer. Si.xth Edition.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ^s.

VI. On the Conservation of
Energy. By Balfour Stewart, M..\.,

LL.D., F.RS. With 14 Illustrations.

Third Edition. Crown 8va Cloth,

price $s.

International Scientific
Series (The)—continued.

VII. Animal Locomotion ; or.

Walking, Swimming, and Flying.

By J. B. I'cuigrew, M.D., F.R.S.,

etc. With 130 Illustrations. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price is.

VIII. Responsibility in Mental
Disease. By Henry M.iudstey,

M.D. Second Edition. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 5.?.

IX. The New Chemistry. By
Professor J. P. Cooke, of t!ie Har-
vard University. With 31 Illustra-

tions. Third Edition. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, price ^s.

X. The Science of Law. By
Professor Sheldon Amos. Second
Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 55.

XL Animal Mechanism. .\

Treatise on Terrestrial and Aerial

Locomotion. By Professor E. J.
Marey. With 117 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price <;i.

XII. The Doctrine of Descent
and Dar\vinism. By Professor Os-
car .Schmidt (Stra.sburg University).

With 26 Illustrations. Third Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 5J.

XIII. The History of the Con-
flict betvi/een Religion and Sci-

ence. By J. W. Draper, M.D.,
LL.D. Ninth Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 53^.

XIV. Fungi ; their Nature, In-

fluences, Uses, &c. By M. C.

Cooke, M.A., LL.D. Edited by
the Rev. M. J. Berkeley. M.A.,
F.L. S. With numerous Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price 5.1.

XV. The Chemical Effects of
Light and Photography. By Dr.

Hermann Vogel (Polytechnic Aca-
demy of Berlin). Translation tho-

roughly revised. With 100 Illustra-

tions. Third Edition. Crown 8vo.

Cloth, price 5.?.

XVI. The Life and Growth of
Language. By William Dwight
Whitney, Professor of Sanskrit and
Comparative Philology in Yale Col-

lege, New Haven. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price
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International Scientific
Series (The)

—

continued.

XVII. Money and the Mecha-
nism of Exchange. liy W. Stan-

ley Jevons, M.A., F.R.S. Third

Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 55.

XVIII. The Nature of Light:
With a General Account of Physical

Optics. By Dr. Eugene Lommel,
Professor of Physics in the Univer-

sity of Erlangen. With iSS Illustra-

tions and a table of Spectra in Chro-

mo-lithography. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ^s.

XIX. Animal Parasites and
Messmates. P.y Monsieur Van
Beneden, Professor of the University

of Louvain, Correspondent of the

Institute of France. W;ith S3 Illus-

trations. Second Edition. Crown
3vo. Cloth, price ^s.

XX. Fermentation. By Professor

Schiitzenberge-, Director of the

Chemical Laboratory- at the Sor-

bonne. With 28 Illustrations. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ss-

XXI. The Five Senses of Man.
By Professor Bernstein, of the Uni-

versity of Halle. With 91 Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Crown 8vc.

Cloth, price 5^-.

XXII. The Theory of Sound in

its Relation to Music. F.y Pro-

fessor Pittro Blaserna, of the Royal
University of Rome. With numerous
Illustrations. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloih, price 5.S.

Forthcoming Volumes.

Prof. W. KiNGDOX Clifford, :M.A.

The Firsi Principles of the Exact
Sciences explained to the Non-ma-
thematical.

Prof. T. H. Hfxi.EV,LL.p., F.R.S.
Bodily Motion and Consciousness.

W. B. C.^RPiNTER, LL.D., F.R.S.
The Physical Geography of the Sea.

W. L.\UDER Lindsay, M.D.,
F.R.S.E. Mind in the Lower
Animals.

Sir John Lueiock, Bart., F.R.S.
On Ants and Bets.

Prof. W. T. Thisslton Dyer, B.A.,

B. Sc. Form and Habit in Flowering
Plants.

International Scientific
Series (The)

—

coiitiiuicd.

Mr. J. NoRM.AN LOCKYER, F.R.S.
Spectrum Analysis.

Prof. MiCH.\EL Foster, M.D. Pro-

toplasm and the Cell Theorj".

H. Ch.\rlton B.\sti.\n, M.D.,
F.R.S. The Brain as an Organ of

Mind.

Prof. A. C. R.\MSAY. LL.D., F.R.S.
Earth Sculpture : Hills, Valleys,

Mountains, Plains, Rivers, Lakes

;

how they were Produced, and how
they have been Destroyed.

Prof. J. Rosenthal. General Phy-
siologj' of Muscles and Nerves.

P. Bert (Professor of Physio!og>%

Paris). Forms of Life and other

Cosmical Conditions.

Prof. Corfield, M.A., M.D.
(O.xon.) .A.ir in its relation to Health.

JACKSON (T. G.).

Modern Gothic Architec-
ture. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 56'.

JACOB (Maj.-Gen. Sir G. Le
Grand), K.C.S.I., C.B.

Western India Before and
during the Mutinies. Pictures

drawn from life. Second Edition.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ^s. 6d.

JENKINS (E.) and RAYMOND
(J.), Esqs.

A Legal Handbook for
Architects, Builders, and Build-
ing Owners. Second Edition Re-
vised. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ts.

JENKINS (Rev. R. C), M.A.

The Privilege of Peter and
the Claims of the Roman Church
confronted with the Scriptures, the

Councils, and the Testimony of the

Popes themselves. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 3.?. 6d.

JENNINGS (Mrs. Vaughan).

Rahel : Her Life and Let-
ters. With a Portrait from the

Painting by Daffinger. Square post

8vo. Cloth, price js. td.
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JEVONS (W. Stanley), M.A.,
F.R.S.

Money and the Mechanism
of Exchange. Sccoml Edition.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price $$.

VoIumeXVI I. of The International

Scientific Series.

JONES (Lucy).

Puddings and Sweets. Ik-inj;

Three Hundred and Sixty-Five
j

Receipts approved hy ]-xperiente.

Crown 8vo., price 2^. hJ.

KAUFMANN (Rev. M.), B.A.

Socialism : Its Nature, its

Dangers, and its Remedies con-

sidered. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price

KEATINGE (Mrs.).

Honor Blake : The Story of

a Plain Woman. 2 vols. Crown
8vo. Clolh.

KER (David).

The Boy Slave in Bokhara.
A Tale of Central Asia. With Illus-

trations. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 5^.

The Wild Horseman of
the Pampas. _

Illustrated. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 54-.

KING (Alice).

A Cluster of Lives. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 7^. 6</.

KING (Mrs. Hamilton).

The Disciples. A New
Poem. Third Edition, with some
Notes. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

7J. 6rf.

Aspromonte, and other
Poems. Second Edition. Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, price 4^. 61L

KINGSFORD(Rev.F.W.),M.A.,
Vicar of St. 'J'homas's, .Stamford Hill

;

late Chaplain H. E, I. C. (Hen-al
Presidency).

Hartham Conferences; or,

Discussions upon sonic of the Religi-

ous Topics of the Day. " Audi alte-

ram partem." Crown Svo. Cloth,

price y. bd.

KINGSLEY (Charles), M.A.
Letters and Memories of
his Life. Edited liy his Win..
With •.! .Steel engraved I'urtraits and
nimierous Illustrations on Wood, and
a Facsimile of his H.indwriting.
Eighth Edition. 2 vols,, demy Svo.
Cloth, price 36^.

KNIGHT (A. F. C).
Poems. Fcap Svo. Cloth,
price 3.f.

LACORDAIRE (Rev. Pere).

Life : Cunfcrcnccs delivered
at Toulouse. A New and Cheaper
Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

3^. 6(/.

Lady of Lipari (The).
A Poem in 'I'hree Cantos. Fcap.
Svo. Cloth, price 5.V.

LAMBERT (Cowley). F.R.G.S.
A Trip to Cashmere and
Lad'ik. With nuaierous Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo. Cloth, yjr. tJ.

LAURIE (J- S.).

Educational Course of
Secular School Books for India :

The First Hindustani
Reader. Stilflinen wrajjper, price fi^.

The Second Hindustani
Reader. SiitVlinen u rap] er.jirice fv/.

The Oriental (English)
Reader. Kouk I., price 6;/. : II,,

price ^\l^. ; III., price 9</. ; IV.,^

price \s.

Geography of India ; with
Majjs .-ind Historical Appendix,
tracing the Growth of the ISritislb

I'^mpire in Hindustan. Fcap. Svo.
Clotli, ])rice \s. 6if.

LAYMANN (Capt.).

The Frontal .\ttack of
Infantry. Translatal l>y ColoneJ
Edwartl Newdigate. Crown Svo.
Cloth, ]irice -is. (>ti.

L. D. S.

Letters from China and
Japan. With Illuitrated Title-page.

Crow n ovo. Cloth, price 7^. 6iL

LEANDER (Richard).

Fantastic S:ories. Trans-
lated from the (German liy l'aulin;i.

r.. Cranville. V.'ith Eight full-p;igc

Illustrations hyM. 1'.. Fr.aser-Tytler.

Crown S\o. Coth, price $s.
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LEATHES (Rev. S.), M.A.
The Gospel Its Own Wit-
ness. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price $s.

LEE (Rev. F. G.), D.C.L.

The Other World; or,

t ilimpsesof the Supernatural. 2 vols.

A New Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price i},s.

LEE (Holme).

Her Title of Honour. A
Book for Girls. Xew Edition. With
a Frontispiece. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price $s.

LENOIR (J.).

Fayoum ; or, Artists in Eg}-pt.
A Tour with M. (le'ronie and others.
With 13 Illustrations. A New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price 3J-. dd.

LEWIS (Mary A.).

A Rat with Three Tales.
With Four Illustrations by Catherine
F. Frere. Cloth, price ji-.

LISTADO (J. T.).

Civil Service. A Novel.
2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

LOCKER (P.).

London Lyrics. A New and
Kevised Edition, with Additions and
a Portrait of the Author. Crown Svo.
Cloth, ekgant, price 7^'. 6d.

LOMMEL (Dr. E.).

The Nature of Light : With
a General Account of Physical Optics.
.Second Edition. With 188 Illustra-
tions and a Table of Spectra in
Chromo-Iithography. Crown Svo.
Cloth, price 5i.

Volume XVHI. of The Interna-
tional Scientific Scries.

LORIMER (Peter), D.D.
John Knox and the Church
of England: HisWurkinherl'ulplt,
and his Influence upon her Liturgy,
Articles, and Parties. Demy Svo.
Clotii, price 12s.

LOTHIAN (Roxburghe).

Dante and Beatrice from
1282 to 1290. A Romance. 2 vols.
Post Svo. Cloth, price 245.

LOVEL (Edward).

The Owl's Nest in the City:
A Story. Crown Svo. Cloth, price
I or. 6(/.

LOVER (Samuel), R.H.A.
The Life of Samuel Lover,
R. H. A. ; Artistic, Literarj-, and
Musical. With Selections from his
Unpublished Papers and Correspon-
dence. By Bayle Bernard. 2 vok.
With a Portrait. Post Svo. Cloth,
price 2 1J.

LOWER (M. A.), M.A., F.S.A.

Wayside Notes in Scandi-
navia. Being Notes of Travel in
the North of Europe. Crown Svo.
Cloth, price 9^.

LUCAS (Alice).

Translations from the
Works of German Poets of the
iSth and 19th Centuries. Fcap.
Bvo. Cloth, price 55.

LYONS (R. T.), Surg.-Maj. Ben-
gal Army.

A Treatise on Relapsing
Fever. Post Svo. Cloth, price 7^. (>d.

MACAULAY (J.), M.A., M.D.,
Edin.

The Truth about Ireland:
I'ours of Observation in 1S72 and
1S75. With Remarks on Irish Public
(Juestions. Being a Second Edition
of " Ireland in 1872," with a New
and Supplementarj- Preface. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 3^-. 6ii.

MAC CLINTOCK (L.).

Sir Spangle and the Dingy
Hen. Illustrated. .Square crov, 11

Svo. , price 2S. 6d.

MAC DONALD (G.).

Malcolm. With Portrait of
the Author engraved on Steel. Crown
Svo. Price vs.

St. George and St. Michael.
3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

MACLACHLAN(A. N.C.), M.A.
William Augustus, Duke
of Cumberland : being a Sketch of
his .Militari' Life and Character,
chiefly as exhibited in the General
Orders of His Royal Highness,
1745—1747. ^\'ith Illustrations. Post
Svo. Cloth, price 1 5.y.
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MAC KENNA (S. J.)-

Plucky Fellows. A Book
for l!oy.s. With Six Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price 3^. C>ii.

At School with an Old
Dragoon. With -Six Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price 5.r.

MAIR (R. S.), M.D., F.R.C.S.E.

The Medical Guide for

Anglo-Indians, r.ciiig .1 Compen-
dium of .\d\ice to Europeans in

India, relating to the Preservation

and Regulation of Health. With a

Supplement on the Management of

Children in India. Crown 8vo. Limp
cloth, price -^s. 6</.

MANNING (His Eminence Car-

dinal).

Essays on Religion and
Literature. I'.y various Writers.

Third Series. iJemy Svo. Cloth,

price 10s. tci.

The Independence of the

Holy See, with an .-Vppendix con-

taining the Papal Allocution and a

translation. Crowni Svo. Cloth, price

MAREY (E. J.).

Animal Mechanics. A
'l.-eatise on Terrestrial and .\erial

Locomotion. With 117 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 5^. .

Volume XL of The International

Scientific Series.

MARKEWITCH (B.).

The Neglected Question.
Translated from the Russian, by the

Princess Ourousoff, .and dedicated by
Expre.ss Permission to Her Imperial

and Royal Highness Marie Alexan-

drovna, the Duchess of Edinburgh.

2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 14^.

MARRIOTT (Maj.-Gen. W. F.),

C.S.I.

A Grammar of Political

Economy. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 6s.

MARSHALL (H.).

The Story of Sir Edward's
Wife. A Xovel. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price loi. td.

MASTERMAN (J.).

Half-a-dozen Daughters.
With a Frontispiece. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 3^. td.

MAUDSEY (Dr. H.).

Responsibility in Mental
I Disease. Second Edition. Crown

I
Svo. Cloth, price 5^.

Volume \T II . of The International

Scientific Series.

MAUGHAN (W. C).

The Alps of Arabia; or,

Travels through Egypt, Sinai, .A.ra-

bia, and the Holy Land. With Map.
Second Edition. Demy Svo. Cloth,

price ji.

MAURICE (C. E.).

Lives of English Popular
Leaders. No. i.—Stephen Lang-
ton. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 7^. 6rt'.

No. 2.—TvLER, PiALi., and Old-
castle. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

js. 6d.

Mazzini (Joseph).

A Memoir. P.y E. .-V. V. Two
Photographic Portraits. Second

Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

MEDLEY(Lieut.-CoI.J.G.),R.E.

An Autumn Tour in the
United States and Canada.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 5.S.

MENZIES (Sutherland).

Memoirs of Distinguished
Women. 2 vols. Post Svo. Cloth,

price loi. 6d.

MICKLETHWAITE (J. T.),

F.S.A.

Modern Parish Churches :

Their Plan, Design, and Furniture.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price 7^.-. 6d.

MILNE (James).

Tables of Exchange for the

Conversion of Sterling ^Money into

Indian and Ceylon Currency, at

Rates from js. M. to 2s. 3d. per

Rupee. Second Edition. Demy
;

Svo. Cloth, price ;C2 2J-.
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^!IRUS (Maj.-Gen. vcn).

Cavalry Field Duty. Trans-
lated by Major Frank S. Russell,

14th (King's) Hussars. Crown Svo.

Cloth limp, price -js. 6d.

MIVART (St. George), F.R.S.

Contemporary Evolution :

An Essay on some recent Social

Changes. Post Svo. Cloth, price

7^. 6d.

MOCKLER (E.).

A Grammar of the Baloo-
chee Language, as it is spoken in

Makran (Ancient (jeUrosia), in the

Persia-Arabic and Roman characters.

Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 5^.

MOORE (Rev. D.), M.A.
Christ and His Church.
P>y the Author of " The Age and the
Gospel," &c. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price 35. 6d.

MOORE (Rev. T.).

Sermonettes : on .Synony-
mous Texts, taken from the Bible
and Book of Common Prayer, for

the Study, Family Reading, and
Private Devotion. Small crown Svo.
Cloth, price 4^. 6ii.

MORELL (J. R.).

Euclid Simplified in Me-
thod and Language. lieing a
Manual of Geometrj-. Compiled from
the most important French Works,
approved by the University of Paris
and the Minister of Public Instruc-
tion. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 2.S-. 6<i.

MORICE (Rev. F. D.), M.A.
The Olympian and Pythian
Odes of Pindar. A New Transla-
lion in English Verse. Crown Svo.
Cloth, price -js. 6d.

MORLEY (Susan).

Aileen Ferrers. A Novel.
2 vols. CroW!i Svo. Cloth.

Throstlethwaite. A Novel.
3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

MORSE (E. S.), Ph.D.

First Book of Zoology.
With numerous Illustrations. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price ^s.

MOSTYN (Sydney).

Perplexity. A Novel. 3 vols.

Crown Svo. Cloth.

MUSGRAVE (Anthony).

Studies in Political Eco-
nomy. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

My Sister Rosalind.

.\ Novel. P)y the .'\uthor of " Chris-

tiana North," and " Under the

Limes." 2 vols. Cloth.

NAAKE (J. T.).

Slavonic Fairy Tales.
From Russian, Servian, Polish, and
Bohemian Sources. With Four Illus-

trations. Crowii Svo. Cloth, price 5^.

NEWMAN (J. H.), D.D.

Characteristics from the
Writings of. Being Selections

from his various Works. Arranged
with the Author's personal approval.

Third Edition. With Portrait.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6^-.

V A Porti-ait of the Rev. Dr. J. H.
Newman, mounted for framing, can
be had, price is. 6d.

NEW 'WRITER (A).

Songs of Two "Worlds.
By a New Writer. Third Series.

Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 5^.

The Epic of Hades. Second
Edition. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price

JS. 6d.

NOBLE (J. A.).

The Pelican Papers.
Reminiscences and Remains of a
Dweller in the Wilderness. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 6^.

NORMAN PEOPLE (The).

The Norman People, and
their Existing Descendants in the

British Dominions and the United
States of America. Demy Svo.

Cloth, price 21^.

NORRIS (Rev. Alfred).

The Inner and Outer Life
Poems. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 6.f.

Northern Question (The);
Or, Russia's Policy in Turkey un-
masked. Demy Svo. Sewed, price u.
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NOTREGE (John), A.M.

The Spiritual Function of

a Presbyter in the Church of

England. Crown 8vo. Cloth, red

cdgi:^. price 3^. 6i/.

Oriental Sporting Magazine
(The).

A Reprint of the first 5 Volumes,

in 2 Volumes. Demy 8vo. Cloth,

price 28J.

Our Increasing Military Dif-

ficulty, .-ind one Way of Meeting it.

Demy Svo. Stitched, price is.

PAGE (Capt. S. F.).

Discipline and Drill. Cheaper
Edition. Crown Evo. Price is.

PANDURANG HARI ;

Or, Memoirs of a Hindoo.
With an Introductory Preface by Sir

H. ISartle E. Frere. G.C.S.I., C.B.

Crown Svo. Price 6i.

PARKER Joseph), D.D.

The Paraclete : An Essay
on the Personality and Ministry of

the Holy Ghost, with some reference

to current discussions. Second Edi-

tion. Demy Svo. Cloth, price 12s.

PARR (Harriet).

Echoes of a Famous Year.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price Si. (sd.

PAUL (C. Kegan).

Goethe's Faust. A New
Translation in Rime. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 6s.

William Godwin : His
Friends and Contemporaries.
With Portraits and Facsimiles of the

Handwriting of Cjodwin and his

Wife. 2 vols. Square post Svo.

Clotli, price -2^3.

The Genius of Christianity
Unveiled. Being Essays by William
< lodwin never before published.

Edited, with a Preface, by C.

Kegan Paul. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 7.?. 6d.

PAYNE (John).

Songs of Life and Death.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 55.

PAYNE (Prof.).

Lectures on Education.
Price M. each.

I. Pestaloz/i : tlie Influence of His
Principles and Practice.

II. FriJbel and the Kindergarten
System. .Second Edition.

III. The Science and Art of Educa-
tion.

IV. The True Foundation of Science

Teaching.

A Visit to German Schools -.

Elementary Schools in Ger-
many. Notes of a Professional Tour
to inspect some of the Kindergartens,

Primarj- Schools, Public C»irls'

Schools, and Schools for Technical
Instruction in Hamburgh. Berlin,

Dresden, Weimar, Gotha, Eisenach,

in the autumn of 1874. With Critical

Discussions of the General Principles

and Practice of Kinderg.artens and
other Schemes of Elementary- Edu-
cation. Crown Svo. Cloth, price-

4s. 6J.

PEACOCKE (Georgiana).

Rays from the Southern
Cross : Poems. Crown 8vo. With
Si.xteen Full-page Illustrations

by the Rev. P. Walsh. Cloth elegant,

price 10s. 6d.

PELLETAN (E.).

The Desert Pastor, Jean
Jarousseau. Translated from the
French. By Colonel E. P. De
L'Ho.ste. With a Frontispiece. New-
Edition. Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price

3J. 6d.

PENNELL(H. Cholmondeley).

Pegasus Resaddled. ]{y

the Author of " Puck on Pegasus,'"

^tc. &c. With Yen Full-page Illus-

trations by George Du jSlaurier.

Fcap. 4to. Cloth elegant, price

12.<'. 6t/.

PENRICE (Maj. J.), B.A.

A Dictionary and Glossary
of the Ko-ran. With copious Gram-
matical References and Explanations
of the Text. 4to. Cloth, price 21J.

PERCEVAL (Rev. P.).

Tamil Proverbs, with thein
English Translation. Containing
upwards of Six Thousand Proverbs.
Third P^dition. Demy Svo. Sewed,
price 9*.
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PERRY (Rev. S. J.), F.R.S.

Notes of a Voyage to Ker-
guelen Island, to obsene the

TransitofVenus. DemySvo. Sewed,

price 2S.

PESCHEL (Dr. Oscar).

The Races of Man and
theirGeographical Distribution.
Large crown 8vo. Cloth, price 9^.

PETTIGREW (J. Bell), M.D.,
F.R.S.

Animal Locomotion; or,

Walking, Swimming, and Flying.

With 130 Illustration?. Second Edi-

tion. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 55.

Volume VII. of The International

Scientific Series.

PFEIFFER (Emily).

Glan Alarch : His Silence
and Song. .\ Poem. Crown Svo.

,

price i)S.

PIGGOT (J.), F.S.A., F.R.G.S.

Persia—Ancient and Mo-
dern. Post 8vo. Cloth, price los. 6d.

POUSHKIN (A. S.).

Russian Romance.
Translated from the Tales of lielkin,

etc. By Mrs. J. liuchan Telfer {jiec

Mouravieff). Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 7^. ()J.

POWER (H.).

Our Invalids : How shall
we Employ and Amuse Them ?

Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price zs. dd.

POWLETT (Lieut. N.), R.A.

Eastern Legends and
Stories in English Verse. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 5i-.

PRESBYTER.
Unfoldings of Christian
Hope. -Vn Essay showing that the

Doctrine contained in the Damna-
tory Clauses of the Creed commonly
called Athana.sian is unscriptural.

Small crown Svo. Cloth, price 4^. 6d.

PRICE (Prof. Bonamy).

Currency and Banking.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price ds.

PROCTOR (Richard A.), B.A.

Our Placeamong Infinities.

A Series of Essays contrasting our
little abode in space and time with

the Infinities around us. To which
are added Essays on '" Astrology,"

and " The Jewish .Sabbath." Second
Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

6s.

The Expanse of Heaven.
A .Series of Essays on the Wonders
of the Firmament. With a Frontis-

piece. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 6s.

PUBLIC SCHOOLBOY.
The Volunteer, the Militia-
man, and the Regiilar Soldier.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price 5^-.

RANKING (B. M.).

Streams from Hidden
Sources. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

6s.

REANEY (Mrs. G. S.).

V^aking and ^A^orking ; or,

from Girlhood to Womanhood.
With a Frontispiece. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price fi'.

Sunbeam Willie, and other
Stories. Three Illustrations. Royal
i6mo. Cloth, price is. 6d.

Reginald Bramble.

\ Cynic of the Nineteenth Century-.

.\n Autobiography. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price los. 6d.

RHOADES (James)..

Timoleon. A Dramatic roem.
Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price s^.

RIBOT (Prof. Th.).

Contemporary English Psy-
chology. Second Edition. .\ Re-
vised and Corrected Translation from
the l.-itest French Edition. Large
post Svo. Cloth, price Q.f.

Heredity : A Psychological
Study on its Phenomena, its Laws,
its Causes, and its Consequences.
Large crown Svo. Cloth, price os.
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RINK (Chevalier Dr. Henry).

Greenland : Its People and
its Products. I!y tlic Chevalier

Dr. Hhnrv Rink, President of the

Greenland P>oard of Trade. With
sixteen Illustrations, drawn by the

Eskimo, and a Map. Edited by Dr.

Robert Bkow.n. Crown 8vo. Price

los. 6d.

ROBERTSON (The Late Rev.
F. W.), M.A., of iirighton.

Notes on Genesis. Crown
8v()., price is.

N(nv and Chenper Editions

:

—
The Late Rev. F. "W.
Robertson, M.A., Life and Let-
ters of. Edited by the Rev. Stoj)-

ford Brooke, M.A., Chaplain in Or-
dinarj' to the Queen.

I. 2 vols., uniform with the Ser-

mons. With Steel Portrait. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 7^. (>d.

II. Librarj' Edition, in Demy 8vo.,

with Two Steel Portraits. Cloth,

price I2J.

III. A Popular Edition, in i vol.

Crown 8vo. Cloth, price 6s.

Sermons. Four Series. Small
crown 8vo. Cloth, price 35. (>d. each.

Expository Lectures on
St. Paul's Epistles to the Co-
rinthians. A New Edition. Small
crown 8vo. Cloth, price 55.

Lectures and Addresses,
with other literarj- remains. A New
Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, price ^s.

An Analysis of Mr. Tenny-
son's " In Memoriam." (Dedi-
cated by Permission to the Poet-

Laureate.) Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, price 2i.

The Education of the
Human Race. Translated from
the German of Gotthold Ephraim
Lessing. Fcap. 8vo. Cloth, price

2S. td.

The abo7>c ll'orks can also be had
hoitnd in Itnlf-tuorocco.

*,* A Portrait of the late Rev. F. W.
Robertson, mounted for framing, can
be had, price is. 6d.

ROSS (Mrs. £.),(" NelsieBrook").

Daddy's Pet. A Sketch
from Humble Life. With Six Illus-

trations. Royal i6mo. Cloth, price

RUSSELL (E. R.).

Irving as Hamlet. Second
Edition. Demy 3vo. Sewed, price

\s.

RUSSELL (Major Frank S.).

Russian Wars with Turkey.
With Two Maps. Crown 8vo., price

6s.

RUSSELL (W. C).

Memoirs of Mrs. Laetitia
Boothby. Crown 3vo. Cloth, price

7.f. 61/.

SADLER (S. W.), R.N.

The African Cruiser. A
Midshipman's Adventures on the

West Coast. With Three Illustra-

tions. Second Edition. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 3J. 6d.

SAMAROW (G.).

For Sceptre and Crown. A
Romance of the Present Time.
Translated by Fanny Wormald. 2

vols. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 15.?.

SAUNDERS (Katherine).

The High Mills. A Novel.
3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

Gideon's Rock, and other
St'jries. Crown 3vo. Cloth, price 6j.

Joan Merryweather,and Other
Stories. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

Margaret and Elizabeth.
A Storj' of the Sea. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 6^.

SAUNDERS (John).

Israel Mort, Overman :

a Storj- of the Mine. Crown Svo.

Price 6s.

Hirell. With Fronti,spiece.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price y. 6d.

Cheap Edition
piece, price is.

Abel Drake's Wife.
Frontispiece. Crown Svo.

price 3^. 6d.

Cheap Edition,

piece, price is.

With Frontis-

With
Cloth,

With Frontis-
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SCHELL (Maj. von).

The Operations of the
First Army under Gen. Von
Goeben. Translated by Col. C. H.

von Wright. Four Maps. Demy
8vo. Cloth, price gi-.

The Operations of the
First Army under Gen. Von
Steinmetz. Translated by Captain

E. O. Hollist. Demy Svo. Cloth,

price \os. td.

SCHERFF (Maj. W. von).

Studies in the New In-
fantry Tactics. Parts I. and II.

Translated from the German by
Colonel Lumley Graham. Demy
Svo. Cloth, price 7.?. (>d.

SCHMIDT (Prof. Oscar).

The Doctrine of Descent
and Darwinism. With 26 Illus-

trations. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 5^.

Volume XII. of The International

Scientific Series.

'sCHUTZENBERGER(Prof.F.).

Fermentation. With Nu-
merous Illustrations. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 5.?.

Volume XX. of The International

Scientific Series.

SCOTT (Patrick).

The Dream and the Deed,
and other Poems. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 5^.

SCOTT (W. T.).

Antiquities of an Essex
Parish ; or. Pages from the History

of Great Dunmow. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 55-. Sewed, 4^-.

SCOTT (Robert H.).

Weather Charts and Storm
Warnings. Illustrated. Crown
8\ o. Cloth, price 3s. ^d.

Seeking his Fortune, and
other Stories. With Four Illustra-

tions. Crown Svo. Cloth, price 3^. (>d.

SENIOR (N. W.).

Alexis De Tocqueville.
Correspondence and Conversations

with Nassau W. Senior, from 1833
to 1859. Edited by M. C. M. Simp-
son. 2 vols. Large post Svo. Cloth,

price2i.j.

Journals Kept in France
and Italy. From 1848 to 1S52.

With a .Sketch of the Revolution of
1848. Edited by his Daughter, M.
C. iM. Simpson. 2 vols. Post Svo.

Cloth, price 24,5-.

Seven Autumn Leaves from
Fairyland. Illustrated with Nine
Etchings. Square crown Svo. Cloth,

price 3.?. td.

SEYD (Ernest), F.S.S.

The Fall in the Price of
Silver. Its Causes, its Consequen-
ces, and their Possible Avoidance,
with Special Reference to India.

Demy Svo. Sewed, price 2.J. dd.

SHADWELL (Maj. -Gen.), C.B.

Mountain Warfare. Ilkis-

trated by the Campaign of 1799 in

Switzerland. lieing a Translation

of the Swiss Narrative compiled from
the Works of the Archduke Charles,

Jomini, and others. Also of Notes
by General H. Dufour on the Cam-
paign of the Valtelline in 1635. With
Appendix, Maps, and Introductory
Remarks. Demy Svo. Cloth, price

1 6.?.

SHELDON (Philip).

Woman's a Riddle; or, Baby
Warmstrey. A Novel. 3 vols. Crown
Svo. Cloth.

SHELLEY (Lady).

Shelley Memorials from
Authentic Sources. With (now
first printed) an Essay on Christian-

ity by Percy Bysshe Shelley. With
Portrait. Third Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price 5^.

SHERMAN (Gen. W. T.).

Memoirs of General W.
T. Sherman, Commander of the

Federal Forces in the American Civil

War. By Himself. 2 vols. With
Map. Demy Svo Cloth, price 24.?.

Copyright English Edition.
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SHILLITO (Rev. Joseph).

Womanhood : its Duties,
'rcmpt.itiijMs, :iiul Privileges. .\ I'ook

for YouiiK Women. Crown 8vo.

Price 3^. 6</.

SHIPLEY (Rev. Orby), M.A.

Church Tracts, or Studies
in Modern Problems. liy \arious

Writers. 2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 5^. each.

SHUTE (Richard), M.A.

A Discourse on Truth.
Post 8vo. Cloth.

SMEDLEY (M. B.).

Boarding-out and Pauper
Schools for Girls. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 3^. 6ii.

SMITH (Edward), M.D., LL.B.,
F.R.S.

Health and Disease, ns In-
fluenced by the D.^ily, Seasonal, and
other Cyclical Changes in the Hviman
.System. A New Edition. Post Svo.

Cloth, price 7^. 6ii.

Foods. Profu.sely Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 5-f.

Volume III. of The International

Scientific Series.

Practical Dietary for
Families, Schools, and the La-
bouring Classes. .\ New Edition.

Post Svo. Cloth, price y. 6(i.

Tubercular Consumption
in its Early and Remediable
Stages. Second Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 6i.

SMITH (Hubert).

Tent Life with English
Gipsies in Norway. With Five
full-]iage Engravings and Thirty-one
.smaller Illustrations by Whymper
and others, and M.ap of the Country
showing Routes. Third Edition.
Revised and Corrected. Post Svo.

Cloth, price its.

Some Time in Ireland.

A Recollection. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price IS. tti.

Songs for Music.
I?y Four Friends. Square crown
Svo. Cloth, price 5J.

Containing songs by Reginald A.
(latty, Stephen H. Catty, Creville

J. Chester, and Juliana Kwing.

SPENCER (Herbert).

The Study of Sociology.
I'ifth Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 5^.

Volume V. of The International

Scientific Series.

SPICER (H.).

Otho's Death Wager. A
Dark Page of History Illustrated.

In Five Acts. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,
price 5^.

STEVENSON (Rev. W. F.).

Hymns for the Church and
Home. Selected and l-".diled by the
Rev. W. Fleming .Stevenson.

The most complete Hymn Boole
published.
The Hymn Book consists of Three

Parts :— I. For Public Worship.

—

II. For Family and Private Worship.
—III. For Children.

%* Published in variousfoi'ms ami
prices, the latter rangiu^from 8(/.

to 6s. Lists mid /nil particulars
ivill he furnished oil application to

the Ful'lishcrs.

STEWART(Prof. Balfour), M. A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

On the Conservation of
Energy. 'Jhird Edition. With
Fourteen Engravings. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 5i-.

Volume VI. of The International

Scientific Series.

STONEHEWER (Agnes).

Monacella : A Legend of
North Wales. .-\ Poem. Fcap. Svo.

Cloth, price 3J. bd.

STRETTON (Hesba).__ Author of
"Jessica's First Prayer."

Michael Lorio's Cross and
other Stories. With Two Illustra-

tions. Royal i6mo. Cloth, price

IS. bd.

The Storm of Life. Witli
Ten Illustrations. .Sixteenth Thou-
s.tnd. Royal i6mo. Cloth,price i^. 6(/.
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STRETTON (Hesba)—iw;i'/««.</.

The Crew of the Dolphin.
Illustrated. Twelfth Thousand.
Royal lomo. Cloth, price li". dd.

Cassy. Thirty-second Thou-
sand. With Six Illustrations. Royal
i6mo. Cloth, price is. (>d.

The King's Servants.
Thirty-eighth Thousand. With Eight
Illustrations. Royal i6mo. Cloth,

price ii\ dd.

Lost Gip. Fifty-second Thou-
sand. With Six Illustrations. Royal
i6mo. Cloth, price is. 6d.

*,f* A /so a handsojucly hottnd Edi-
tion, ivith Twelve lllustratioits,

price is. 6d.

David Lloyd's Last Will.
With I'our Illustrations. Royal
i6mo., price is. 6d.

The Wonderful Life.
Eleventh Thousand. Fcap. Svo.

Cloth, price 2.^. 6d.

A Night and a Day. With
Frontispiece. Eighth Thousand.
Royal lomo. Limp cloth, price td.

Friends till Death. With
Illustrations and Frontispiece.

Twentieth Thousand. Royal i6mo.
Cloth, price zs. 6d. ; limp cloth,

price 6d.

Two Christmas Stories,
with Frontispiece. Fifteenth Thou-
sand. Royal i6mo. Limp cloth,

price 6d.

Michel Lorio's Cross, and
Left Alone. With Frontispiece.

Twelfth Thousand. Royal i6mo.
Limp cloth, price 6d.

Old Transome. With
Frontispiece. Twelfth Thousand.
Royal lOmo. Limp cloth, price 6d.

%* Taken from "The King's
Servants."

The Worth of a Baby, and
how Apple-Tree Court was
won. With Frontispiece. Fifteenth
Thousand. Royal lOmo. Limp
cloth, price 6d.

Hester Morley's Promise.
3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

The Doctor's Dilemma.
3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

STUBBS (Lieut. -Colonel F.'W.)

The Regiment of Bengal
Artillery. The History of its

Organization. Equipment, and War
Services. Compiled from Published
Works, Official Records, and various

Private .Sources. With numerous
IMaps and Illustrations. Two Vols.

Demy S\o. Cloth, price ^^s.

STUMM (Lieut. Hugo), German
Military Attache to the Khivan Ex-
pedition.

Russia's advance East-
ward. Based on the Official Reports
of. Translated by Capt. C. E. H.
Vincent. With Map. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 6s.

SULLY (James), M.A.
Sensation and Intuition.
Demy Svo. Cloth, price los. 6d.

Pessimism : a History and
a Criticism. Demy Svo. Price i+y.

Sunnyland Stories.
Ey the .\uthor of

'

" Aunt Marj-'s Bran
Pie.'' Illustrated. Small Svo. Cloth,

price 3i\ 6d.

Sweet Silvery Sayings of
Shakespeare. Crown Svo. cloth

gilt, price -js. 6d.

SYME (David).

Outlines of an Industrial
Science. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

6s.

Tales of the Zenana.
By the .Author of '" Pandurang
Hari." 2 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price lis.

TAYLOR (Rev. J. W. A.), M.A.

Poems. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 5^.

TAYLOR (Sir H.).

Edwin the Fair and Isaac
Comnenus. A Xew Edition.

Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price ^s. 6d.

A Sicilian Summer and
other Poems. -V New Edition.

Fc.-ip. Svo. Cloth, price 35-. 6d.

Philip Van Artevelde. A
Dramatic Poem. A New Edition.

Fcap. Svo. Cloth, price 5^.
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TAYLOR (Col. Meadows), C.S.I.,

M.R.I. A.

The Confessions ofa Thug.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

Tara : a Mahiatta Tale.

Crown Svo. Cloth, price (is.

TELFER(J. Buchan), F.R.G.S.,
Commander R.N.

The Crimea and Trans-
Caucasia. ^\'ith numerous Illus-

trations and Maps. 2 vols. Royal
Svo. Medium Svo. Cloth, price 36^.

TENNYSON (Alfred).

Harold. A Drama. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price o.c.

Queen Mary. A Drama.
New Edition. Crown Svo. Cloth,

price 6s.

TENNYSON (Alfred).

Cabinet Edition. 12 Volumes. Each
with Frontispiece. Fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price zs. 6d. each.

Cabinet Edition. 12 vol';. Com-
plete in handsome Ornamental Case.

TENNYSON (Alfred).

Author's Edition. Complete m 6

Volumes. Post Svo. Cloth gilt ; or

half-morocco. Roxburgh style.

Vol. T. Early Poems, and
English Idylls. Price 6i. ; Rox-
burgh, -js. (jd.

Vol. it. Locksley Hall,
Lucretius, and other Poems.
Price 6s. ; Roxburgh, -js. 6d.

Vol. hi. The Idylls of
the King {Coiiipletf). Price -js. 6d.;

Roxburgh, gs.

Vol. IV. The Princess,
and Maud. Price 6.J. ; Roxburgh,
7J. 6(i.

Vol. V. Enoch Arden,
and In Memonam. Price 6s. ;

Roxburgh, -js. 6d.

Vol. VT. Dramas (/;r/<3';7'«^;').

TENNYSON (Alfred).

The Imperial Library Edi-
tion. In 7 vols. Demy Svo. Clotli,

price los. 6d. each ; in Roxburghc
binding, i2.f. 6d.

Pocket Volume Edition.
13 vols. In neat case. Ditto, ditto.

Extra cloth gilt, in case.

The Illustrated Edition, i

vol. L.-irgeSvo. Gilt extra, price 25J.

Original Editions.

Poems. .Small Svo. Cloth,

price 6j.'.

Maud, and other Poems.
Small Svo. Cloth, price 3^-. 6d.

The Princess. Small Svo.

Cloth, price 3?. bd.

Idylls of the King. Small

Svo. Cloth, price 5^'.

Idylls of the King. Com-
plete. .Small Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

The Holy Grail, and other

Poems. Small Svo. Cloth, price

^s. 6d.

Gareth and Lynette. Small
Svo. Cloth, price ^s.

Enoch Arden, &c. Small
Svo. Cloth, price 3^. 6d.

Selections from the above
Works. Super roy.il i6mo. Cloth,

price 3.f. 6d. Cloth gilt extra, price 4s.

Songs from the above
Works. Super royal i6mo. Cloth

extra, price 31-. 6d.

In Memoriam. Small Svo.

Cloth, price 4s.

Tennyson for the Young and
for Recitation. Specially arranged.

Fcap. Svo. Price is. 6d.
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Tennyson's Idylls of the
|

King, and other Poems. Illustrated '

by Julia Margaret Cameron. 2 vols. 1

Folio. Half-bound morocco, cloth
I

sides, price £6 6s. each. I

THOMAS (Moy).

A Fight for Life. With
Frontispiece. Crown 8vo. Cloth,
price 3J. 6d.

Thomasina.
A Novel. 2 vols. Crown 8vo.

Cloth.

THOMPSON (Alice C).

Preludes. A Volume of
Poems. Illustrated by Elizabeth
Thompson (Painter of "The Roll
Call "). 8vo. Cloth, price -js. 6d.

THOMPSON (Rev. A. S.).

Home Words for \A^an-
derers. A Volume of Sermons.
Crow.; 3vo. Cloth, price 6s.

Thoughts in Verse.
Small Crown 8vo. Cloth, price is. 6ii.

THRING (Rev. Godfrey), B.A.

Hymns and Sacred Lyrics.
Fcap. 3vo. Cloth, price 5.J.

TODD (Herbert), M.A.

Arvan ; or, The Story of the
Sword. A Poem. CrowK Svo. Cloth,
price 7^. td.

TODHU.NTER (Dr. J.)

Laurella; and other Poems.
Croun Svo. Cloth, price (>s. 6d.

TRAHERNE (Mrs. A.).

The Romantic Annals of
a Naval Family. A New and
Cheaper Edition. Crown Svo.

Cloth, price 5^.

TRAVERS (Mar.).

The Spinsters of Blatch-
ington. A Novel. 2 vols. Crown
Svo. Cloth.

TRAVERS {lA.SiT.)—coHtmiied.

Waiting for Tidings. By
the Author of ''White and Black."
3 \ols. crown Svo.

TREMENHEERE (Lieut. -Gen.
C. W.)

Missions in India : the
System of Education in Government
and Mission Schools contrasted.
Demy Svo. Sewed, price zs.

TURNER (Rev. C. Tennyson).

Sonnets, Lyrics, and Trans-
lations. Crown Svo. Cloth, price

TYNDALLGohn),L.L.D.,F.R.S.

The Forms of Water in
Clouds and Rivers, Ice and
and Glaciers. With Twenty-five
Illustrations. Sixth Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price $s.

Volume I. of The International

Scientific Series.

UMBRA OXONIENSIS.

Results of the expostu-
lation of the Right Honourable
\V. E. Gladstone, in their

Relation to the Unity of Roman
Catholicism. Large fcap. Svo. Cloth,

price 5.J.

UPTON (Richard D.), Capt.

Newmarket and Arabia.
An Examination of the Descent of
Racers and Coursers. With Pedi-

grees and Frontispiece. Post Svo.

Cloth, price oi~.

YAMEERY (Prof. A.).

Bokhara : Its History and
Conquest. Second Edition. Demy
Svo. Cloth, price i&s.

VAN BENEDEN (Mons.).

Animal Parasites and
Messmates. With 83 Illustrations.

Second Edition. Cloth, price 5^.

Volume XIX. of The latemationaS
Scientific Series.
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VANESSA.
Bj' the Aiitlior of "Thomasina,"
&c.

_
A Novel. 2 vols. Second

Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth.

VINCENT (Capt. C. E. H.).

Elementary Military
Geography, Reconnoitring,
and Sketching. L'oiiiijilcd fur
Non - Commissioned Oflicers and
Soldiers of all Arms. .Square
crown 8\o. Cloth, price ^s. 6ii.

VOGEL (Dr. Hermann).

The Chemical effects of
Light and Photography, in their
application to .\rt, .Science, and
Industry. 'I'he translation thoroughly
revised. With loo Illustrations, in-

cluding some beautiful specimens of
Photography. Third Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price ^s.

VoliiiTie XV. of The International
Scientific Series.

VYNER (Lady Mary).

Every day a Portion.
Adapted from the I'.iMe and the
Prayer Ijook, for the Private Devo-
tions of those living in Widowhood.
JJoUectcd and edited by Lady Mary
Vyner. Square crown Svo. Cloth
e.\tra, price 5.?.

Waiting for Tidings.

Py the Author of " White and
Black." 3 vols. Crown Svo. Cloth.

WARTENSLEBEN (Count H.
von).

The Operations of the
South Army in January and
February, 1871. Compiled from
the Official War Documents of the
Head-quarters of the Southern .\rniy.
Translated by Colonel C. H. von
Wright. With Maps. Demy 8vo.
Cloth, price 6^.

The Operations of the
First Army under Gen. von
Manteuffel. Translated by Colonel
C. H. von Wright. Uniform with
the above. Demy Svo. Cloth, price
qs.

WAV (A.), M.A.
The Odes of Horace Liter-
ally Translated in Metre. I'cap.
Svo. Cloth, price 2s.

WEDMORE (F.).

Two Girls. 2 vols. Crown
8\o. Cloth.

What 'tis to Love. P.y the-

.\uthor of • Flora .\dair," "The
Value of Fostertown." 3 vols, crown
Svo.

WELLS (Capt. John C), R.N.
Spitzbergen—The Gate-
way to the Polynia ; or, X Voyage
to Spitzbergen. \\'iih numerous Il-

lustrations by Whymper and others,
and Map. Xew and Cheaper Edi-
tion. Demy Svo. Cloth, price 6s.

WETMORE(W. S.).

Commercial Telegraphic
Code. .Second Edition. I'ust 410.
Boards, price 42.?.

What 'tis to Love.
P.y the Author of " Flora Adair,"
"'I'he Value of Kosterstown." 3 vols.

Crown Svo. Cloth.

WHITAKER (Florence).

Christy's Inheritance. A
London Story. Illustrated. Royal
i6mo. Cloth, price is. 6d.

WHITE (A. D.), LL.D.
Warfare of Science. With
Prtfatorj- Note by Professor Tyndall.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 3.?. 6r/.

WHITE (Capt. F. B. P.).

The Substantive Seniority
Army List—Majors and Cap-
tains. Svo. Sewed, price zs. 6,/.

WHITNEY (Prof. W. D.), of Vale
College, New Haven.

The Life and Growth of
Language. Second Edition. Crown
Svo. Cloth, price jj'. Co/iyiif;ht
J'.ditioit.

Volume XVI. of The International
Scientific .Series.
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WHITNEY (Prof. W. D.). of Yale
Collude, New y{:^\c\\—coil till iicd.

Essentials of English
Grammarforthe Useof Schools.
Crown ovu. Cloth, price 3^-. bd

.

WHITTLE (J. L.), A.M.

Catholicism and the Vati-
can. With a Narr.ilive of the OKI
Catholic Congress at Munich.
Second Edition. Cro^vn8^o. Cloth,
price 46". da.

"WICKHAM (Capt. E. H., R.A.)

Influence of Firearms upon
Tactics : Historical and Critical
Invc-stig.ations. IJy .an Oi FiciiR of
Sll'EKloii R.\Niv (in the German
Army). Translated by Captain E.
H. \\'ickham, R.A. Demy 8vo.
Cloth, price 7^-. (>t1.

WILBERFORCE (H. W.).

The Church and the Em-
pires. Historical Periods. Pre-
ceded by a Memoir of the .Vuthor
by John Henry Xewman, D.I), of
the Oratory. With I'ortrait. Post
8vo. Cloth, price icw. dd.

WILKINSON (T. L.).

Short Lectures on the Land
Laws. Delivered before the Work-
ing Men's College. Crown 8vo.
Limp Cloth, price 2j\

WILLIAMS (A. Lukyn).

Famines in India ; tlieir

Causes and Possible Prevention.
The Essay for the Le P.as Prize, 1875.
Demy 8vo. Cloth, price 5^-.

WILLIAMS (Rowland), D.D.

Life and Letters of, with E.\-
tracts from his Note-]!ooks. Edited
by Mrs. Rowland Williams. W'ith
a Photographic Portrait. 2 vols.
Large post 8vo. Cloth, price 24^.

Psalms, Litanies, Coun-
sels and Collects for Devout
Persons. Edited by hi. Widow.
New and Popular Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloth, price 3*. 61/.

!
W^ILLIS (R., M.D.)

Servetus and Calvin : a
Study of an Important Epoch in the
Early History of the Reformation.
8vo. Clolh, price i6.f.

(The Hon.WILLOUGHBY
Mrs.).

On the North Wind—
Thistledown. .A. Yolumeof Poenis.
Elegantly bound. Small crown 8vo.
Cloth, price 7,?. dd.

WILSON (H. Schiitz).

Studies and Romances.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 7^. i>d.

I

i

WILSON (Lieut.-Col. C. T.).

I
James the Second and the

j

Duke of Berwick. Demy Svo.

I

Cloth, price 12.1. dd.

WINTERBOTHAM (Rev. R ),

I
M.A., B.Sc.

I

Sermons and Expositions.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price 7^-. 6</.

WOINOVITS (Capt. 1).

Austrian Cavalry Exercise.
Translated by Captain W. S. Cooke.
Crown Svo. Cloth, price ts.

WOOD (C. F.).

A Yachting Cruise in the
South Seas. With Si.\ Photo-
graphic Illustrations. Demy Svo.
Cloth, price qs. 6d.

WRIGHT (Rev. David), M.A.
Man and Animals : A Ser-
mon. Crown Svo. Stitched iu
wrapper, price is.

WRIGHT (Rev. David), M.A.
Waiting for the Light, and
other Sermons. Crown Svo. Cloth,
price 6s.

WYLD(R. S.), F.R.S.E.

The Physics and the Philo-
sophy of the Senses ; or, The
Mental and the Physical in their
jMutual Relation. Illustrated by-

several Plates. Demy 8vo. Cloth,
price 16s.
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YONGE (C. D).

History of the
Revolution of 1688.

Cloth, price bs.

English
Crown 8vo.

YORKE (Stephen).

Cleveden. A Novel. 2 vols.

Crown 8vo. Cloth.

YOUMANS (Eliza A.).

An Essay on the Culture
of the Observing Powers of
Children, especially in connection
with the .Study of Botany. Kdited,
with Notes and a Supplement, by
Joseph Payne, F. C. I'. , .\uthor of
" Lectures on the .Science and .\rt of
Education," &c. Crown 8vo. Cloth,

price 2J. dd.

YOU MANS (Eliza A.) .o::tbincd.

First Book of Botany.
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